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ReNYtel, 12/17/66, entitled "CPUSA-ORGANIZATION, ad ὯΝ | 
Is= C; CINAL" reflecting that NORMAN FREED, Canadian CP iF Cee 
Funetionary,. was scheduled to go_to NYC on 12/14/66, to Ἔχε 
confer with. CPUSA Functionariesythe establishment of a joint ̓ ry 
CPUSA-Canadian leddership ‘school. 

On 12/15/66, there was received at a NYC drop: a 
letter from NORMAN PREED,, for transmittal. to. ‘the- CPUSA, ‘the 
‘content of which ‘is: as” follows: 

= "Dee. 12, 1966 

"Dear Friends: ak 
# 

4. "T regret that I am υδδρ218 to. visit you as I had okt 
i planned. The matter to be determined is for you to decide A 

as to your desire to participate in a joint affair for two 
months during ‘March and- April. We intend to make it public 
that a ‘School for Social Séience'! will take. -Place, in 
Toronto during the above: ‘period having regard for. the lessons 

to be drawn from the experience of the last school. 
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NY 100-134637 

"We are very anxious for you to participate and if 
you decide in the affirmative the details can be worked out 
later. The arrangement re maintenance, travel etc. are thé 
same as last time, 

"We have not as yet worked out the curriculum, it 
will be a modification of the last one, taking onto account 
the shorter term and the needs of our respective organizations 
to train young people for leading responsibilities. As to 
numbers it could be the same as the previous time. We would 
like to hear from you as to your decision and opinions about 
the curriculum, teaching methods, pexsonnel -etc. 

"Hoping to ‘hear from you soon. 

"Yours , 

"Norman" 

In the absence of NY 694.-S*, who is currently 
convalescing. in Florida, the original of the aforementioned 
letter is enclosed herewith for the Chicago Office for 
transmittal to CG 5824-S*, 
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ReNYairtel, 12/15/66, captioned above, reporting? ΤΊ (ὧν 
the content. of the letter sent by. Canadian CP functionary 4 
NORMAN FREED: ‘through thé CPUSA concerning a proposed joint ; f | 
CPUSA~Canadian CP leadership sehool, τ 

‘Oni 12/16/66,- there: was: received at a, NYC drop a 
letter froni WILLIAM KASHTAN, General. Secretary of the 
Canadian CP, for transmittal to GUS’ HALL} the content of 
the said’ letter is.as follows: 

“becenber 13, ‘1966 | ᾿ 

"Dear Herbért: ee oe | 

| "Finally returned. homé after a tour through the 
country. Your. friend G.M. undoubtedLy. informed you-of the 
round table. exchange which may havé some value. in stimulating 
further thought on ‘some complicated problems many, of the 
fraternal movements are confronted. with. 

Ψ' 
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" NY 100-134637 

"We. are presently preparing for a family get 
together scheduled to take place around the middle of 
January and will at that time also discuss the prospects 
of an international conférence. Opinion seems to be divided 
on this matter but the rieéd for it is becoming increasingly 
‘obvious. 

"Qn questions closer to home. Could you give us 
your views on the apparent conflict between the Meany 
position and others over foreign policy andperhaps other 
questions, The press here speaks of an organizational 
division. Is this actually in the cards? 

"Secondly; we understand that a noted French 
Marxist scholar is visiting the USA and will be lecturing 
on various matters which also have an importance here. Is 
it possible for him to come to Canada following his visit? 
When he was-here last he made quite an impact and: a follow up 
would be quite useful, Gould you advise us? 

"Thirdly, on the question of a repeat-of last year's. 
joint educational project. Do you seé prospects of it being 
carried through again taking. into account the events of last 
arid our own view that it should be public (only in the sense. 
that it will not be denied)? 

"I understand that our director was invited to 
discuss this with you. I. think myself the politics of the 
Problem should be considered first and details. resolved later. 

. We. have .a, tentative agreement..here to hold it in March, 
“April. " ᾿ ᾿ 

"Finally, I imagine you have many impressions from 
‘your recent tour abroad and if. there are questions of mutual 
eoncern involved, would appreseate hearing from you, Wilt 

' be more or less settled here until after our family gathering 
a7 4 

and if anything cah be arranged, would welcome Ate 

τ’ 



“NY 100-134637 

"In the meantime ail the. best. 

_ As ever, 
tE 

9 

ἂρ, 5, Received your note of Dec. Ist." 

"GM." -mentioried in paragraph 1 above is 
undoubtedly a reference to GEORGE MEYER, CPUSA funetionary,, 
‘who attended recently 8 conférence. at the: World Marxist 

- 
Review in Prague, said: conferencé: having, concerned: 
imperialism in Western Burope,, _. 

"Family get; together" in paragraph ὃ is: a. reference: to 
a, Canddian CP National Committee meeting schéduléd for- the 
middie of January,.-1967. | 

“The “French Marxist Scholar" mentioned in 
paragraph 4 is very likely a reference. to ROGER GARAUDY}. 

_ ἃ member of ‘the French CP Politburo, who 18. currently on Ba, 
lécture tour in the US, the subject matter of his. Lectures being 
Catholicism. and, Marxism; (It is ‘beldéved that he Was: 
scheduled. to visit Chicago before: returnitig to France. }. 

In paragraph 5; it would séem that KaSHTAN is- making 
reference to ‘the fact that the joint CPUSA ‘Cariadan CP leadership 
‘school. ‘held last. year had resulted. in advérse. publicity. 

In paragraph 6 "our director" 5.8 reference to 
‘NORMAN. FREED who had. been scheduled. to discuss the. aforesaid: — 
joint school with CPUSA fum -ctionaries. 

In paragraph 1 of referenced airtel. ¢ He-satd -_ 
airtel was reférred to incorrectly as akelae 12/17/86 ae 
instead of 12/7/66. 

Th. the abserice. of NY 694-s*, there ΔΒ encloséd . 
herewith the original of the above-mentioned. letter to be 
transmitted by. the: Chicago Office to CG ‘5824.S*, 

- ἀκα τν - 
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fo On 12/20/66, there was received from Modcow,; via 
A . radio, a “eyphered ; partially koded message, the plaintext of 
Fs which is as followss, ᾿ 

' ‘Radio wy January: Tuesday 1236GME, fréquency 10864, 
1356-12456, 1916-14526. Calling 85 F. Thursday 1221. ‘GME, 
frequency 10742; 1241-12271, 1301-14411. Calling 9 Q 2. 
For confirmation of our messages in January and February use 
telephones 7349284 or 73849386. Please confirm. 

7 | 
oN The above is the radio. schedule fon 1967. ; 
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NR 168 GR 118 12/20/66 Ό 
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“TRANSLATION FROM FRENCH 

~ -Cohtinudtion)+ 

The. central Committee of the Brazilian Communist. Party’ 
; an nity ὁ e ommun s ovenen 

On the subject of the world comnunist movement and 
of the activities. of the leaders of the Chinese Comnunist Party 

. to drive. the wedge of division. into the world communist move- ‘ 
ment, the Central'Committee of our Party has just made public 
the following note; . 

"The Brazilian Connunist Party which has actively 
- participated in the efforts to bring ‘about greater cohesion 

in the world communist movement wishes to express its concern 
over what is happening in China where a systematic anti~ 

__Soviet campaign is being carried on and feels that it. is its 
duty to reaffirm its solidarity with the glorious Communist . 

Party of the Soviet Union, which is the spearhead of the inter= 
παν national communist ‘movement and has # given: 5 many good ‘accoutts 
“6h ' of ise £. 

“Phe XI Plenary Neoting of the Central Committed of 
the Communist Party of China approved a resolution ma so-~ 
calied ‘great proletarian cultural revolution,’ which::it 3 
used aS a pretext to reaffirm a political line which opposes: 
the Harxist-Leninist, line worked out by the Communist and. 

- 1 Workers’ Parties onthe occasion- of the: two ποσὰ Conferences. 
- held in ‘Noscow-in 1957 and 1960, In. ‘addition to slanderous . 
attacks on the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and on the 
Soviet Union itself, the resolutions approved at the Plenary: 
Meeting of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of ' 
China are to be interpreted; in essence, that the leaders of 
the Communist. Party of China reject the propositions that..were 
made by. the Conmunist Party of the Soviet Union and other 
‘Communist Parties of socialist countries for the implementation ΝΣ 
of joint actions in the struggle against Anerican imperialism 
and support for the Vietnamese’ people. 

ἘΠ 

‘At a time when the imperialist eneny is: exploiting — 
the differences ‘within the world communist movement. to’ in~ 
tensify its aggression against the heroic people of Vietnan, 
to-utter new threats against Socialist Cuba and to try to con- 

- tain, by the might of its arms, the struggles that. many nations 
wage for national liberation, against colonialism and neo~- 
colonialisn, the Brazilian communists will do everything in 
their | Power, in thé vanguard of democratic and patriotic 
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Democratic Republic of Vietnam. 

‘Conferences of 1957 and 1966. Much stronger than any force 

‘whose eStablishuent is forthcoming, will be a party of center- 

ΝΣ 9 
é 

forces, to intensity their struggle against the Castelo 
Branco dictatorship - a sérvant of American imperialism ~ 
and will spare. no efforts to promote solidarity of the 
masses with. the gallant South Vietnamese people and the 

"In its conviction that the struggle against 
imperialism and all reacfionary forcés demands, more than 
ever, unity on the part of all revolutionary and liberation 
detachments; the Brazilian communists will take part in all 
initiatives and efforts of Brother Parties to foster cohesion 
and unity within the world communist movement on the basis of 
MarxismZLeninism and the general line approved by the World 

which may Separate them, the Communist Parties are lions which 
unite the masses into thé struggle for the preservation of 
world peace, against inperialism - enemy of all nations - 
for social progress and world victory of communism.” 

October 1966 . 

The Central Committee of the Brazilian 
Communist Pazxty 

The Kubitschek-Lacerda Neeting 

Following the negotiations for a "Wide Front," a 
meeting took place between Kubitschek and Lacerda in Lisbon, 
Portugal; and a communique was issued. 

The document which seals the union of two personalities 
calls fox the establishment of a political party, the Popular 
Party, whose purpose is the struggie for liberty, economic 
development of ‘the country and the aspirations of the people. 

This event had profotind repercussions and Lacerda 
is thréatened with the ios& of his political rights. 

Subsequently, it waS leahned that the Popular Party, 

left-of-center tendencies. 



Under the present circumstances, as thie Political 
Resolution of athe Central Committee points out, all agree 
nents, alliances and organizations aimed at waging, the struggle 

᾿ς for democracy’ are positive. developments. It remains to δὰ 
seen in practice whether the new party is in a position to make 
a contribution to: the struggle which our people are carrying on 

‘against dictatorship and for their well-being. 
Ἧ 

το τ. πα 

| 

A-Great oss for Our Party and’.Our People 

doining in the mourning by- Which our Party and our 
people are:so deeply affected, our Bulletin pays a sorrowful 
and-fraternal tribute to the memory of our beloved comrade — 
Pedro‘Hotta Lima, who tragically perished in the crash of 8 
Bulgarian airplane at Bratislava while attending to a task « “on 
behalf ‘of our Central Committee: , 

We: express our fraternal condolences to the Comminist 
. ..Rartdes: of Argentina, Chile. and Honduras, which are mourning 

the deaths of' Jose Gonzales, Jorge Calixto Ramires, Rogelio. 
Ferrari and Ramon. Amalla Amadei « ; 

i The: denises. of these: communist -ledders. ‘deeply 
agghieve the. workers movement .and the people of Latin America, 

a ‘deaths .of Pedro Motta Lima,. Rogelio. ‘Ferrari and 
Ramon, Amalla. Amadei constitute very great losses, to the. litera- 
‘tures’ and journalistic endéavors of their respective countries. 
The three. of then: were living in Prague, | in the sare house, 
working: in the saiie. place, as..editors ‘of the "International 
Review of the Problems of Peace and Socialism," and ‘perished 

- together . in. the. discharge. of their duties. They gave their. 
lives to the: cause for which they were conbating with ardor 
and to which ‘they had ‘devoted all their activities:. the cause 
of Peace and Socialism, which ‘are the greatest aspirations of. 

; their nations and of the. entire world, - 

Ye wil be. grateful to our Brother ‘Parties ‘and their 
democratic organizations: for (?) reprinting (?), in their press 
and publications ,. the.-contents of our Bulletin. 

+ 
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A. Note by the Executive Commission on the Political Situation 

1. The Brazilian situation is characterized by a sharpening 
of social contradictions. Because of it,. manifestations. of opposition. 
to the dictatorial government are increasing. 

‘The more isolated Phenctic = RE “the 
more it resorts to’ arbitrary actions and -yiolénce which: bring, forth 
its military, reactionary and: ‘pro-imperialist nature and the anti-popular 
and anti~national contents of its: policies. Under the: circumstances, ᾿ 
the dictatorship.is. mable.to live up to its democratic:dind constitutional 
mask with which it:tried to deceive the nation. - . 

2, ‘The dictatorship, through its policies and measures, is 
trying to erect a Fascist-like. regime as.the law of the land. It is. 

- carrying on. new attempts. on the rights-of the workers by repealing, 
for example} the right of maritime workers to, unionize themselves. 
In a constantly ; brutal fashion, “it. keeps up. itg.repression, of the student 
movements; Bis ‘continues: to cancel. parliamentary. mandates, ,to, deprive 
the citizens of their political rights; to,impose major restrictions.on 
the electoral process, thereby gradually. reducing the possibilities. of 
choice for the people of candidates-worthy. of their confidence. It-per- 
sists: in its economic. and; financial policies, which. keep our people in . 
starvation ‘and, surrender our economic resources; to American 
mordpolies.. Juracy Magalhaes: has been traveling to various countries 
of Latin America in‘his shameful.capacity as the traveling salesman of 
American imperialism, ‘trying to sell the "Inter-American Peace Force," 
plotting the:invasion of Cuba and claiming that Brazil is ready and willing 
‘to send troops to participate ἐπ the criminal jwar: against. the Vietnamese 
people. On the other hand, the ruling military group, by depriving the 
people of their right to elect the President of the. Republic, strives to 
mabhitain itself in power with the appointment of Costa e Silva to replace 
the’ ‘present dictator and tries‘ to legalize, by a raiiroaded. constitution, 
the Fascist-like regime which it-has imposed:upon the nation: 

However, the fact that the dictatorship. is Continuing its 
offensive does hot mean that. it is succeeding in strengthening its position: 
Tlie policies which it enacts are.in conflict with national interests, It is 
harmirig the workers and thé peasants, the intellectuals and the students, ὁ 
the officials and-other segments of the petty bourgedisie as well as the 
national’ bourgeoisie and other sectors of the ruling. classes. This is the 
‘reason why unrest is growing. This is the reason. why outward manifesta- 
tions of résistance expand. A portion of the population which in April 1964 

- ὃ « ΄ 
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vemained indliferentlto the coup d'etat is’ taking a position today which 
is against the dictatorship. The progressive wing of the Catholic: 

_ clergy. is participating at an increasing rate in the protest movement: 
This situation is reflected by the positions taken by-personalities and 
groups.of people whose. opposition to the Castelo Branco Government 
is expanding and intensifying. 

The dictatorship has been trying since its inception to deceive 
our people and world public opinion by hiding behind a democratic facade. 
Nevertheless, as ‘it, pursues its policies and as it encounters more and - 
more:resistance, itis no. longer able to.save appearances. and is forced 
to-take off its mask and show its true face. It even had to. closé.down the 
National. Congress, whose reactionary composition had-been further ᾿ 

᾿ mutilated under the coercive process and had become one of the principal 
instruments: of application of thie policies of.dictatorship. All of'thig 

. confirms the analysis-which had been made by the communists: The 

Tegime: of arbitrary. rule, violence, poverty’ and. hunger. 

| process of isolation of the dictatorship is gathering. momentum, The 
- contradictions between the nation and the. dictatorship grow deeper and 
deeper and political instability increases at a most rapid rate. 

9. Faced with this situation and.with the change of the political | 
conjuncture in 8. direction favorable to the forces which oppose the 
dictatorship, ‘certain. .sectors of the ruling classes. try for a.conciliatory 
way out:by means. of coups d'etat and other military insurrections. They - 
fear that as a result of the development of the. mass struggle, the. popular 
forces-may win a decisive influence on.the events, ‘In order to-solve their 
problems, they | have. vislons of Summit conferences which, by means:of: 
a simple. replacement | of.men in the power seats, may create the illusion 
that-the dictatorship has been eliminated and enable.them to continue. to 

_ promote their interests to the detriment of the. interests. of:the workers 
and of.the people, 

At the present. time, one of the so-called "solutions" which 
are being proclaimed ig the inauguration, ahedd of time, of Costa e 
Silva as the President of the Republic, claiming that the new.dictator. can 
open the road toa pacification and democratization of the country. It is. 
obvious, however, that the replacement of'Castelo Branco by another 
coup \inar'shal, beholden to the dictatorship and its policies, has no other 
objective than ‘that. of deceiving the peoplé.and trying. to:.extend the-present 



4, ' The steady drop in Social and political support of. the | 
dictatorship-improves the:chances of. those -who-combat it and will: 
ultimately. defeat it. ‘The action initiatives against the: Hictatorsliip - 
express -the sentiment which. becomes iiore general from day to. day: 
and-reflects the interests of wide strata:of the'population. These 
initiatives will soon-be- able to depend on total support and the solidarity 
of the masses, The isolation of the dictatorship does not-mean, however, 
that it will disappear without putting: upa struggle. We will not succeed” 
in defeating the dictatorship by ‘the action of isolated groups, no matter 
.how heroic they are, ‘or by putting out appeals for ‘its destruction. | What 
is required is a-unity of’action on the part οὗ 411 thé forcés which are 
-opposed:to the dictatorship. 

The principal ‘activity of the communists must be for the 
guidance of the struggle of the classes, which must’ be designed to 
unite and-mobilize them ‘in deferise of their own ‘rights and-their demands 
against the dictatorship, for democratic freedoms, for solidarity with 
those who:are politically persecuted, dgainst thie sale of ‘Brazilto 
American monopolies; against the "Inter-American Peace Force, " 
against the attempts which are currently’ being made to drag our country | 
into the dirty war in Vietnam. 

it is also necessary to step. up the: struggle against the new. 
. Fascist-like constitution(?+; the. dictatorship, with or without the. 
connivance of-our- congress, is trying 6 hoist onws; This-is also true 
of our: struggle against laws ‘ton the: press" and "ὁπ. security" with 
which the-nation:is threatened. 

The holding of the Congréss of the National Student Union, 
which revived an old-and glorious tradition of struggle for democracy Ὁ 
and national independence, and the other demonstrations which were 
staged in the main: ‘bites of the country by successfully braving the.re~- 
pression of the police$y-constituted various-manifestatioris of a united 
struggle against-the dictatorship and have had national: repercussions 
arousing: sympathetic reactions on the part of the population at-large. 

The activities ofa group of Catholic clergymen, who are: 
becoming more:and more numerous, ‘in opposing the dictatorship and: 
‘the position ofthe Bishops: in the North East, led by the Reverend - 
Helder Camara, point to-the growing ‘dpposition to the policies of the 
dictkatorship and to the orléntation of the.most advanced wing of the 
church, In this fashion,, great possibilities are opening up for a united 
action in conjunction with Catholic leaders and segments of the population 
under their influence. 



O 

The current: negotiations for the organization of.a so-called 
‘wide front! which are, the result of a t~approchement” between.Carlos 
Lacerda. and ex-Presidents' Kubitschek and Goulart are indicative of the 
vastness of the. movement ofthe forces: which. opposd the dictatorship:: 
‘This is, without.a. doubt, ἃ positive: political: development. Nevertheless, 
the future of. this. initiative. will depend upon‘the. contribution that it will: 

~ be able to:make toithe. struggle againét.the. dictatorship for democratic 
freedoms.and the trie interests of the Brazilian: people. 

The communists insist on:the need for the. political. negos 
tiations which are-béing held among the forces. that oppose their ‘struggle 
against the. dictatorship to result in the: adoption of a united platform 
containing the common. objectives. In the Political Resolution which _ 
was approved in late June of this year by the Céntral Committee of 
our Party; we have presented asthe foundation for an ‘understanding of 
this matter the questions which, in our opinion, should be included in 
the platform, | 

Be Under- thé present circumstances of our country, it is 
obvious.that the-electoral. process. will not-suffice to unseat the-dictator- 
ship through. the election of mere deputies and senators. However, 
despite the restrictions that are imposed on the right to vote, the 

_ participation in direct elections ‘on November 15 will make it possible. 
sto-intensify the protests and the struggles against‘the dictatorship, to 
unmask: its ‘policies. and to.denounce its -crimes. It will also be. possible 
to-achieve.closer- cooperation and-unity’ among the forces which conbat 
the dictatorship. | 

£ 

‘In every State and Commune, the communists will denounce 
the existant restrictions and,. δὲ the samé time, will indicate to the 
masges those candidates wlio are worthy of the vote of the people and 
who, after-their election, will .know how to-turn their legislative seats 

’ nto outposts of the struggle against the dictatorship. Nonetheless,. in 
the face.of the latest cancellations of-mandates, of the suppression. of. 
political rights: andthe “en masse" rejection of. candidates by the Judges: 
presiding over: the elections, who dre openly guided by the SNE (National: 

᾿ς Intelligence Sérvice).and by the DOPS. (political.police) the Jists:of candi- 

, 

dates will be filled with names of reactionaries:unwérthy of:the popular 
vate. Wherever this happens, the communists will. call for’a blank . 

_ pallot-as ἃ form. of protest and denunciation of the farce into which the 
dictatorship has turned the elections, . 



ΠΣ of Sere well being. for our’ ote 

6. The di¢tatorship'is a servant of Ainerican imperialism © 
not only as far.as our nation is: concernéd, but also with. respéct to other 
nations. In internatioiialrelatipis, it is being used: 4s an instrument’ ' 

᾿ 
t 

of the policies, of aggression: ‘and colonial oppression and" war provocation 
‘of the United States. It Seeks:to step up its support: for thé war χ᾽ 
Vietnam by. sending troops:, It strives to organize an "Inter-American 
Peace Force," whose purpose is to intervené militarily,’ under ‘Washington's 
orders, against tlie nations of Latin Anierica:which struggle for inde- 
‘pendence and val cen It i supports an armed aggression against Cuba 

What ped] 

| policies of the ; Mie inalepen Solidarity. with: the Vietnamese “cone. νι who, 
. because of their heroic resistance, are ‘in the vanguard of the nations 
that struggle-for national liberation’and social progréss. ‘becomes. a matter. 
of particular ‘importance. : 

| ‘The: international: situation continues. to evolvé in a direction 
rion 

socialism, In our ‘country, the.c δ clique ‘Which seized power is: ‘becoming 
more: and. more: isolated. Let Us. in mene the struggle for the defense. of | 

Seal - τ 

ΟΝ 

October 1966 « The-Central Committee of the ‘Brazilian Communist: party.” 
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τὶ (Type in plaintext or code) " 

γα. ᾿Ἀτπτἢἢ REGISTERED MAIL 4 
᾿ τ (Priority) Ὁ Ν - Ἵ 

Ρ 7 ; DIRECTOR, FBI Ὁ 1900-42809 ἊΝ ' 
} ia . | 

FROM: SAC; CHICAGO ᾿αβά-46, Sub B)” | 

Ysoro > ΝΕ : ; . i , 4 {} ws 

“Tso μα φ, 
5 Dd Est κι JgeRRER Se Aave, “ἢ 

. inclosea. T herewith. for. the Bureau are. three copies 
and for the New York Offi¢e,one cdpy of an informant’s 
statement captioned; "Sam dGonbeis | Los Angeles, California, 
an Individual Desiring to Go to Soviet Union to Decture’’ AW “ 
on Dry Cleaning Processes." . — y ἜΣ ΧΙΝΝ 

The information, set forth in the enclosed. infor- ᾿, 
mant's statement was orally furnished. by CG 5824-S*, who Uh a 
has furnished reliable information in the past, to SA ἡμῇ ' 
RICHARD W,. ἬΛΝΘΈΕΝ on 12/15/66, jv 

The pertinent information, set forth in the enclosed 
informant's statement is being disseminated under separate 
cover of ‘individual case caption to. the Los Angeles Office 
with appropriate cautionary statements. : ; 1 

χολ Fok fe ΝΞ ὟΝ " 
AG Burean CEng 258) CRM). 

_— New. York Ἢ ἘΝ 134637) (Enc. Δ)(ηῖο) CRM) 
2~Chicago 

(1 - A)134-46 Sub B-11) μοὶ Ἵ 04-Ὁ “db Lf G Or. a) Le 

io 

6 prc 29 388. 

Approved! we 

BD JANS 180i 

| 
| 

Sent, -τ...........-..- M Per --.-.-.- ----..--ς.-ς-ς.ς- | 
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SAM. GERBER, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, AW ΝΣ a Ν 
INDIVIDUAL DESIRING TO GO TO SOVIET’ UNION - τον τ 
TO LECTURE. ON DRY. CLEANING G_PAOCHSIES 

a4 - - τς τς - 

- Followihg the cone lusian. of the National Comnittes, - 
ες Communist Party, USA (CP, USA),.mooting held in New York City, τ 

τς . December 3+7, 1006, BEN poBEs of the CP of Southorn California * 
_ turned over to ‘GUS HALL, ‘Ggnoral Secretary, SP, USA, . the. τ 

- following, connunieatioa: τὸ 
" ' 

| ' tDecentor 8, 1966 

2 δε «Gus Kelp Ν ᾿ ΝΞ ΝΣ 
νας "Prorig Den Dokhs, 7 - ἢ _ = 

| 7 ; 2 
[ 

- ΞΕ oo "In roference to our Gonverse tion. thia date in So 
! . Fo SAN GERDER, 38712. Weat Josteraon Blyd., Los Angoles, 

τ αλλ, 90016, | oy 

“ἢ. is intorested: ‘at his own oxpenso ‘to give Looe. 
. ‘tires, ’ demonstrations oF any other tieaht for the. oo, 
τς, @evelopriont of dry-cleaning skLlis to poople in this ~ «- 
, _industry.. Bo ‘is:knoyn in -the Soviot Union by virtue: oe 

ΝΣ . ~ ΠΟ having built a plant in 1985 for dry-cleaning and ΝΕ ΕΣ 
also his correspondence with a comrade. formerly con» | . 

¥. , - Heeted with that indugtry by the namo of Batueva. 
po Ho sinply wants to he of some us 39 and it is up. to 

᾿ ᾿τ “then 4 they- can ασὸ hin, tooo, _ 

- “Ho was Ἢ monmber many years igo and. while he oy 
has» disagréononts,. is ἃ staunch friond of the. move- = a 
mont and of socialism. . He at prosent coiducts 2 Ce 

_>aehool in Log Angeles on dry-cleating skills and ig 
ΒΕ considered one of tho best technicians in the country. - 
ΠΕ... _ Ho is a graduate ef tho National Institute of Dry - 

, Cleaning and has kept, up wath 811 tho modern methods © . 
“and literature," ” ao 

- ᾿ τι 

Ὁ 

ΠΝ GUS TALL nade’ ‘the abovo dcounent avati~ - 
τσ ‘able and indicated that ho desires that the essence theréof be 

οτος τος trangnitted to’ the Russians for their considération and 
réaction, HALL made no specific statenents about bis τόσον 

mendations concerning the poss siptlity of GERBER traveling. - 

" 

+ ee 1 tenet 

τ 1 
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70 : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

“FROM: Sac, CHICAGO: (134-46 Sub B). we ῳ Se a 
wn ‘ hed 

=. ᾿ ᾿ , ey \7 

“SoL0. t 
~Is-¢ 

For the information of the Bureau, recent diScussions 
with CG 5824-S* ‘have indicated a possibility that within the 
very near future 58240St_may_hbave.to.depart on.another Solo 
Mission. Although his physical. condition is such that he is 
extremely loath to subject himself to ‘such an arduous unders~ ᾿ 

- ‘taking, nevertheless, unless circumstances change, it is likely 
that GUS HALL, ‘General Secretary, Communist Party, USA (CP, USA),° 
will insist that our Solo: informant travel to the USSR for con- 
sultations. with the leadership of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU) no later than the first week in 1/67. 

TE COE I: 

There are a number of reasons which dictate this 
expectation on the part. of CG 5824-S*, As you. know, during 
the course..of. past Solo Missions, dur ing the course of which 
CG 5824-S* has presentéd the CP, USA request for its: annual 
subsidy ‘by the CPSU, our informant thas returned to ‘thiS country. 
With a firm commitment as to. the sizeof this subsidy. The 
Bureau is aware that on the occasion of the. latest Solo Missio a 

CG. 5824-S*- received no such firm commitment on the amount of 
- subsidy owing to the fac at he, left the USSR prior to the. 
time of thé approyal of the budget by ‘the. Central Committée ;, 
CPSU, and the Supreme Soviet of the USSR. It was understood 
that this information would te relayed “to the CP, ΒΑ. ὃν means 
of the Solo apparatus. 

4 
| ests (RM) τ ἢ ΓΝ ». — 

‘1l-Néw York (100= s1a6079 Cab 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

As of this date, the expected information relative 
to the. subsidy has not been received through the Solo apparatus, 
According to CG 5824-S¥,; it is”the opinion of both the informant 
and HALL that it would not be either political or wise to make 
a blunt inquiry through the apparatus. From his discussions 
with HALL, the informant believes that if no information is 
forthcoming by this means by the first week of 1/67, HALL will 
insist that CG 5824-S* go to Moseow, USSR, to obtain the 
answer. 

Another matter which has in the past been handled 
prior to this time ig the question of the numbex.0f ΟΣ, ΝᾺ 
guests who ho, wild be received by” the CPSU during the coming 
year, Again, this matter was not settied before CG 5824-S* 
left Moscow on the latest Solo Mission. This question of ; 
quotas is particularly important during 1967 since this is 
the 50th Anniversary of the USSR and ‘the number and type of 
delegations to be invited to the USSR is a matter of inter- 
national status: 

A circumstance which complicates the situation 
even further is the fact that, JAMES JACKSON, ‘recently desig- 
nated Chairman of the International Affairs Commission, ἃ 
thaveling to france ‘during the first part of 1/67 to attend. 
the Congress 6 e CP of France, It isin keeping with” 

S character that he may very well find some excuse. 
for traveling further to the USSR once the French CP Congress 
is completed. With his new. title, JACKSON might throw his 
weight around and involve himself in some of the secret 
matters heretofore the sole province of our: Salo informants, 
such as financial arrangements, CP, USA visitors quota, etc, 

In- addition to the above matters, another item. 
hanging fire at the moment is the question, of an assistant 

-St, Thé CPSU has given its approval in principle 
and has requested to sée NY 694-S* in the near future concerning 
this matter, Since NY 694-S* is in no condition to subject 
himself to such a trip, CG 5824-S* must delay this decision 
in some fashion. Thereforé, during the course of this trip 
he would place the blame for the delay on GUS HALL by stating 
that although HALL has approved the use of NY 4309-S*,; he has 
not yet discussed this with NY 4309-S*.. The CPSU would be 
told that whén HALL discusses this matter with NY 4309-5* 
and gives his final approval, then the CPSU will be notified 
and arrangements. made for them to see NY 694-S* and NY 4309-S*, 
In this way, the New York Solo informant's trip might he 
delayed until April or May, 1967, at which time. he may be 
sufficiently recovered to undertake a Solo Mission.’ 

-ρο- 
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‘ 

In light ‘of the urgency of each of the above matters, 
CG 5824-S* stated that the possibility of another Solo Mission 
is quite imminent. HALL expects CG 5824-S* in New York City 
prior to the first of the year for discussions and, therefore, 
CG 5824-S* is 
evening of 220K he informant noted that dependent upon. 
t ecisions arrived: at by HALL, thé informant must be pre=- - 
pared to travel on the next Solo Mission by 1/5 or 1/6/67. 
Therefore, he is leaving Chicago prepared. to depart on a Solo 
Mission without returning to Chicago.  .He will not be accom- 
panied by CG 6653- -S in the cvent—this mission, mate: ‘ériatizes, 
Since prior arrangements are necessary, NY 694-S*¥ has indi- 
cated le will return to New York City from Miami, Fla,., on 
the afternoon of 1/2/66 so that the necessary messages can 

- be prepared and transmitted to the CPSU and the CP of Czecho- 
slovakia. 

The. above : is béing, submitted so that the Bureau 
Will be aware of the circumstances dictating this course of 
action and so that the Bureau will bé aware that another 
Solo Mission is iniminent. 

ar 
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m0: SAG, Chicago (You Oya ag ‘oun! py Dame: 19/28/66 

FROM : Director, FBI (Bufile and Serial 100428097) ΠῚ Post in file and 

94D destroy 0-1 
Room Ne (For SOG use 

susject: Β0 10 only) 

ReBulet_to CIA 8/30/66 "Ynternational Department of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union'dhd 0-1 of 
ct 48 66: advising your office Hould get to this matter as soon as 

, 1, ‘Dulles indicate this case is delinquent. (ive specific reason for delinquency. possible, 
: 1 ἢ i; Ὁ. if ‘ -.- 

0 falls LAM saluted εχξ δώ. 
=_—— " ὴ — _— 

__ AW 
ι ᾿ ος ΙΝ 

airtel ὀ [ΠῚ letterhead memo Γ] submitted {{| 
(2. DATE [Π report 7 

Γ letter (] 90-day progress letter [Π will be submitted -- 

Reporting employee  ΄᾽᾽᾽ἪἪ 

Π ὃ, If valid reason exists for not submitting report at this time, sfateyreason spemifeally-and 
when report will be submitted aah Eee, 

i-4,-Status of [Appeal = [Inquiry [B-lnvestigation | Egaunsitian 

airtel (7 letterhead memo ΞΡ ee 
ΓΙ ὅ, Submit Γ] report ᾿ 

CT letter [Π 90-day progressletter by, 

1 S 

(Date) 

(Place reply hereon and return to Bureau. Note receipt and acknowledgment on top serial in case file.) 
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γι... AIRTEL  ἘΒΕΘΊΒΤΕΒΕΡ MAIL | ΝΈΕΕΞ 
᾿ ΙΝ _ (Priority) ms Ν 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) 

FROM: -SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

IS-C | . - 
ae 

On 12/30/66 CS [roar τί fumnished to SA WALTER -  b7p 
A. BOYLE a letter which. had been received on the same. date ~ 
‘at the LYDIA WHITE drop, Chicago, Ill., from WILLIAM: 
KASHTAN, General Secretary, CP of Canada, The text of 
this letter is sét forth below: A 

a 

"December 28:, 1966 

"Dear Michael: 

"The wife and I were. very happy. to get 
your greetings. This, year certainly rushed: 
by with ‘considerable speed and now a new. one 
awaits us which is likely to be a xather. 
lively one, We have finally begun to ‘get a. 
few small breaks. ‘on: the mutiicipal level and 
needless to say, it has been gdéod for morale. 
Now we need to.‘translaté it into growth. 

"Was hoping you ‘and the wife might have 
turned up over the holidays but perhaps you 

ἐν 5} ι could do it hefore too long, I imagine your 
recent jaunt must have been quite enjoyable 
and worthwhile. | 

ΠΈΣ (RM) + pete δὴ ἰοὸ - {2.3 64) - ἡ-άηᾳ. 
New York (100- 134637) (Into) (RM) a 

- 1-Chicago . ΝΞ . ᾿ ὍΝ 
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- CG 134-46 Sub. B 

“Drop a note when you have time. In the © 
meantime 8411 the best for the New Year to both 
of you - from all of us. 

"As ever 

/38/ "B. tt. 

The above message is. primarily social in nature, 
The reference to "recent jaunt” refers to CG 5824-S*'s 
last Solo Mission. The contents of this letter were tele- 
phonically communicated to the NYO on 12/30/66. ἔο it may 
be furnished to CG 5824-S* who is presently in that city. 

᾿ 



ROUTE IN ENy2ALOPE 
oe ¢ Date: _ 12/30/66 — 

Pons the following in _ 

J vf . AIRTEL 

TO : DIRECTOR; FBI (100-428091) . 
τὰ ΞΕ 

FROM: “SAC, CHICAGO. (13446 50} 8) 
1 

nh 

ReBulét to CIA.8/30/66, cc to Chicago. 
4 

three copies of a lettexhead memorandum, captioned, 
the Central Committee, Communist 

AAA et ERA σον 
Ae Eth μαννα 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau: are: the original 

yee tional. x 
Party of the Soviet Union," 
ease iene as teeta en eee ~~ 

The information set forth in. the ‘enélosed letter- 
head memorandum was. orally furnished. on 12/29/66 by CG §824-S* 
to SA WALTER A, BOYLE.- 

The. enclosed letterhead memorandum its classified 
her since unauthorized. disclosure of the information 
set’ forth therein. could reasonably. yesuit in the identificatio 
of this source who.is furnishing information. on. the highest ΑΔ 
levels concerning the international communist movement; and ‘| ee 
thus adversely affecting thé national security. 

In order: to further protect the idént ity. of this. 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 

, as. ‘being i -D. Ὁ. ; 
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PECLASS IFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
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Babee Ἢ OR 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Ὁ [τ ν 

ἔς 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C. 
File No. 

December 30, 1966 

spear 

INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT OF THE CENTRAL 
COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET 
UNION . 

On December 29, 1966, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, furnished the following 
information concerning the placement of functionaries. of the 
International Department, Central Committee, Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union (CPSU) , in Soviet agencies abroad in | 
order to carry out Party liaison more effectively: _ 

- This source stated that he has no specific knowledge 
of a change in the policies of the International Department, 
Central Committee, CPSU, and the Foreign Service of the Govern-= ᾿ς 
ment of the USSR during the period around 1963 specifically 
related to the above subject. However, the source advised 
it is a well~established fact that in every Soviet establish- 
ment abroad there is always someone specifically assigned to 
be in charge of the work of the CPSU and who acts in the name 
of the CPSU in that establishment, This is true even in such 
organizations as the headquarters of the "World Marxist 
Review," located in Prague, Czechoslovakia, where the CPSU 
has a permanent representative who works full time as a Party 
Secretary, consulting with the Editor-in-Chief of the "World 
Marxist Review" to insure that Party directives are carried 
out. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions .of the FBI. It is the property - 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it 

“and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. - 
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INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT OF THE CENTRAL salen 
COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET 
UNION 

From time to time employees of the International 
Department, Central Committee, CPSU, are sent abroad for 
specific purposes, such as attendance at CP Congresses or 
to hold consultations with various international communist 
leaders, etc... but the source knows of no practice of 
assigning functionaries from the International Department 
to remain in diplomatic missions abroad for an indefinite 
period in some assignment. As examples of this periodic 
practice, the source noted specifically the mission of Yuri 
Ivanov of the Israeli Section, International Department, 
Central Committee, CPSU, in May, 1965, when he traveled to 
Israel to personally investigate for the CPSU the split 
within the CP of Israel; and the mission of Valentine 
Mikhaylov of the British Commonwealth Section of the Inter- 
hational Department, Central Committee, CPSU, to New Zealand 
in July, 1964, where he personally investigated for the CPSU 
the split in the CP of New Zealand over the issue. of Sino- 
soviet differences. 

In general, the source stated the CPSU does not 
depend completely upon the diplomatic establishment to carry 
out its directives. As far as it is known to the source, 
the CPSU generally runs the International Department and 
the Foreign Service through the Political Bureau of the 
Central Committee, CPSU. 

Relative to specific connections between the Inter- 
hational Department, Central Committee, CPSU, and the Foreign 
Service, the source advised that the following situation 
obtains among the younger cadre but is not applicable among 
the "old timers" in the International Department and the 
Foreign Service, Many of the younger cadre in the International 
Department, Central Committee, CPSU, have been trained at the 
USSR Institute of Foreign Relations. Following service in the 
International Department, Central Committee, CPSU, some of 
these cadre have then been sent on to a permanent assignment 
in the Foreign Service of the USSR Government. It is the 
understanding of the source that such individuals are then 
considered Foreign Service employees with no direct connection 
thereafter with the International Department, Central Committee, 
CPSU. Their period of service in the International Department, 
Central Committee, CPSU, is considered part of their training 
prior to their ultimate assignment in the Foreign Service. 

~2- sapder 
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INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT OF THE CENTRAL stan 
COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET 
UNION 

The source emphasized that this is true only of younger cadre 
in lower positions and does not apply to leading functionaries. 
By contrast, the situation is just the opposite in the Central 
Committee of the CP of Czechoslovakia and the Central Committee 
of the CP of Bulgaria. In these latter two Parties it is the 
rule for the International Department of the Central Committee 
of the CP to furnish the cadre for the Foreign Service, The 
source stated he knew of numerous cases in which individuals 
holding top jobs in the International Department of these 
Parties were subsequently moved to the Foreign Service where 
they have held leading positions, including that of. Ambassador. 

- 3% - sip 
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τ, 4 F. Downing 
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INTERNAL SECURITY «:C 

x Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-$* who has been receiving communications transmitted to 
him by radio. Jy 7 

\ " . ΒΕ -- - 

a a : ‘On 17 3/67; transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
- oo, station at Midland at which time a message, NR 234 GR 163, was intercepted. 

ἴω “τὸς tea” 

ror ‘the plain,textiand cipher text are attached. = 

: ¥ " - - The Nieni York Office is aware of the contents. ye ARs} 

2 aetion: νὴ τς BS ς΄ δ 

“ “τ " | For information, 

i .? 

Enclosure οὖν ᾿ ie 

1 «Mr. Conrad 

2~-Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr..J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing 
I ~Mr. Newpher ᾿ 
1 - Μύ. Paddock REC 50 “Ὁ -- σφ φοφ,-:. 4 (5 
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: | Q O/s/s7 
- NR 0234 GR 163 01/03/67 

O 412368 62511 64643 73688 94186 14162 80885 52817 61357 31845 

22232 85226 10839 43246 28047 85152 82402 28495 91794 61579 
oO - 

86158 10929 91306 91861 28052 96455 25849 45839 99667 87150 

( "" 76218 20188 76559 12717 44191 13783 014938 20801 05099 635932 

28888 91556 63525 65406 14047 96207 57494 59608 30404 15860 
ς 

83588 64052᾽ 75114 15006 50448 91630 75616 45285 54443 05313. 

vs’ 80076 66013 52937 48293 53969 41617 65422 15929 72610 27546 

42278 33273 28138 86242 03333 18560 21053 54007 43556 80978 

47074 42942 18330 50489 61884 23725 21924 75728 16998 06278 

\ 73885 60211 33466 79820 43673 84401 32618 27268 16799 03085. 

cy 09958 64517 14879 55874 48413 04982 82644 32702 21520 74972 , 

| 12869 09275 26996 21344 15110 02570 29904 87246 68346 64549 

88567 00736 30674 93435 75083 71514 20903 29018 86247 16850. 

"10628 03560 35498 90996 87885 81856 2/647 19799 64229 12306 

", 08668 94994 1492y 51248 81895 97567 11458 92766. 99710 50469 

£2 71919 65339 07133 69870 53742 99869 87376 43885. 59046 98803 

61294 02438 59872 
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Transmit:the following.in : ΒΝ 
ΝΞ (Type in plaintext or céde) "ἢ 

“4 ' 

Via... AIRTEL . REGISTERED MAIL “ΜΝ ἝΝ 
ἢ | so ; (Priority) ~ SO ᾿ Ι 

a ee ππ- τ --- ---.: rl πὮπ Ί ποτ oo eee ee ee ae eae ee --- 1... -““τπ----. 

ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

Lo, ἢ ᾿ς 
' (oI FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub Β) 

a) - ος 
SOLO 

ReBulet to Chicago dated 12/9/66. 

En¢losed. herewith, Ἐν the Buredu are the original 
ὦτῳ thrée Gopies ΘῈ δ΄ letterhead memorandum. captioned, 
international Lenin ‘School, Won “ 

------ πώκος απο ΝΗ " “a 

. ‘The. information set forth. in the enclosed. ‘letter- - |. 

* head ‘meinorandum was orally furnished on 12/29/66 by: CG -5824-S* © 
to SA WALTER A. BOYLE. ee | | 

ne The enclosed ‘Jetterhead; meniorandum 18. classified 
"δῷ δὴ RET" since. uhauthorized ; disclosure of the information 
et £ h therein could, reasonably result in the identification | 

of this source who is' furnishing information on, the highest 
levels concerning the: international communist movement ,, and 
thus adversely affecting the. national security. ᾽ 

+ 
7+ 

In order to further protect the identity of this. 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has. been shown 
as being prepared ἐν Mashington, D.C, 

The Buréad is requested to. furnish to CIA photographs 
ΞΕ of FEDOR DANILOVICR@YZHENKO, such as the photograph furnished 

to eh ἃ Bu 12/22/66 as reduested by CIA. 

( Bae cm REC. gf OU “Heke 

| ΚΒ 105 6 JAN 5 [867 " 
eke 

3+Bureau 
[-Chicago 

WAB.: MDW 
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MECLASSTEPICATION AUTHORITY DRRIVED FROM: Re 4 

PRI BUTOMATIOC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE { 
πὸ “ore Θ pee oy 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C. 
File No. 

December 30, 1966 

INTERNATIONAL LENIN SCHOOL | 

On December 29, 1966, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, amplified upon his remarks 
concerning the International Lenin School which had been 
previously set forth in this Bureau's letter of November 2, 
1966, 

This source identified a photograph of Fedor 
Danilovich Ryzhenko, born October 13, 1913, as identical . 
with the Rector of the International Lenin School, referred 
to in the above-mentioned correspondence..as Fedor Rizhako 
(phonetic). — 

This source advised that he has never heard this 

school referred to as the "CPSU School for Non-Bloc Communists," 
and stated furthermore that the student body does include 
citizens of the USSR as well as individuals from "“non-Bloc” 

countries, 

Relative to the type of subjects and courses taught 
at this school, this source merely reiterated information 
previously set forth in the above-mentioned correspondence 
dated November 2, 1966, The source stated that students are 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its con- 
tents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 

excluded oy automatic 

downgradin 
adeclassifj 
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INTERNATIONAL LENIN SCHOOL FEET " : 

taught in laboratories which resemble factories, the complete 
manufacture and repair of engines and motors, radio and tele- 
vision stations, etc. This source advised that students at 
this school are fully trained’ in the techniques of terrorism, 
including use of firearms, explosives, and the like. In 
addition, techniques of agitation, propaganda, and fomenting 
revolution are taught. 

Relative to the security officer at this school, 
this source was unable at this time to recall his name. He 
is a security officer who works with the Central Committee 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and is in charge 
of the security of this particular school, He resembles 
an Armenian whose description generally conforms to the 
description set forth in the Central Intelligence Agency 
letter to this Bureau dated December 6, 1966, 

This source was unable to furnish any additional 
information concerning this school with reference to such 
matters as to the manner in which students are selected, 
ete. 
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DEPLASSIFICATION AUTHORETS DERIVED FROM: —— — --- --.---.ς 
FEL AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CHIDG 
DATE 02-18-2012 : - . Ι ᾿ ᾿ 

ἘΝ ~O sECKer O 

“sh ROUTH IN ENVELOPE 
(IS) 100-428091 

τς ᾿ ο΄ ΒΚ, LEATSON. 
ον Ke - Dates January 5, 1967 - 

ΜΑ͂ ΝΕ 1 - Liaison 
[ Tos. Director — i - ur. Shaw 

Central Intelligence Agency 

’" 
* Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director ; “Ὁ fi YY ; 

‘Subject: INTERNATIONAL DEPARTHENT OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTTER~ 
OF THE COM{UNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION /, 

‘My letter to you of August. 30,. 1966, advised that 
_ sources of this Bureau were. being contacted in regard to ΝΕ 

- the. information requested in referenced letter. eeferral/Consult 
ΒΝ ὄπ 
~_ tyThere is enclosed, for your information, a copy of 

a memorandum dated December 30, 1966, entitled "Interna- 
tionaj Department of the Central ‘Committee of the Communist _ 
Party of. “the Soviet Union," which is " Fesponsive to your 

- inquiry. aa ; . . 

<; * - - ΝΕ ᾿ 

cc . EnoiSsuré | a - 

᾿ NOTE:- - Enclosure classified “Secret because unauthorized 
disclosure of information contained in enclosure could reveal 

μ᾿ the identity of. the source (CG 5824-$*) who stort continuing 
“ value and such revelation could result in' ‘grave. damage to the 

national defense, Letter of transmittal, is Classified Useoretl! 
bécause At refers to referenced CIA reece which was. classified 

-«- - a ΄ - _ Ears . 

| / " - aa JX TP sigs (i 
a + WGS:dmk - ΓΙ 5°"; TOTS CONTINUED, PAGE THO 
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AUIOHETIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE © ἘΠ Th τῆς a TT oa 
[E 02-18-2012. ~ ts i 
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"" τ᾿ κἂν Ὁ οὐ. | 
ΟΝ ROUTE IN ENVETO PR. 

. - 2eferral/Cor sult 

SR (18) 190~228001. τ τ Tepe pagal ὁ ᾿ 
ΝΞ Date: Janyary 5, 196. - ; _ ΝΗ ᾿ ΝΣ nen 

va To: ἢ Director. τς πεν Sha | Ξ 
~ , Γἕ ΝΝΝ “Central Tntelligence. Agency” Oe. - 

_ attention: Deputy: Director, Plans 

From:.- Jonn Edgar: Hoover j Director: 

τ Subject: INTERNATIONAL LENIN-ScHOOL —" κ, 

“There is enclosed: for: your information a. copy of 
if ménorandum: dated Decenber: 30, 1966;,. entitled "International _ 

- -Zenin School;"-vhich is-responsive. τὸ your inguiry.. -THhere 
is also ‘enclosed for your’ information ‘2. » Photograph ‘of ᾿ 

- Fedor, ‘Danilovich: Ryzhenko.,- 7 a - 

ἧς: -  Phis: Letterstiouldbe. downgraded: to. “Secret! a 
“upon: “removal of ‘the: ‘higher classified enclosure. 

‘ Enelggures ~ 2. τ " REG. 63: “99 ~Fa 209/~ FF 9G ἡ 
ee ee 

- ‘WES :amk ες τ ἐλ | Pina 
; Orem Se 08 - δ gan 9 1967 
NOTE: “etter: “of. transmittal Classified wpeiateera tt mame 
‘because: it.is transmitting. a UWepeseoret" enclosure. Upon 
removal of enclosure’ the letter of transmittal. becomes ἡ 
classified "Se t&" The referenced letter was classified . ν΄ 

“ἐπ Θ ΘΕ." and Letter of tratismittal by necessity refers. to Xe } 
~the content of Teferenced Aetter.. : 
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Director: 
Central Intelligence Agency | 

ReferralfConsult . 

NOTE CONTINUED: ΝΞ - . ν᾽ 

the identity of the source (CG 5824-8#), ν who is. of. continuing 
vaiue. and such revelation could result in exceptionally grave: 
damare to the national defense. See Chicago. airtel 12/30/66, 
captioned "Solo, IS-C," 
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-% Operation to assist NY 694=S*, 

OPTIONAL (ORM HO, 10 
MAY 14462 EDITION 
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Gta GEN; εἴ, NO, 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ROUTE IN EN VELOPE = 
Gale 

MY. Ἧς C. sullivan 2 DATE: 1/4/67 Rosen 
Selliven ἘΞ. 
Tavel 

Mr ς DeLoach Trotter 
Tele. Room oo ΒΝ 

L- 

1 =| Mr. Sullivan Holmes 
1 - Mr. C. ἢ. Brennan Gandy 
Ln 
Lt 

Mr. C. Ds Brenn 

Mr, Rozamus 
‘Mr, Shaw 

en oS. 

this is to advise you that CG 5824—S* is currently _ 
making preparations for travel to the Soviet Union on Solo 
Mission 22, 

= 
be You will recall that CG 5824-S* returned to the 

United States from Solo Mission 21 in October, 1966, after 
_spending two months touring communist countries with 
.Gus'Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA. Upon 
his ‘return from Solo Mission 21, CG 5824=8* provided us ~ 
with- a wealth of intelligence data, including intimate 
details of Gus Hall's discussions with various foreign com- 
munist party leaders. 

Although his physical -condition is such that he is 
extremely loath to subject himself to such an arduous under- 
taking, CG 5824~-S*, acting on the instructions of Gus Hall, 
is preparing for. travel to the Soviet Union where he Will 
hold discussions with the leadership of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union. 

CG 5824-S* has advised that the purposes of Solo 
Mission 22 will be as follows: (1) to discuss the amount“ 
of the financial subsidy that will be furnished to the 
Communist Party, USA, during 1967; (2) to discuss the number 
of ‘Communist Party, USA, guests who will be received by the 
Soviets during 1967, which is the 50th anniversary .of the 
soviet Union, In this regard, informant noted that the: 
number and types of delegations to be invited to the 
Soviet Union is a matter of international status; and (3) to 
discuss the question of an assistant for NY 69465*. who 
handled the clandestine communication apparatus: between the 
Communist Party, USA, and the. Communist. Party ofthe 
Soviet Union, In this regard, informant plans to take up 
with the Soviets the’ insertion. .of ΝΥ 4309=S* into the Solo 

NY 694-S* was originally 
scheduled. to handle ‘thisymatter with the Soviets, However, 
NY 694-g* is: currently Yyecuperating from. an ar tack and 
is not in a position to handle ot ass ° - 42809} 7|- 6000 

100-428091 REC ΝᾺ OVER 

6 JAN 9. 1957 

ΝΣ ' 

- 

-»- 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
‘RE; SOLO 
100-428091 

CG. 5824~5* does not know when Gus Hall will expect 
him to depart on Solo Mission 22, but is of the opinion that 
he Will probably have to depart on his Mission on or about 
1/7/67. 

ACTION: 

_ For information. You will be kept advised of 
additional developments in this, matter, 

he A ἐν 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

MM emorandiins IN ENVELOPE 
7° ~ : Mr;, iy Conrad OMG” 

so1o-1o5 

(SUBJECT: Qro- 

: . INTERNAL SECURITY - ‘Cc 

. *On.1/ 5/67, the New York Office furnished the text of 
a message which the informant desired to send.and requested that 
it be enciphered. The cipher text was furnished to New York on 
the same day. ᾿ 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

DATE: January 6, 1967 “35 ΩΝ - 
avel 
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Conrad . 
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Tele. Room 
Holme 8 meen, 
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ACTION: 

For information. 
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1 - Mr. Conrad 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing 
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ΠΕ SPRECIATEEXPED I TInchHESETALKABECAUSEPLANNEDTASKSAND| 

97233 32657 

> 40603 25887 

92689 13647 

12380 32357 

4 43750 74905: 

41057 15184 

95803. 35112 

ny Meh - Re πόα ea κα 

ὃ 

00854 60264 13662 63778 49283 35742 

90468 85080 78645 04979 29764 90444 

61026 61395 15677 59626 66240 34216 

58409 B6508" 68072 37181 96212 91385 

93248 83251 69311 83094 21346 74422 

33067 43198; 67576. 09555: 65701 25518 

62543 69545 96416 12951 80133 98941 

' “= * * 

a 

LO i mE Aint 

O 
‘1/6/67 

12308 42595 

33166 54046 

16284 03506 

635143 00520, 

59116. 79045 

42555 37127 

26750 81807 
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a To Ison. 

. DeLoach... 
TELETYPE UNIT 
JAN & 1967 

J ENCODED MESSAGE 

Mr. Mohr...» 

. Wick... 
. Gasper... 

. Callahan 

ΓΝ 
FBI NEW YORK 

“0003 URGENT 1-8-67 PdK 

Sen “15 AND CHICAGO 

CHICAGO VIA WASHINGTON = ENCODED 

FROM NEW YORK IP 

“SoL0, 

CG FIVE EIGHT TWO FOUR DASH S ASTERISK DEPARTED NYC SEVEN PM 

INSTANT ON PAN AM FLIGHT TWO, TO COMMENCE TWENTY-SECOND SOLO FESS TOtEA 

SOURCE SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE PRAGUE, ‘CZECHOSLOVAKIA, TWO PM JANUARY 

NINE-NEXT AFTER BRIEF STOPOVER AND PLANE CHANGE LONDON, ENDLAND& 

END 2 © 
τε © PLS ACK = : . 5 

MSER RELAY e “ee 
FBI WASH. DC (00-42% 09/— 6002 

G JAN 10 1967 

TN? 
mi 11 1967 65 Jf: VB neaven to__C & 
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Date: 1/9/67 ey 

Transmitithe following in. 

 ATRTEL 

|. Τὸ ᾿ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

ΟΡ FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 ‘Sub B). 

Enclosed herewith for the Buréau are three 
copies and for New York one copy of an informant's 
statement -captioned "COMMUNICATION PREPARED. BY HYMAN 
LUMER, EDUCATIONAL DIRECTOR, COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, 
AND | TRANSMITTED ΤΟ. THE COMMUNIST: PARTY OF CANAD 

On 1/6/67 CG 5824-S* advised SA RICHARD W. 
HANSEN that on, 1/5/67 HYMAN LUMER, Eduéational Director, 
Communist Party. (CP)., USA, had turnéd over to him a 
‘cofimunication which hie desired be sent to the CP of 
Canada. In. accordance with LUMER's request, CG S824-8* 
prepared a’ cover note and. dispatched LUMER'S 
communication to BILL KASHTAN,. General Secretary, ΟΡ 
of Canada. ‘LUMER'Ss communication and CG 5824-S*'s 
cover notte were mailed-froém New York City on 1/6/67 
to J, KLEINSTEIN, 25 Kilbarry Road, Toron'to, Ontario; 
Ganada, a neil drop address supplied by ‘tthe CP of 
Canada to CG 5824-S*, 

, ᾿ The. text. of CG 5824-Sx's cover no,te:, ν 

. together with parenthetical comments furnished by the ν» 
informant, was as follows: 

Md λον HA mw gag - YAS OH- - hoes @)- tou (Ercys. 
1 - New York ᾧ 4637) (Encl: 1) ‘(CRM)’ ἐρκυνττι eens A 
1 - Chicago . ‘9 τς 

er gm JAN 11 50 
RWH shes Ss 
(5) EX-1i3 fon Ae 

SA) Sent . se og ἜΝ ν᾽ - - 

Γ᾿ Sete Ky : wee | oid ¥: Ss Ao - me ie 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

1/6/67 

Dear B. (Kashtan, General Secretary, 
CP of Canada) ; 

Thanks for your very nice holiday. ᾿ς 
note (New Year's greetings). ALE the best 
to you and your family. 

1 am travelling but. Sorry τὸ say it is 
Ἢ in another direction (to Moscow not Toronto, 
Canada) and will be away for some days. 

. Herb (Gus Hall, General Secretary, CP, 
USA) is also away and: on the West Coast (San 
Francaséo),. He Will be dn Chicago from the . 
(January-). 10th - 16th. 

The answer to Hy?s (ume ) létter. (the 
enclosure herewith) can be sent to Lydia‘ (a 
Chicago mail drop maintained by'CG 5824-S* τὶ 
Which will enable the Bureau to. intercept 
‘ahy response to Lumer's communication):, If. 

ες itis for Hy, the letter should be marked By. 
Tf it is for G. (Gus Hall) the usual 
salutation will do. 

Once ‘again my warmest regards and say 
hello to Norman (Freed, CP of Canada 
functionary ) for me:,. 

Michael (CG 5824~S*) 

The text of the comhunication prepared by 
 LUMER and. sent aS the enclosure to the above note, 
appéars in the enclosed informant's statement. 

- 



Commi rGarroti . PERPARED 1 BY. ‘YUAN. τ 
ΕΝ, EDUCATIONAL ‘DIRECTOR, — 
COMMUNIST-PARTY, USA, AND: ‘TRANEU iTTED 

During ‘tho. wook-of January 1, 1967, Hyman 
Luner, Educational Director, Connunist, ’ party ACP).y. 
USA, prepared for transmission. to the CP of ‘Canada, a 

"Ἐπ 

TO THE COMURIST PARTY. OF CANADA. 

letter dealing with. ἃ “possible. joint CP, USA Marxist 

Genoral Secretary, cP of Canada, was .as. ἄρλλονε: 

Dear Friends: 

; Tan: afroid-s we cannot. ‘participate a 
> dn the school as. if is πον planned: 

The text of the communication — 
prepared by Luhor and transmitted to William Kashtan, 

᾿ cad 

‘For. One "" 
thing; it is too. early and does. not allow 
us ‘onough tino: to prepare on. such short. a 
“notice. We had considered a later date~- 

- duno arid July+-not. only beeause of the tine ae 
᾿ factor Βα ἴσο Becaute. it, fits in better: 
— with, ‘thor important events scheduled | “for “that 

period.. Dut -there are. aldo other,. more ᾿ 
_ important opstacles to ‘OUT? participation, 

_- Whidh to our ‘kiiowledge have not been removed. 
Unless we can know wore precisely what is .- - 
meant by the ciausc in your lettor “having 
dué regard to the lessons to be drawn from the ~ 

- last school" as this applicé -to us) it. does. not 
‘appear feasible to take part. - 

“Me. ‘propose; ‘therefore, An the ‘absence of 
Ε direct discussion, to. proceed on our own at 
“.  appréxinately the ine. riehtioned above, Wa >. 

would, suggest, ‘hoyovor, that it is possible to. 
>. modify: the datos of both schools so that they 

overlap at. least-in. part, it would ke poysibie . | 
to arrange. one week. together. - in view of tho 
great value. of joint study which vas shovii last 

~-year, Wo think that even this- hinited =. 

' . - 
Abo seat 

_Afrangenont sould be WEEE worth while. oO 

wien 

Training School in 1967, sinilar to the oné héld during 
tié.-previous year.:- 





᾿ OPTIONAL FORM RO. δ τ .- - - ΗΝ 
*, «ΜΑῪ 1062 EDITION - 
Nf - - OSA FEM (at CFR) 191.11.6 ῳ — . - - O 

ΠΝ UNITED ‘STATES:GOWERNMENT © ὃς : 

a τ DIRECTOR,- FBI (100>428091) Rare, «= 174/67. 

κοί ες SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) —— 

-" : - A 7 

| suneor (Sono 
15- ὦ τς 

Re Bureau letter dated 5/4/60 and Chicago letter 
dated 11/30/66... ᾿ 

Referenced Bureau letter instructed Chicago ‘to 
r Set forth 6n a rionth ly basis an accounting of all rece apts 

and disbursements of Solo: and. Communist Party (CP); USA. . 
reserve funds in possession: of CG. §824- ‘S*, Set forth is , "“" ΝΥ 
such ‘an accounting: for December, 1966. : 

᾿ ‘Balance of Funds in Possession - 

: ; of σα. 5824~ S* as ΟΥ̓ December ΤῸ 1966 

- Solo: Oo ας 
a 

Maintained in caSh: in safe 
deposit box, Michigan Avenue’ 

1, ; National Bank,, Chicago, 
TYLENOIS ee cece cee eet ee cd se os eee F128, 242, 17 

Additions: : 

@) “ah | EX-104 πὲρ 5 
; 2 - New York (100-184637) aw “96- 212 Ogee 6004 " 
εὖ . 1 = 1002128861 (CP,. USA RESERVE $ FUNDS), ee | 

Ye τ΄ - Chicago . . ; 7 " 6 sa 42 1967. 

US CB. λους Suumpay ;mes 

{~|1-G J: 

LaGs, dane 



. ᾿ . ᾿ ᾿ _ ΒΝ ἦ . . TLlinois. en eie wine a 

oo ; Disbursements Ν , ; - ΕΣ 

> Bolo ὁ τ΄ 7 

τι τ ΝΣ Ν “On Decenber I, 1966, as. cost. 
. ΝΞ ΕΣ “OF - .developnent . of film. taken 
- "> | Ἂν GUS HALL. during Hecéent trip 

τς 7 ADEOA ἀν von σαν καθ κε sree eecer neers εν 

᾿ ‘On December 19; 1966, to GUS HALL 
during stay in ’ Chica go and utilized 
by HALL as subsidy to the W.E.B. . 
Du ‘Bois Club of America , Chicago. τσ κεν 

tab 

" " ᾿Βαϊαποο- of: Funds in 4 
τ “Possession of CG 5824-S* . 

᾿ = as of December 31, 1966 ΝΞ ; 

' Solo, - ° " ' Ν - _ 

— ΝΣ “ὌΝ ᾿ Maintained. in cash in sate ΕΣ 

τ ἊΝ _ deposit<box, Michigam Avenue” _ 
National . Bank; _ Chicago ,. 

ἰὴ = a? 

se i oe i ae 

_ CP, USA Reserve Funds 

t τε 

None - _ 
= - - -- 

" " " Ξ ~ 7 yee = 

t : - “ -΄' " " 

= * ~ τ - Ἶ 
: _ a ἣ es 

. τι Ε 

= τ " - οὐ - “3s τ - 1 ; ᾿ _ - 2 =. 

- τ τοῦ - με 2 τ ° 

" ΜΝ Ν " ἌΝ 
- - " F . Ε " 

=~ 7 

- = " “τὶ " _ 

- ἊΝ -- = -᾿ - 

᾿ im 7 . ι τ i - 

\ δ a, " . —1 ' » 

yee $127 238,10 



OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 | 
MAY 1843 tomo. " 

ΒΟΌΤΕΙΝ ENVELOPE ΠΝ ΞΞΕΕΡῸῪῚ 
UNITED STA’ TES GOVERNMENT 

| Μ emorandum 

TO; : Mr. Conrad QW DATE: January 10, 1967 

(aA F. Downing 

SUBJEC oro 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 
* 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S*-. who has been receiving .communi- 
cations transmitted to him by radio. 

‘On 1/10/67, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
~ radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies but no 

messages were transmitted, 

ACTION: 

For ‘information. — 

RE g | ΤΑ] “Aus Ρ᾽ 

_ (09-U“2RP IPL. x €X-104 EOL GOOLE 
| 6 JAN 12 1967 

1-Mr. Conrad _ — 
ἃ - Mr,, Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J, A, Sizoo, Mr. W.. G. Shaw) ι 
Δ - Mr.. Downing 
i - Mr. Newpher 
1 ~ Mr. ‘Paddock | 
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OFTIOMAL FORM Ni NO, 10 
PAAY 162 1 

\ τί ἸΌΒΑ FPR πὸ ἘΝ 101 “ἘΠ. 

2 UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

τὰ 

Memorandum 
ΑΝ : DIRECTOR, FBE (100-428091) ῬΑΤΕ =: 1/4/67 

FRO} SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637-SUB A) 

SUB 30 ‘ 
Sar) 

Remylet, 12/1/66. 

Debits 

12/2/66 to CG 5824-S* for GUS HALL. $20,000 
w - This. money to be used for CP 

a expenses and activities. 

12/9/66 +o CG 5824-S* for GUS HALL. 20,000 
΄ This money to be used for. ΟΡ 

expenses. 

-- 12/12/66- to CG:5824-S* for-GUS HALL: 20, 000- - 
" This money used for CP expenses, 

such ‘as helping to defray costs 
of CPUSA National Committee 

τς meeting held ὅπ New York City, 
in December, 1966. 

Total: $60,000 

Balance 

‘On hand as of 11/30/66 $1, aot »467.03 
| Less Debits 60,000.00 
4 On hand 12/31/66 REC 30 $77 ἘΠΕ 407-03 ἢ io 

> (00 - Y2azog/—_bO pore 
2, Bureau (100-428091:) ( 

- Chicago (134-46-SUB δὴν Oe EX-108 ἜΣ JAN S 188 
1 ~ New York. (134-91 {tav 
1 - New York (100-1288 τς τὰ Ἢ lagen FUND Jef) a 
1 - New York (100-134637-SUB A): (41:):- 

= 

JFL: gmd 4 \ 
(6) τ Η AY δὰ 

Yer ᾿ ᾿ 



NY 100-184637-SUB A τς 
+ 

ον LOGATION OF SOLO: FUNDS ~-NEW YORK TERRITORY: Ὁ 
Maintained by WY 69.- ὃν 

Safe-deposit pox, Chetical Bank-New . 
᾿ς Yoru Trust Company, 67 Broad Street, ΝΞ 

New York, New York $120,000.00. . 

τς τ τ Jack Brooks Regular Checking Aeeount Fe 
ΕΝ at Chemical Bank-New York Trust τ - 

Company, 20 Pine Street, New York, 
Ney York 

Account κι 991~228919. $ 58, 317. 03 
- Account #2 (001-232835 32,345. 92 
Acéount #3: {00%=237942- | * * 49,204. 08 

NY: 694-S* personal chedking account 
- Cheniical Bank-New York. Trust 
Company, 67 Broad Street; New York, 
New York τιν τς 000, 00 

| | ΝΣ oa Sub-total $223,867.03. 
Maintained by NYO-FBE ὃ ἡ ns 

Safe-deposit. boxes, Manufacturers ~ | 
Hahover Trust Company, 69th. 
Street. at Third Avenue New τὸ 

᾿ Yorke Clty $920;600.00 

A τ πο ofa $2, 2 7,08. 
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FD-38 (Πον.:5.22-84} 

ἃς 

Tratismit the following in. 

Vs AIRTEL 
26 ee 

sis ee me eee eee ee a ee eee 
—— oe ee ee oe ee ee ee ee .ὄ ΕῚ ""- > 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091). 

| 0" FROM : SAG, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
14 -” £5 — 

ϑυβυεοτί. Soto 
oF ΓΝ 

ne 

S-C 

a” Ἶ f 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau ake three Ἢ 
copies, and fo ie New York Office one copy, .of an ' 
informant's tatement captioned 'DISCUSSI GUS 
HALL RE ING POSSIBLE TRAVEL OF TOIV LBERG AND 4. 
ISIDORBANEEDLEMAN 'TO:,HUNGARY ,_USSR., AND POLAND 79 SECURE 

TIONAL PUREBRED ARABIAN: HORSES, ' tf ey 

The information, set forth in the ‘enctosed - 
‘informant's statement was orally furnished by 
CG. 5824-S* on 1/6/67 to SA -RICHARD W, HANSEN. ει 

Pertinent information appearing in the. 
enclosed informant's: Statenent, ig being provided. under. 
Separate cover tothe New York and Minneapolis Offites ἢ 
with proper cautionary statements. οἷ 

| , mo yi τον ας 

ΠῚ ἊΝ οὐ ἢ ΝΝ ἮΝ 
Woe ef 4 ge 4 . . τ ΝΝ 

- oa” we gs ΘΝ ΕΜ) 
2 - New York (1 0-134637) (Encl. 1): (RM) 
2 - Chicago (067) 

1 - A)134-46 Sub B 112 Fa it, 

oo a ee a 
6 : οι ᾿ ᾿ς - 13 1967 | os | εχ Ὁ om mo | aa -ὖ wees el 

ΜΝ 
“ny 

| Approved . Sent ———M Per — : 
gent in Chaige: | 65 JAN 2a 1887 



Lo .‘rdanuary 6, 1967 

‘ During the course of several ‘disctisBions held 
with GUS HALL, General Secrétary,. Communist Party (CP), ~ 

UA, during the early part of the week of January t, - 
1967, HALL made. it known that he. was-interested in 

_ Securing additional purébred Arabian horses from the. 
 -S0cialist. ‘eountries to supplenent the one purebred 
Arabian -stallion- -he. ‘had previously. received from the 
Poles, He. noted that he had already raised this matter 
with ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN ‘and NEEDLEMAN is, prepared to travel 
with HALL's brother, TOIVO HALBERG, who lives in Minnesota. 
Both NEEDLEMAN and HALBERG had participated in the 
negotiations in January, 1966, which resulted in the 
Securing of the purebrea Arabian stallion from the Poles.. 
According: to. HALL. he now-wants his brother” and NEEDLEMAN 
to visit the. USSR; Hungary. and Poladd in their quest 
for additional Yiorses and éfforts should δ made ‘to’. 
sécure possibly one purebred Arabian horse from each 
country. 

> “HALL ordered ‘that this matter be taken up. . 
immediately with the CP.of the Soviet Union, the . ; 
Hungarian Socialist Workers Party and. Polish United ‘Workers .- 
Party and that these Parties. be asked to have vidas - 
available for ‘HALBERG aid NEEDLEMAN ἀπά arrange for - 
discussions in their countries ob this matter, HALL . 
stated that-while he would not inSist that the horses 
be provided to him as gifts and would be. willing. to. pay 
for them, he did want it Known to:all of these Parties _ 
that it would be. desirable. to.secure the best possible τ 
terns and arrangenents for such ‘horses, . 

“while HALL. noted that he fad: Specifically 
discussed the above with. .NEEDLEMAN, he did nat say le 
had carried out previous discussions oh this matter with 
his brother, TOIVO, However, HALL waS in Minnesota. 
during mid Novenber., 1966, and it is possible: that Ε 
‘he discussed the natter at that time. . τω ες 

Ta dane with HALLS. instructions, three _ 

τ ΠΠΠ ΠΠ ἘΝ 

: τς ΠΣ ΤΣ ἜΝ 



comunications. allegedly peardag HALL's narie as 
transmitter, were drawn, up. on “the. stationery of - the ~ 
CP, USA,. Thése: communications, addressed to the Central 
Comnitteds of the CP of the Soviet Union, Hungarian- 
Socialist Workérs. Party and Polish United Workers Party, 
were as, follows: ᾿ 

Conmunica tion to cP. ‘of the Soviet Union ᾿ 

a oe ΡΝ tenuary. 5, 1967 
Β ον 7 

+ 

Gentral Connittee, Te 
‘Connunist ‘Party of the Soviet Union 

_Dear- Comrades: τς ΝΣ .- ᾿ 

ΕΣ Conirades Isidore Needleman and Toiwo- 
Ha lLbérg Want to visit your ‘country végarding- i 

. eértain' business matters. First of 211 would ᾿ 
you please advise your Embassy to grant these 
comrades ‘yisas,. Comrade I. Needleman. is ‘an 

> attoriey and’ ἃ Party person. Conra de Te. 
* Halberg is ny brother. 

‘Comrades Neediéman: and | Halpere are 
prepared to buy some horses on a business 

_ * ‘basis. Naturally: since thése. are not . sone 
- personal deals. but in the intérest of our 
‘organization, we hope that y.ou will give them. ~ 
‘special cooperation ‘and consideration, The - 

- necessary Financial arzangements ‘can. be worked ~ 
Out a= ; ; ΝΕ 

Wath warm fratexnal sxeotiogs, ἐν 

Conpadely yours; 

Oe oe Qs. Haat. 
| ον ᾿βθβεσοι Secretary 



᾿ Hungarian Socjatist Workers Party ' 

Connminication to the Hungarian 
Socialist Workers Party: 

Central Committee 

Dear Conades.: 

January 5, 1967 

‘Comrades ‘Isidore Needienan and Toivo. - 
Halberg want to visit your country regarding. cortain 
business natters. First of- all would yau- please 
advise your Enbassy . to rant these. comrades. 
Visas. 
Washington or-Moscow. 
an. attorney and a Party. person 
“Halberg. is ny brother. ᾿ 

They nay pick. up. their visa in either ¢ ΝΞ ΞΕ 
Conrade I.. Heedlénan is-- ΝΕ τ πρὸ 7 

Comrade T. . . 

Conrides Needleman ‘And Halberg are prepared 
to buy Sone horses on. ἃ pusiness basis. . : “τὸ 
Naturally since these Are not-personal ἀθαϊε ο΄. 
but in the interest of our organization, we 
hope that you will give them spec 188 
cooperation and consideration. They have made - 

the necessary findric'ial arrangenents to. pay for ~~ -- 
the purchage ag you. work eut in your contract. ~_ _ 

With warm fraternal greetings, 

Couriunication to the 
United Workers 6 Party 

τ Gomxadely yours: 

Gus Hall - ΕΝ 
General Secretary 

- Polish 



ee τς χα κα wo ae ὙΠῸ : ia τ . > ~ ¥ ΝΗ . -- ᾿ " ᾿ ᾿ = Ε " 

Oe Sve ᾿ τ τ τ - - - Ξ- ; 7 . x = " ᾿ 
a 

᾿ ik _ 

ad ΝΕ -- ᾿Ξ = Ν = - 

τῶ οὖς as Soa πο Sanuary-5, 2967 -- 
=" = = - - - 

ΝΕ Ξ Central Coimittes- ~~ re 
wee τι »Polish United Horkers Party. Ho νφ- Ὡς τ 

ΣΝ Dear ‘Comrades: = see ει ᾿ ΝΣ ΒΞ ; 

ee το Comrades’ Isidore Néedlenan ‘and Toivo. ΝΣ Oe 
προς ἐς Halberg-want to yisit. youn country. regarding - oS 

- aoe 

~-.> ‘> would you please advise your Embassy or - 
ον > ‘Consulate to grant these comrades visas. ἢ τ τ 
_. τὸς Comrade  Ι, Needleman is an attorney and a 

ας το party person, Comrade T, Halberg is my- 
στε css > brother, They visited your. Country last - en 
ΝΞ ΕΕΕ January, . εὑ :- 

τσ - Le _cértain businéss matters, First of all, .΄-- 

= = - τ "RL 

TE πτο -ἰ Coitrades Needlenat: and Flalber'g- are τ. Ὁ 
αν oF Brepated. to buy Some. ‘horses. on 4 business ‘pastis.- 
ae ᾿ - Naturally since these aré-not personal deals, 

ae - . ..we ‘hope that. you-will give them special coopération, and 
2 + τὸ gonsideration, They havé made .the necessary - τὸς 
. °.  -. . ” financial arrangements and are prepared to Pay, - 
ve. . -. + ‘a8 last time; for ‘all purchases, agreed on. in. 
ae -ττῦς | American dotiars. ek eae ΒΕ 

- 

- a ‘hea πὶ ἃ 

ΕῚ ad τς - ὁ - a τοῖς τος " ΓΝ : -* Fo - 

es 7 ΕΝ ΕΣ With vain fraternal: greetings, ο τ 

| ᾿ τοὺς ‘Comradely yours; — ΠΝ ; 

ee ΞΕ Hall: De a πο δ 
wee τὸ τοῦτο νώ τὶ General ‘Secreinty ς DoD OTe age 

ἢ Ε - - - 
= - = - =. ™ iad = 

é - τ τ Ξ Ξ 

; - 5 
- = oo . - " + = "ἢ Ι - . = 

- ΗΝ =F ~ 
‘ - Ξ τ ΕΝ -- ᾿ 

-. τ > ~ " ᾿ - - 

-- Ν - — _ -- --:- 1 
-Ξ Ξ _ =: aac " Ξ 

t -- πρὶ 
ϊ Ξ- -- —_ 4 -_ * 

_ = ι ΕΣ -- -ῖτ 
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FD-36{R ev. 5-22-64) 

" © ROUTE ΙΝ εἰν LOPE 
“ss FBI 

Date: 1/10/67 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

- AIRTEL 
(Priority) : ; ' 

ee ee Loe 

pee TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) 

+f FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) " 

sunsect Ceoo) S 
Is -τκ 

Re New York airtel dated 1/3/67 ως ἢ 
as above. 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three Ἂς 

copies, and for the New York Office one copy, of an 
informant's statement captioned "DESIGNATION OF 
HYMAN LUMER AS DELEGATE TO SEVENTH CONGRESS, 
SOCIALIST UNITY PARTY OF GERMANY, AND\TEXT OF 
COMMUNICATION SENT TO SOCIALIST UNITY ‘PARTY OF GERMANY.” 

The information set forth in the enclosed 
informant's statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on ( 
1/7/67 to SA RICHARD W, HANSEN, “i 

lx 
ΝΣ 

do en  π᾿ὴὰ 
B RM) (Enclis. 3 Ὶ 

\ (Ὁ- New fork Ὁ. (shes “Ὁ ἰοῦ /00- Y290 Gf. 660% 
1. - Chicago ᾿ 

W μ 7 1 — Ce | ra nes FX-104 

6 JAN 13 1967 

,- τηετνττη ᾿ rarer -πτ-ιἕϊ[ἢ 

Approved: Sent UM OPor 

65 JAN 18 ee 
f in Charge 



er τὸν ~ 3% ᾿ ως ὖς 

δ ἠξατομλτίος οκ mat LUEER AS ΕΝ 
τος DELEGATETO-SEVENTH-CONGRESS, ~~ 

5 +. gocranist UNITY PARTY OF. CORUANY., ΝΕ 
. ἈΠ TEXT OF COMMUNICATION SENT Ὁ - | - 

SOCIALIST UNITY PARTY OF GERUARY : - | 

The Socialist Unity Party. Of Germany (SUPG) me 
has. ‘tranonitted £0 the-Comnunist Party. (CP); USA through - ~ 
the ΟΡ ΟΣ. the Saviet Union an. invitation to send two «7 ἢ 
fraternal delegatos. to the- F6xtheoning Seventh - Congress - 
of the SUPG scheduled to be μιὰ April 17 - 25, 1867, in 
Berlin. . Gus. HalLl,-Gerieral Secretary, CP, USA, had 
now designated Hyman Lumer, Educational Director, CP, USA, 
to be one of the delegates to. the Seventh Congress. ‘of 
the SUPG but Hall has hot as yet decided on who to 

_ Rane as: hig Second delegate. | Po - 

After. having been advised: by “Halt of his » 
select ich: as a délegate to the Sevénth-Congress of the - ον 
SUPG, Lumer prepared 4 communication which he dosired | ΞΟ 
sént to. the SU2G. “The text. of this communication was as: ro. 
follows: oe, , . 

; 7 ει τ Ν " . - τὸς ι a ‘ = ; ᾿ . ~Jandary 4, 1967 _ ̓ : τς . - . 

Dear Conraides ΝΕ oo van | 

ἐν During ny” brief ‘visit last Spring it-was το π΄ 
Suggested that I return for. a long stay at. πο στον 
sone: future time, to visit different parts of 
the: country and +o deliver some Iectures.. It 
was agreed that I would let you ‘know when I ΠΝ 
could arrange to cone. =. -- ποτ, 5 τὶ 

“Ab opportunity: now presents itscls in. ne 
éonnection with your party. congress im April, > 5 - tt 

. to which Z am to be .one of the: two fraternal Uta 7 
_ ~ delegates from our party. I propose to stay: - ὁ 
- _ ὋΣ for at least two weeks, after the congress - ~~ 

- to. travel and lecture, and to. gather material ᾿ 
- _ ° + fora. series. of articles on the GDR aftor my. 
τ Fetura. - ος ~ te BB 

πε AR ᾿ 
ΒΆΝ τς Ν" τῇ nye «ἐξ αφι--- ποῦ ἅμ 

| 

πρὶ 



1 1 

ee 

7 " -Ξ ας oo : τ΄. - 

- _ = τς " 7 wt τ 
- 
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τς > Jam prepared. to- Jesture. on “any of the - ost FF 
τς Lollowing econonic subjects:-, Effects of the - — τ." 

_ τ Vietnarn War on the U.8.°Econony; Poverty. in .  .. 
- the U.S,;. The “Now Economic Recent _ a 
-Developnents. in State Monopoly Capitalism == ~~) ~ 

_ - din the U,8.. Or I can prepare τὸ spoak on ᾿ 
-- other subjects within may conpetence if you 
τ prefer. τ . = 

er Please. let ne: enow- ab-onrly BB τοτνὸ τ το 
: ον possible whether these. proposals τὸς. - a eee 

- agreeable to you and 1f so, what specific 
things you would. want me ἔο ‘do, 

Cosiradoly , 

= - yr Ὁ “Hyman ἢ Luner - 7 

na above’ Gouinun ication” θ᾿ being hand ΠῚ 
‘carried to Hoscow, USSR, were it_will be turned over ΕΞ ΣΕ 
to representatives of the Bubassy. οὐ tlic German : ' ἘΣ 

- Democratic Republic for transmission to the Central 
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joe EChasse FECA! METS Eapre sens ie 

ἘΞ TOMATIC DEC LASS TIP ICATION GUILE : ~ Fal 

TET E 25 τ| 5 : . - # ον ms ᾿ τὸν Ὁ -aeerssegin Ο9Ὁ9 ' 
αὐ ar sy " 

᾿ ‘ROUTE IN ἘΝ V ELOPE 
ah 

oA 104 ΓΝ τ = BE 
~~ (Is). 100-428091: στ 606% BY Lidisow τὸ τς PI 

-. Date: sanuary: 10, 1967 ᾿ ἃ = Liaison- - . 

Tot. Director (be ur. & 
; Central Intelligence Agency- . 

| | Attention: Deputy Director; Plans Wy ᾿ 

7 Fron: "John, Edgar Hoover, Dix‘ector fl ar ye 

Subject: INSTITUTE. OF: INTERNATIONAL, WORKERS [62050017 Sonsult os 

᾿ Enclosure: 

| damage to. the national defense. 

Trotter 

Tele, Room 
Holmes, 
Gondy Co 

- ‘This letter should ba downgraded to "Semeet"— - 
upon, the. emoval - of the higher ‘classifiéd; enclosure. 

‘NOTE: Letter οἵ transmittal classified tRepséeret" : - 
because it is travsmitting a " t' enclosure: Upon . " 
removal of ‘enclosure the letter of transmittal becomes: _ - 
classified USepket ii" Referenced. letter-was classified. ae 
se t™ and letter: of-transmittal-by- hecessity refers: to ς 
the content of referenced ‘letter, 

Enclosure classified iBep-Serret because unauthorized 
disclosure of: information. contained: in. enclosure could reveal. 
the identity of the source (CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing - 
‘valué and such revelation could resuit in exceptionally grave 

e Sée. ‘Chicago-tetter-dated a 
‘T8-c, τ ᾿ 
raya 

M3/8t, _pntitled Spe 
. Bb ΒΝ - cael 

ce (sie 

— how Ἴειετιρε unr τ .]} 



a * 

Director ΝΞ 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Referral /Consult 

NOTE :CONTINUED: 

Following the return of CG 5824-S* fray 

ww 3 

ΠῚ the administrative ‘setup of the Institute as ὝΘΙΙ 
as te- whether the Soviets might , possibly be setting up a 
hostage situation in request ἕλοις. Peggy Dennis, mother of 
Soviet official Tinuwr Timofee to move’ to a Sovict=ploc 
country. CG. 5824-S* does not ‘place much credence in this 
hypothesis, 
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~ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100.-428091) DATE: 1/3/67 

neh SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: Co) 

ull I5-C . Referral/Consult 

ReBule opy 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies of a letterhead memorandum captioned, 
"Institute of The International Workers Movement." 

The information set forth in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was orally furnished on December 29, 1966, 
by CG 5824-S* to SA WALTER A. BOYLE. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been 
classified POP —AEGEST" since unauthorized disclosure of 
the information set forth therein could reasonably resuit 
in the identification of this source who is furnishing 
information on the highest Levels concerning the interna- 
tional communist movement, and thus adversely affecting 
the national security. 

In order to further ‘protect the identity of this 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as being prepared at Washington, D.C, 

It is oe that in some cases no direct reply is 
made to specif ge ions raised in reCIAlet. In such cases, 
the informant bas that he has no information responsive to - 
these ae "« 

@ourben (Ere. 4) ΕΟ pec 74 (00 - G 2-809 '- Lood 
| -~Chicago 
ΘΒ wap. iw: 

-tO-bT (8) 

Ὁ ot. ακλδαλκά KH to CL AMG, dr opiicto-07: 6 JAN £8 1867 ane 

Buy U.S, Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



MECLASSITPFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED 

PRI AUTOCRATIC DECLASSIFICATION ΠῚ ΡῚ 

Θ᾽ Q27-Le £012 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ, Cc, 
File No. 

January 3, 1967 ; 

POP-SECRET 
τ- 

INSTITUTE ΟΕ THE INTERNATIONAL 
WORKERS MOVEMENT 
-"---,.....-.......---...-.ὕ. - ~ 

On December 29, 1966, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, furnished information con- 
cerning the newly~formed Institute of The International 
Workers Movement of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(CPSU), which is an extension of this source's comments. set 
forth in this Bureau's communication of November 10, 1966, 

This source advised that the new Institute of the 
International Workers Movement is a creature of the Central 
Committee of the CPSU which is subordinated to the Interna- 
tional Department, Central Committee, CPSU. This institute 
operates under the cover..of being. ἃ -school related to the ~ 

‘USSR Academy of Sciences with A. Μ, Rumyantsev as one of 
the leading members of the institute and with Timur Timofeev 
in charge of the institute. 

This source furnished the following explanation 
of his previous statement to the effect that this new special 
institute would be viewed by the Central Committee of the 
CPSU as a miniature Communist International. According to 
statements: attributed to Timur Timofeev, the purpose of the 
institute is to give the CPSU "first hold" on the international 
communist movement. Timofeev is quoted to the effect that 
it is the idea of the CPSU that if everything else fails, 
the CPSU, through this institute, would have 411 its interna- 
tional contacts established so that ‘this institute would 
speak with the authority of the old Comintern, of course, 
without the old Comintern's discipline. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the 
FBI arid is loaned to your: agency; it and its con- 
tents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 

ENCLOSURE excluded ; μὴ 

(60-U 2427,)-- ροος 



seats? 

INSTITUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL PO SECRET 
WORKERS MOVEMENT 

Relative:to Timofeev's mother, Peggy Dennis, 
this source noted as follows. Dennis is now employed on 
the staff of the "Peoples World," a West Coast communist 
newspaper, It was recently learned by the source that 
Gus Hall, General Secretary of the Communist Party, USA 
(CP, USA), has discussed with Dennis and she has agreed 
in principle, that Dennis should go to Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
to work on the staff of the "World Marxist Review," theoreti- 
081 organ of the international communist movement. While Hall 
and Dennis have reached agreement on this subject, Hall stated 
that no definite decision has been reached as to when and if 
Dennis will actually go to Prague, Czechoslovakia. While 
the desire of the CPSU for Dennis to be in a country close 
to the USSR could possibly indicate a hostage situation is 
being engineered in order to make sure of Timofeev's loyalty, 
this source does not place much credence in this hypothesis, 
This source believes rather that this, desire is motivated by 
a concern that Dennis might possibly make statements or prepare 
articles not in keeping with the line of the CPSU and thus 
provide a source of embarrassment to Timofeev and the CPSU. 

This source further advised that he can furnish no 
information bearing upon the relationship between the Informa- 
tion Department and the International Department or the 
relationship of the Information Department to the new Institute 
of The International Workers Movement, 

- O* ROP-SHCRET 



OPTIOMAL FOR NO.- 18 — "solo-ioe 
MAY 1942 EOLTION . & 2 

OK Gin, MG. HO, 27 - 

4 UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ~ Ease 

». Memorandum a ; ec Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPES= 
TO : Mr. C. Ὁ. Brennan | Ne _ DATE: 1/11/67 Roseh στ τς 

feel 
Bp W. G. Shaw γὶ , PTs Gee τ ππΞ 

Gandy = 

pe GED 

INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

This nemorandun - ‘outlines. the material developed 
during ‘Solo Mission 21 and will assist in locating pertinent 
data within the Solo file. 

_ DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION AIRTEL: SERIAL 

AUSTRALIA, CP OF ecccccccccccccevcicesceseee9/26/66 5792 

AVDARKHANGAI COLLECTIVE FARM (MONGOLIA) « oes .10/27/66 5867 

CHINA (DATA RE UPRISINGS OF RED GUARD)......10/22/66 5834 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
Funds received from Soviets as ; ook ee 

ee _-reimburSement ..ccccescoecdeccccecevsccceeecll/2/66- 5891* 

Financial. SUDSLAY .oovecedecscoveccvecceseell/1/66 9890 

Request. fot material aid for: 1967. ...+66.10/31/66 5883 
Assignment of "The Worker" Correspondent 
to HANOL. cecccccccscccccccccesesesccecses ol0/31/66 " 5883 

Invitation from EB. Germany re travel.,....10/27/66 5869 
CUBA (ECONOMIC COOPERATION WITH SOVIET. UNION) 9/26/66 5791 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA | 

ι ‘Economic TMALLENS. ocescccecegececcccieeeeeel0/28/66 - "τ 5871 

Mission. to Hanod. occccccccccccecccssvasesecl0/22/66 4 5833 ; 

Comments: of President NOVOENY ὁ 9.9 «οὐ ves + +.010/22/66 5837 ὧν 

EAST GERMANY (REMARKS OF WALTER ULBRICHT) ...9/30/66 5804 - 

GARDOS, GRACE (US CITIZEN. RESIDING IN ἐ ; 
ΒΟΉΝ ΩΣ ‘ 5846 ἢ 

; GORYACHEV, F.S, (SOVIET OFFICIAL) «24. cage0« 11/3/66 a 

- τ : ᾿ ἐδῶ - £28 Our . 
100428091 oo nee RETA 

. CONTINUED = OVER α 7067 
NGS same Je EX104 ἀπ δ [8 196 

(3). “ “ ᾿ ἘΝ 
1." 

6.5 .JAN16 1967 
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Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan 

RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION AIRTEL 

HALL, GUS 
Visit to Hungary 9/13/66 .sccccccccesesess ett /10/66 

Visit to Soviet Union and Pinland 
B/17-9/5/66s cecccccccccccssccevecececvscsel 1/4/66 

Visit to East Germany 9/59/66. eccccceeee sl0/28/66 
Visit to Bulgaria 10/5-8/66.csesecccesece el 0/28/66 
Visit to Romania 10/8=10/66..ccevereceses el0/28/66 

Visit to Mongolia 9/30~10/4/66...e+eeceeeee10/27/66 
Visit to Czechoslovakia 9/13=19/66.....4++10/26/66 
Visit to Poland 9/19-23/66.ccccsccccesseerlL0—26/66 

Discussion with Soviet Security Officials.11/1/66 
Discussion with Jesus Faria, CP of 
VENeZUCLA ss ccccesccecccecescccesccesceses elL0/22/66 

Discussion with Wladyslaw Gomulka, 
cP of Poland. ccccccseccccsevesecscsesesereslO/21/66 

Discussion with Nicolae Ceausescu, 
CP of RomaniascccccecccccccecessssececseceslLO/s4/66 

Discussion with Yumzahagin Tsedenbal, 
CP of MONGOLIA. sssccceccceccsccessceceesssl0/20/66- 

Discussion with Walter Ulbricht, 
CP of East GEYMANY secocscccvccceccesesceceetl/20/66 

Discussion with Janos Kadar, 
ΟΡ of HUNEALY ceccccccccscvcccecccccccce sc 09/29/66 

Discussion with Boris Ponomarev, 
CP of Soviet Union. .cccccccccscccceseccee ed / 26/66 

Foreign Publications recording Hall's 
tVAVEL ecccccscccccccccenenevessccccssece st U/3l/66 

EF CPUSA OFFICIAL) ..9/30/66 

HUNGARIAN SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY 
General information.sccccccccecseccccescees ed / 30/66 
Sth CONZVTESS caccccecccsccceoscccecccesess 09/29/66 

HIGH LIGHTS cccccccccccenenvccccesesecesceves 40/16/66 

INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT, CP OF 
SOVIET UNION. coccsccscovcccessccccscessces t0/27/66 

INTERNATIONAL LENIN SCHOOL. 4 ἃ Φ Φ ἃ ὃ ὁ ὁ ὁ ὁ ἡ καὶ ἡ ἡὶ ὁ ὁ 10/24/66 

INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHERS (CPUSA PUBLISHING 
HOUSE) wecccceccsccsnccerccescecenescccse cst lf/ss/66 

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL WORKERS 
MOVEMENT .eecccccccccccccccccccessccsceses sl0/24/66 

—~ 2m CONTINUED — OVER 

’ SERIAL 
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Memorandum to ii. Cc. D. Brennan 

RE: SOLO 

τ 100-428093, | ms 

i 

fi 

CONTINUED - OVER 

“DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION. AIRTEL SERIAL 

KOLDER, DRAHOMIR (CZECH OFFICIAL) ....0+++++10/28/66 5871 

_ KREMIKOVTSI METALLURGICAL. WORKS. (BULGARIA) -.10/26/66 5857 

KUZMIM METALWORKING. PLANT (SIBERIA) . o+-%e1L/4/66' 5900 

LENIN STEEL PLANTS, (POLAND) oe'ae's δ᾽ ἐς oe esos 10/26/66 3857 

LOHR, HELEN (ΗΕ WORKER!" CORRESPONDENT IN. en 
EAST. GERMANY). sseccccsscccccssccsseseees 69/30/66 7 5802 

MIKHAILOV, IGOR: (SOVIET OFFICIAL) .....s«+.«11/1/66 5800. ἃ 5888 

MONGOLIA ' 
15th Congress. Revolutionary Youth ‘League, 10/24/66. 6851 
‘Fear of attack by: Chinas..cesceceeeccessol0/24/66 5844 
Remarks of Yumzahagin TSedenbal...seeeee+l0/20/66. 5839 

MOSCOW CITY. GOVERNMENT (ORGANIZATIONAL Se 
CHART) 0.0000 cevewee oveed es tae ξοντο esos oe 10/28/66 5875 

‘MULLIS , BILLY (FORMER. ANERICAN. RESIDING: .- ᾿ τ ἊΝ ° 

IN BERLIN) .esceeeeeseccceesceesessshees 10/27/66 ‘ ' §870 

PIRINSKY, GEORGE (FORMER AMERICAN RESIDING ~ a 
IN. BULGARIA)+ ess sveedeeesevsseeteees ogee sLI/1/66: ‘D889: , 

¥ ’ ’ 

‘POLISH UNITED. WORKERS: PARTY bo aad ' a 
Comments of Wladyslaw ᾿Θοπαῖ κα... 6. ξ νον τον 10/21/66" ,.. 9835... 
International Department. +oesereeere eee eeh0/24/66 .- -§849 * 

ROMANIA By τιν ας so 
Comments of Alexandru. Birladeahu.. sss <<:10/26/66 ‘ 5856 5 

“Academy of Political Science ..s.eeeeeessl0/26/66 " 5858: 
Comments of Zenon KLiSZKO. «6 6 9.6 οἱ διφ φα “το. 10225766 5853, - 

International Departmetit......cceeescedess s 10/25/66 τς 5853. 
_Comments of Nicolae COaUSESCU+ esse eede e+ 10/24/66 4 _ 5832— 

; . 

‘SINO-SOVIET ΡΟΣ oy DIOL. - | 

“SOCIALIST: ‘UNITY PARTY OF GERMANY oe e+ee%0+-10/31/66. - 5884 



τ: VIETNAM 

Memorandum to Mr. C. Ὁ. Brennan” a Ν 
RE: SOLO τ | rs ae 
100. 428091 - ᾿ 

© or a 
DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION ει 1, AIRTEL” 
OS OO ππ -.. a —— 

Ξ 

SOVIET UNION 
Plans to Establish Department re. ‘all 
CPS cesaiwcccsscccnccvescsivceevecnces cts ol0/24/66. 

Current status of CPSU leadership, ;.%.....10/24/66 - 
Acadeny of SCIENCE. . ccc cecccevncveseeccee 10/24/66: 

USSR. Institute of Foreign Relations......10/24/66 
Economic Cooperation with CUDA 6 ooo e050 oo 09/26/66 

SULLIVAN, JAMES. R. (CORRESPONDENT =~ ΟὋ Ὁ 
“CHICAGO. TRIBUNE")... c.ceececeeeeee ese ae010/25/66 

URNOV, ANDRE (SOVIET OFFICIAL) ..02000008000e10/31/66 

VAFTADES, ‘JOHN (FORMER. AMERICAN RESIDING + 
IN PRAGUE) % oescceisveescetcecdecsieeccecedl/10/66 . 

VENEZUELA (COMMUNIST PARTY) sseeeeeeeesees+410/22/66 
~ 4a”. ial eo some - 

Policies toward by communist couiitries...10/26/66 . 
‘Training ‘Of military personnel]. ...o00000 10/24/66. 

VLADIMIR (LNU)'~ SOVIET SECURITY OFFICIAL. .11/1/66 - 

WORLD ‘MARXIST REVIEW. ‘oe ee Φ οὐ «ὁοοορδοφοοκδοο a 10/24/66 

- YARIS, HARRY ("THE. WORKER" CORRESPONDENT 
IN. HOSCON) ..veeeveeiesseenswesseree eee ne 10/24/86 

ACTION: ΝΣ 

: File for record: purposes; 
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VECLASSI FICATION AUTHORITY DERIVE SF Ron ᾿ 

FRI AUTOMATEC DECLASSIFICATION ΟΌΤΡΕ 
DATE 02-16-7012 - 

᾿ ᾿ ΝΕ a lle ie. Ε. τ. Βαλτα, 

se eh joo 4290 7,00]! ae Ξ iompson > 
fo" .  _ Date: January 9, 1967 

ες ᾿ς ΤῸΣ Director: ᾿ 
Se Central Intelligence Agency 

- | Attention: Deputy Director, Plans: 

τα το From: - John’ Edgar Hoover, Director LT ee 

Subject: NINTH. WORLD YOUTH FESTIVAL 
INTERNAL SECURITY -C 

- A source who. bas. furnished reliable information 
in the past has advised that the που] ‘Democratic Youth ; 
Federation, an international. communist front group, has τ τ 
‘scheduled. a-méeting of ‘the International Preparatory — 
Committee of the. Ninth World Youth Festival to be held 
January ‘25-26, 1967, in Vienna, Austria. 

It. will ‘be: appreciated if- you will ‘advise thig " 
“Bureau of any information Seveloped concerning the. : . 
above-mentioned meeting. . " 

CW: vir ~ ᾿ _ ᾿ ΝΣ ᾿ oe 

Oi: 6 Π Σ-::: 5 
“NOTE:- oe ᾿ ᾿ς ΘΕ ΙΕ 

ee ΕΣ " Letter classified ssdyer" because~umauthorizet“disclosire. 
yp of information could reveal thé identity of the source (CG 5824~S*) 

a oe which could. result. in-grave damage to the national defense 
a ΔῊ interests Information extracted from New York: airtel dated 
a 1/3/67, captioned "Solo” Internal Security - Ὁ, 
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FD-36 (Rev. 522064) - 

Transmit the- following in 

tn, " 

} 

ι PL ytd Youd Fe 

A 

\~4~6F) 

Approved: 

Fy ἐξ 

AIRTEL 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100~,28091) 

FROM; SAC, NEW YORK (100-13h637) 

SUBJECT: C0) 
L5-C 

On 1/3/67, there was réceived from the Soviets, 
via radio, ἃ ciphered - partially coded message, the plain: ᾿ 
text of which is as follows: 

le 
"For Gus Hali. World. Demoeratic. ‘Youth & ' 

Federation will have on 25 and .26 January in Vienna conferencd. 
of International Preparatory Committée of 9th World ‘Yout (Vig 
Festival. The Federation invites one representative of ley He 
USA Youth, at your choice, to participate in Committee wor 
Expenses paid by Federation. If direct invitation is 
necessary, please inform to whom it should be addressed. 
Inform us of your. decision 80. that we pass it to Federation. 

"“Céntral Committee of Socialist United German 
Party invites two represéntatives of CPUSA to 7th Congress 
of ΘΟΕ to be held on 17 + 22 April in Berlin. Please 
inform us your decision,. Should we pass invitation to 
MARY KAUFMAN?" (Bufile 101.17}μ.)- , St 

‘Re above, seé ‘NY airtel to Bureau, 12/5/66, ὦ 
captioned, "MARY METLAY KAUFMAN, IS-c", reflecting that Θρ Νὴ 
MARY KAUFMAN. went abroad: on 11/26/66, and was scheduled Hey 
to leave Prague on 12/8/66, en route to Berlin, 

\378 Ka o-tan) ay ΝΟΣ δ : L~-Chicago -4.6~5u Wey 
ὙΠ Takeo (INV) (61) ΠΡΊΩΝ, 80 - 4209) uf) ht 
L-NY' 100-134637, {1}. . ΜΝ ΒΝ.ΝΝ 1) ὟΝ 

«ον -“-" λοΒιθαδν ΡΟ JAN 18. 167 

ταν tees 



-FD-38 (Rev. $-22-64) 

O 
Aid TM EAU LOPE 

| 
i 
| 
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; Date: i/i1/e7 
᾿ . Ι 

Transmit the folowing in ᾿ : : | 
ζ΄. ᾿ ; {Type in plaintext or code} 

(or A IRTEL - ‘ a ᾿ - a |. 

ia. -ς -- : —_ - : 
] ᾿ ες a - ᾿ (Priority) ᾿ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI ἐ (400-4%8001)" 

FROM : SAC. CHICAGO (134-46 Sub. B) | 

sunsecr:Zou0) Ce ᾿ 
- ¢ - 

Re Chicago airtel dated 5/16/66 , 
enclosed informant's statement captioned: ἤρετο MARXIST 
REVIEW, , OFFICIAL ‘THEORET ICAL ORGAN OF T THE INTERNATIONAL 

COMMUNIST MOVEMENT AND ND DESIRE Τὶ TO ) DEVYOTE SEPTEMBER, 
1966 ISSUE ΤῸ PROBLEMS. AND: .CONDITIONS:-.IN—THE-—UN ITED. 
STATES, oa 

The referenced. communication noted that in 
4/66 CG 5824-S* had reported that in 3/66 representatives 
of the "World Marxist Review", official theoretical 
organ of the intérnational communist movemént with 
headquarters in Prague, CzechoSlovakia, had indicated 
that they would again like to publish in 1966 a large pt 
part. of an edition which would deal totally with the on 
problems. and conditions in the United States and such 
articles ‘should be written by leading CP, USA 
representatives. At that time it was suggested that 9/66 
would be considered as the issue of the "World Marxist 
Review" which would contain the articles on United States: 
problems. The topiaS which were suggested at the time 
by the "World Mar t Review" for such articles and their 
possible authors aS follows ‘gus 

aol 404 ( ΓΤ ΣΝ ΖΔ 09/ ly © /& 
1 - New York Pi00-134637) (Encls, 2) (CRM) 
1 - Chicago seen emcees enc 

RWH:mes «ἢ 
(5). | 5. jal 46 1907 we 

ΠῚ poantias ἴσα NY 

. ΑΝ 

- Sent ὦ, Μ Per _ : 

-in- Charge. 



CG 134+46 Sub B 

| 1) Peace movement in the United 
| States by GUS HALL 

2) War and United States econony 
- ὦ by HYMAN CUMER - 

3) Upsurge of youth in the United 
States 

4) Present developnent of civil rights 
struggle 

5) Ideological trends in United States by 
HERBERT APTHEKER . 

"ἦ ΝΙΝ 8) New developments in Tabor unions. in 
ΝΞ ' United States 

The information received by CG 5824-S* was. 
passed on, to GUS HALL: in. 4/66 and HALL later assigned the 
following the tasks of writing articles — on the requested 

‘subjects: 

DANNY RUBIN to write on youth - 

SIM JACKSON to write on civil rights 

GEORGE. MEYERS to write on labor union 
developments | 

- 

In addition, HALL noted ἀξ that time that _ 
‘iss he, LUMER and APTHEKER would write the articles 
AS Suggested. by the "World Marxist’ Review". 

. As of 10/66 the souxee noted that she had. learned. 
that the articles requested for the spécial issue of the. 
World Markist-Review" had not as of that time been τ᾿ 
‘completed, aithough & pumber had: been, Thosé not completed 



~ ' 

CG 134-46 Sub B 

were the articles he, LUMER and JACKSON were to prepare. 
The remaining articles, however, had been completed and 
several were being carried to Prague to be turned- over 
to the staff of the "World Marxis' Review" ‘by GEORGE 
MEYERS, who was to participate ii a Symposium sponsored 
by the "World Marxist Review" in Prague. . Because οἵ the 
‘failure of the CP, USA to submit all of the desired 
articles for the September issue, the special edition 
was not published. However, apparently during his visit 
to Prague, MEYERS discussed this matter with représentatives 
of the world Marxist Review" and he was provided with 
a new date for the special issue, 1767, 

In view of the new and Later date for this: 
special edition of -the "World Marxist Review”, HALL and 

_ LUMER -went to work and completed their articlés and drafts. 
of these articles were turned over to €G 5824- S* on 
1/4/67 when the latter’ was in New York City. He was - 
instructed to carry these draft articles to Prague and 
furnish them to the Editorial Board of the "World: Marxist 

Review". ᾿ ‘ 
+, τ 

᾿ In discussing this matter with LUMER it was 
learned from him that the only article which possibly 
may not have been completed was the one dealing with 
the subject of civil rights. JIM JACKSON, who had left | 
.the United States. around New Year's, 1967, for Paris to 
attend a Congress of the French CP, ‘was to be contacted in. 
order to determine if he had sent such ah article to the 
World Marxist Review,’ If it was’ ascertained that he. 
had not submitted his article it*was going to be suggested 
that. HENRY WINSTON be requested to edit his speech made 
to the 12/66 meeting of the National Committee on civil 
rights and then send it to the "World Marxist Review” 
for publication, . 

The. above: noted drafts of the articles 
‘prepared by HALL and. LUMER, which were entitled ἬΠΤΗΝ 

. POE. DOES NOT SUCGUMB TO SLOGANS" and “THE U.S, ECONOMY 

+ 

AND THE WAR. IN VIETNAM", respectively, were turned ‘over 
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. “" 

by CG 5824-S* to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN on 1/6/67. Xerox 
copies were made of these drafts and. Xerox copies of each 
are being enclosed herewith for the Bureau and New York. 
One Xerox copy of each of these articles is being 
retained by the Chicago Office and is being made an 

’ exhibit in. Chicago file 134+46 Sub B-1B. 
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ai * GTA οἵη, HG. NO. 27 Tolson 

4 UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Re 3:55 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPES 
‘ Ae; Felt . 

‘TO τ Mr, W. Ὁ, Sullivas, DATE: 1/11/67 
-᾿ 

; " - Tavel 

τι ζ΄. 1l-Mr..DeLoach | pete στε 
FROM > C. D. Brennan ap ἄ 1 - Mr, Sullivan Holsies — 

7] 1 ~- Mr. C.D. Brennan ancy π 
| L~=~Mr. Cale, Rogers . 

SUBJECT: 1 - Mr, Shaw ) : 
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST . a “ie 

ae My memorandum of 12/6/66 set forth, in detail, .° Wie 
receipts and disbursements of funds from the Soviet Union, 
and Red China by the Communist Party, USA, during the . 
month of November, 1966, The following schedule shows the 
present status of these funds together with disbursements “ 
during December, 1966, Fa 

τ. SUMMARY : 

Total received from Soviet Union 

9/58 to 12/31/66. cecccsisceccccccceccceesd4,187 , 468,19 
Total received from Red China 

2/60 to 12/31/66. .cseccccrsnececsessscces. τς 50,000:00. 

Grand _ total received 9/58 to 12, eeecees ent 237 ,468, 

Sements to 12/31/66 .sssccceecesees 2,965,766. 06 
Balance of Fund 12/31/66 .cccccccccscecceedl; 271, 108 13 . 

me aie 

$1, 144, 467, 03 by NY 694-S* in New York City Wows an ΝΣ 

127, .235. 10 by CG 5824~S* in Chicago 

DETAILS : 
* 

1 δ 

Total received from Soviet Union 

9/58 to LI/30/66 i csccccccecevevesvecvssedty 187, 468, 19 

Total received from Red China 

2/60 to L1/30/66 i ceccecsicvcssscccccccces 50,000. 00 

Grand total received 9/58 to 11/30/66. ...60+000$4,237,468.19 
Total disbursements to LL/30/66.cccccccccceses 2» 904 "88. 99 

Balance of Fund 11/30/66....cccsesseeoveehhydd2 5709.20 

190-4280, 
as REC 1 Ε 

_ WGS :ἀπὶς errs CONTINUED = Vv soak EL 
(6) ae arr) i 108. (OO - 00 -42¢04) δι : yy, - 

| “ εν “αν 16 ἴδδι a 

65 JAN 18 1967 
~ -ὁ 



Memorandum to Mr. W. C.. Sullivan | 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091_ 

DISBURSEMENTS DURING DECEMBER, 1966: 

12/1/66 ~ 

12/2/66 - 

12/9/66 « 

12/12/66- 

12/19/66- 

For development of film taken by 
Gus Hall, General Secretary, 
Communist Party, USA, during 
travel AbTOAds scessicccccescessesees$ ‘7.07 

To Gus Hall to be used as expenses 
for Party activities Ceooer ee eeeeeeee 20,000 οΌ0. 

To Gus Hall to be used as expenses. οι 
for Party activities * * ee ee re ee e . ψῳ. " 20,000 90 

To Gus Hall to help defray costs of. o ag 
Party's National Committee,-meeting _ - 
held in New York: ‘City in early . - ra —— 
December , LIGC o sesesesssinsscedcvcee ve, , 20,000;.00 

To Gus. Hall. to -be used asta ‘Subsidy: Te τς} 
to the W.E.B. DuBois Clubs:of - ΕΝ 
America , a Party front orgénization. | * 1,000.00 Ὗ et 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS ‘DURING DECEMBER, 1666... {1 “3007.07 

BALANCE OF FUND, DECEMBER 31, 1966 vssss0sc500.$1,271,702.13 

ACTION: 

None, “This memorandum is submitted’ for your information. 
An up«toedate accounting of Solo funds will be. brought to 
your attention each month. Details of the :accounting of 
these funds are not to be disseminated, 

y “A 3 
na 



ὌΝ (Rev. δὰ 
S Ν᾿ " 6 | | 

ROUTH vaadel * BLO PH | 

Transmit-the following in —— : - «- 
. 7 (Type in plaintext or.code} ΝΞ 

Via. AIRTEL Ὸ᾽ ἘΒΟΊΤΑΤΕΒΕΡ ὦ | 
(Priority) - - ; ] 

es nes a 
........ _ 

TO ; DIRECTOR, FBI (L00-428091) 

4 _ FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

ἐν SUBJECT \SoL0-} 
S-C 

On 1/10/67, there were transmitted to the Soviets, 
via a, ‘New York City. drop, 2 number of partially-coded 

messages: on microfiilm--one such message having been ciphered-> 

the plain. texts of which are as follows: 

ΞΕ αΣ “central Committee, CPSU Confidential 

προ instructions, CG 5824-s*, international 
Affairs Committee, N. ¢., is: en route to Moscow to discuss / 

very urgent matters with CCCPSU. Pleasé issue visa at 

USSR. Embassy ‘Czechoslovakia. Will appreciate expediting 

these talks. because planned tasks and discussions. in 

United States await his return. 

"GUS ‘HALL, General secretary, 
CPUSA" 

ABD vit EX108 4 
1 eau 

| ΦΉΣ “(Saw the (AM: RM) nee Ὁ. | | 

_ = NY 134-91 (INV ft, LN: 
1 + NY eon ὍΝ ¢ (TALANOV) (342) (00 -G28 92,- (0 “ 
“1 -ἶνξ 100-134637. ( . : ENA §. 

| S* JAN 16 1987 
“4 ACB:msb. mr ἧς Se 

. (8) ; ; ; : ᾿ νι" Ὁ κῷ ¥ 

ἦτ ἢ ὧν 
Ζ Vy ‘ 

Approved: oF A 7 ἢ -2 Sent . - μ. Ber 

~ & 5 JAN 1 R ‘ee FAgent in Ch
arge ; 

pt ΠΝ 



NY 100-134637 

(2) “The following are more drops. Each of these has 
both a front. entrance and/or a side exit--you can choose 

whichever way you want to go in or out. Please look them 
ied and if you approve of them please let nie know by 
radio. 

(Re above, see NY airtels 11/16/66 and 11/22/66,, 
concerning ‘approved drops) 

"DROP ELLA _ 

"Suerken's Restaurant, 27 Park Place - 2 entrarices. 
Pick up message men's room washbasin 
underneath left at 1:30 PM. 
Acknowledge 2:10 PM by calling 962=- 9379. 

"DROP FAY 

"Drop FAY, 102 Chambers Street. 
It has 2 entrances - 2:10 - 2:15 
Pick up message men’s room washbasin 
underneath left. . 3:05 acknowledge ~ 962-9050. 

"Drop GERTA 

"Reyholdts Bar -- NW corner 23rd St. 
‘and First Ave., NYG. Two entrances. 
Pick up message men's room washbasin 
underneath left - 2:15 - 2:30 PM 
Acknowledge 3:10 PM by: calling 68)4- 8365. 

"Drop HELEN 

"White ‘Rose Bar - 34 St. & Third Ave. 
SW corner., Pick up tessage men's room. 
washbasin underneath left 1:30 - 1:45 PM. 

| Acknowledge 2:05 PM by calling 684- 8366. 

"Drop JANE 

“Washington Bar & Gril, NW corner avth St.» 
- and Lexington Ave., NYC (2 entrances 

Pick up message men!s Foon weshbasin 
underneath left 2:45 - 3:00 P 
Acknowledge 3:30 PM by cbiling "68 8366. 

ape 



a 

NY 100-134637 

6) 

(ἢ 

“Drop LISA 

"Smith's Bar, 1017 6th Avenue. 
2 entrances. Pick up message men's 
room washbasin underneath left at 2:20 - 2;30 PM. 
Acknowledge 3:15 PM by calling 686-9321.! 

"Can I assume that the walky-talky schedule sumitted 
for 1967 meets with your approval, since no 
confirmation has been received?" 

"Drop BELLA is next." — 
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 Daté:, vo/8t 

Transmit the following in 2 . ς΄ - ee 
. Sm (Type Tn plaintext-or code) rs 

AIRTEL | REGISTERED ΝΕ 

se 
- 
ΒΕ ᾿ 
ee 

Ι 
Ἰ 
{- 

μ 

| 
I 
] 
I 
Ι ι 

μ 
J 

L-  ° @0°° =: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

4” BROM : SAC, NETh YORK (200- -134637) 

4 SUBJECT: Boro’ 

: ἣν δ 4 ἢ . 

a 7 5 | 
Jy fo Ἴ8-Ὁ ΝΣ ᾿ΕΝ 

ON. On 1/6/67, : there was réceived at a New York mail if 
Sf _ drop. a letter from WILLIAM: KASHTAN, General Secretary of the — 

Canadian cP, to GUS HALL, which 15. as follows: 

"January 3rd. 1966:, 
k 

y - - 

"Rear Herbert: 

. "Enclosed find three items we were asked for ἡ. 
forward. Hope you had Be. pleasant. new year's. -  - | : 

“all the pest; 

. Nas ever, 

~- “ oe " ᾿ ᾿ 
at: - ' ' " a ΝΕ Β. ἐ 

ΠΡ} | The three items referréd to above were. Létters i 
to the CPUSA, in Spanish, from the CP of P Venezuela; AS 

: plain texts of which: are as follows: ” robs jes 

an 

ΘΝ Bureau - 
As = Chicago. Ay ae Sub ΕΥ͂ 

ἐν seh is a 
REG, vt 406. 2 λζος,- (05: ACB :msb: 

(7) : _ eee | 

- οι ΠΥ ἢ ya| 
7 

— con: pd” - hat 

6 5 TAN 18. τ 
| 



ale, 

news’ writings | τὸ is the following: 

NY 100=134637 

(I) "Note for Coitrade Kashtan. 

"we beg of you to. deliver these materials to 
the Communist Party., USA. We will appreciate it very. much. 

"The address to which the CPUS can send its: 

AG 2 ὦ - ον 

“ἴλη 

PO. Box Bit! 
Caracas ‘Venezuela 

(2) “Commmist Party of Venezuela 
Central Committee 

- "fo: The Central Conimittee of the Comhunist Party of the 
‘United States 

"Dear Comradés: 

“This letter is: ‘to advise you of the desire of 
our organization to recéive (even though. it is under 
illegal conditions )- the - ‘newspapers of our Party: especially. 
‘fhe Worker.! We wish to receive at least the most 
important, ones, evén though it may be by reguiar mail, 
in order to. defray the high expenses of mailing. 

"Also, we would Like to receive the materials 
in relation to the last Congress, and its resolutions,- which 
learnéd of from the ‘Revista Internacional (International 
Magazine) which is edited in: Prague. 

 OBy: way of the W. K.; we: send you ‘the address 
which you can mail those solicited materials and newspapers. 

"For the Commission of International 
Relations 

ligaracds, | . - a a 
18/18/66" 

——— 



NY 100-134637 

(3) ΝΣ | "Cdracus 
December 18, 1966: 

"To the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the 
United States. of America. 

“Dear Comrades: — Ε ει 

"The déath of comrade ALEXANDER. TRACHTENBERG is 
a lamentable loss not only for our Party and the North 
American working class, but for the world communist 
movement, which. considered him as one: of its great 
pioneers. His revolutionary career, from the dawn of 
‘the. Russian Revolution until now, has earned him. the 
respect and. admiration of the intemational proletariat, 
which lowers its flags. before ‘his tomb as a token to.a- 
deceased fighter. 

"the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 
Venezuela, spokesmen for 841 communists in our. country, 
gends its fraternal expression of condolence, especially: 
for the relatives of this deceased comrade. 

Roy thé Central Committee of thie 
Communist _ Party of Venez ela 

Secretary “or in fermationel Relations" 
ee ae “αν συν sae 
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bez Director; PBI (260~428092) : 7 i= ir. sha if 
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ΜΗ; : ΒΝ 

SECURITY = C 

 Rourdirtei 10/24/66 ani edptioned x matter -which 
‘enclosed letterhead. memoranda; one of which was entitled 
Harry Yaris; New "Worker * Correspondent; Moscow, USSR.” 

| The. ‘Bureau. of IntelLigence and Research, Dopart= | 
ment. of | State, has requested ‘any available anfornation. 
explaining: (1) -Yaris's position in the Polish Commmist 
hierarchy, and (2). the reason for the necessity of mutual 
action by tho. Communist Parties of -Poland-and:the "“- 
Sovict Union. to arrange his reassignment. " ΝΣ 

On ‘the: ‘occasion, of your next . regular contact joo. 
‘with CG 5824-S*, upon the informant's return to your divi# i 
‘sion, obtain. the requested information and subnit this | 

“" data to the. Bureau in: letterhead memorandum forn; = 

WGS sdmk 

(4) ΣΝ 
Home 

Harry ‘Yaris was: born 3/8/08 in Russia: entered the 
_ United States ἀπ’ 1914, aniwas active CP member. He was deported 
to Poland in 1954 after being tried for falsely claiming to be y) 
U.S. citizen when registering to vote in 1947. He is the fn? brother of CPUSA national functionary Betty Gannett, Yaris | “© 

- recently became the Moscow. correspondent af. ‘The Worker," east τ 
coast communist newspaper. CG 5824~8*, who is personally 

; acquainted with Yaris, noted that it was necessary for the cp 
Of Poland to clear with the CP of the. Soviet Union before 
Yaris could accept the. position ‘of Moscow correspondent.. 
State Department has inquired as to why such action was necessary .:- 
CG 5824~8* is presently on Solo Mission 25, This inquiry will 

ed 

τῶ io x 95 
a (Ὁ 
a ond 

<. 
= = 

<— 
“ἃ 

Talson 

Mt eet=—— be taken up with informant upon his return which is expected | 
ἢ] Wick - —=-to be_in early February, 1967. State Department has' been. 

Hl φωρᾶν τ - orally advised by Liaison that our sources. are being ra 
Ἵ] Sonted = relative to State's, inquiry, OT. - O| 

Al Been ; REC 46 (00 - ΓΑΕ 
H]* Sulliven =. 
; Tavel 
ΠῈ ὝΓΟΉΙΘΙ τριταιπιαντινον 

| i SO A N Zz a4 exit 
yy. 

ie i 



— ROUTE IN “vELAgE 

T SAC, Chicago (184-46 Sub B): 1/19/67 ope 

1 - ΠΕ Shaw ; ?* 

Director, FBI (100-428091). | ; - 

“ Fhe NTBRNAL SECURITY -- c 

ReBulet 11/30/66. a - 

Relet pertained: to the preparation. of ‘& ‘paper by: 
CG 582448* on informant's opinion concerning what the 

foreign policy of the United States should be toward the 
Soviet. Union; 

Follow this matter closely with CG 5824~S* upon: 
anformaint's. return to your Division at the conclusion of 
Solo Mission 22. Every effort must. be made ‘to have informant 
complete the paper..as soon-as possibile, 

WGS:dmk ,.Κ. . -. ἐπ - 

Cy ae oe 
NOTE : - e 

CG. 5824-S*yas given this assignment during the 

᾿ latter part of 1966; However, due to informant's Solo. . 

- Mission abroad, conferences with. national Party leaders; ἣν 

τ  @ttendance at. Party functions, and other matters of equal bog | 

importance, informant. hag not had at opportunity to complete ες 

this assignment. On 1/8/67; informant left on Solo Mission 

22 and is not expected to return until late January , 1967. 

The purpose of this letter is to again ‘impress upon the 

Chicago ‘Office the importance of the paper and the need to 

follow this matter closely. 

RE 85... 22... γαχορ,,- ΤΣ 
a ee ον. 

Talson - 
Del.oack ΓῚ 104. τὸ JAN 1Φ] 1961! 

Caner . ; Callahan . oe 
into lt Gole gh 
“Sullivon =p. 
|) Tavel 
' Frotter 

SEEM, AN ah : Se pee τὸ - 
eR ie ἄρ ee 

a ae ‘ FN Saidinene eat nasa ΝΗ we retnerci ten Ὧι ἢ Ϊ 
πρῶ πον ee " 

Ta akeld wohseec cle boa 
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5: Si 

ε Of-16-2012 

“Airtel 

To: 

- Brom: 

__COMMFEI ἢ ᾿ 

a ROUTE IN πὶ VELOPE 

me ~ifresét 
Tom My ‘DeLoach 
i = Mr, Sullivan 

. Lo~ Mr, Cid. Brefnai 
1+ Mr, Rozamus ». ~ 

- Δ Mr, Shaw - 

SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) 

Dixdctor, FBI .(100-428091)” 
Fad - eal 

eer 

τ 0. ἡ. ΜΝ a . 

INTERNAL, SECDRETY ~ © 

we — 

Reuiairtel 1/13/6t, captioned * CG 5824-s4" ἅ, copy 2 
of: which was furnished New Yorls. . “Ὁ 9 

au 
ΓᾺῚ 

Reairtel pertains to. a situation where ‘the: Seourigse 

ana ‘Exchange Commigsion is looking into. the private ‘stock. 

transactions: of 06. 5824—S%, CG. 6653-8, ‘dnd NY -694-s*, 

Follow this matter. closely and keep the Bureau. 

advised: of all pertinent: ‘developments « 

Inasmuch ag this: ‘ds a personal matter Savolyini 

‘the informants, no; guidance should be given thom as ‘to, ‘the 

‘ouxrse of action to. be taken, The: informants should pe 2 

instructed to bromptty : ‘advise your: office of 811 developments 

in this matter.. ΝΞ 

In the: event developments ‘are such. that. action may 

~-‘bé taken involving public disclosure of these informants" 

finsneial. transactions, you should promptly submit, to the 

Bureau. yor observations.and: xyeconmmendations fox any’ ‘action 

deened appropriate. in order to protect the security -of the 

very -pensitive. Solo: Opération.._ 

(00, -Y 280G— Υ 

rsd York he" EO 99 ΝΑ 71- bO q 

ae” CRY gather ο 
NOTE: | ᾿ Ἂ KOS

 _ πὸ ς 10 ΤΑΝ: af (8. 967]
 a =. 

. ? ut Ke ~ 
; Ε " τ 

δ ᾿ a 

cover memorandum; cp’. ‘Brennan. to. Mr. guiTivan; 
ὧν» NSS dmk. dated 1(as/6t, captioned as above;;. prepared 

ΚΡ tel | IAL 

fy 

4 ine fe unit oc 
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Date: 1/13/67 t 
| 
{ Transmit the following in. 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

Vie. AIRTEL ΝΕ _ 7 ΝΣ ! ΝΕ - 
Ἐ _ : ° (Priority) ΄ sy 

. Ὁ ττττττ-τ------- — oe oe ee ee πα, --.-..-......ο.Θ....-.............ὄ a ee 

( | Ἰ TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAG,. CHICAGO (134-46 Sub 5) 

SUBJECT: Sore.’ a 
Is =c¢ 5-7 ~~ 

On 1/13/67 there were received through drop 
. address@in Chicago two postcards from CG 5824-S*, dated 

1/9/67, postmarked 9:30 PM, London Airport. The text 
of these postcards are set forth below: - 

1) Dearest lydia, 

I am flying according to schedule - 
Will ‘be in London. another few hours - 
before takeoff: I hopé you and “the family | 
continue in good. health. The weather at 
this end is excellent. I. hope it 
continues. ‘My. love, 

# 

ay * 

qo : 

2) Dear Averys τος ᾿ Ἂ 
ἡ ᾿ a 

Weather surprisingly good and clear, f, . 
I guess time drags. whén one waits for a ΟΝ 
plane, My best. to all the family.» Excuse - - 
my poor printing put this ἀξ for Jt to 
read. 

-" - ΝΜ " ‘ 

1 ε 
7 - 

Harold tc 

ne te (RMY . οἷ | 
“4 - New York (200-134637) coupe: Ζ 00 - £2 ρὸ χ,.- 6620 

1 ~ Chicago: ; ΦΡΙΝΜΛΝΝΝΙΝ ΕΝ ΘΕ ΊΠ; senureemal . 

WAB:mes | E04 to JAN 1311982! @) 
Approved; - δεῖ... MS Per 

65 Jal 24 ὌΣ 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

The textsof these cards reveal nothing of 
particular significance: They merely inform that 
CG 5824-S* was passing through London on schedule and 
expected to leave on the next leg of his mission, 
that. is the flight to Prague, on schedule... 

The above is submitted’ for the information of - 
- the Bureau and New York. 
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UNITED STATES. - ΣῈ ο- ἽΜΕΝΤ πον DeLoach ———— 

M. emorandum ‘Cospet ——— 

DATE: January 17, ee Rose po 

Tavel 
Trotter 

Tele. Room —— ἢ 
Holmes — 
Gandy 

sunject:( Goro) 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi-~ 
cations transmitted to him by radio, 

On 1/17/67, trahsmissions-were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies but no 
messages were, transmitted. 

KCTION: TO ΕΝ 

; - For information. (δὰ ζ 
4 

ες 

+ 

1 - Mr, Conrad’ τ 
rf 

2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr, W. G. Shaw) Le 
1 -.Mr. Downing 

1 - Mr. Newpher 
1 - Mr. Paddock 

Hijab} 

(7) ¢- RO 5g 42 FO9/-ODA 
τ a 

, “X04 του ἥν" ες » VAN ΤῸ togy, 
---Ἠ ΝΣ 

a i 

OJAN 96 196 9 
ἊΣ 



-- to GG 5824-S* to bring back to the United States and 

- Oo |. aa 

Memorandypgyyss © τ 

-Beveral, tieetings were held with Leading representatives 

chowever., to providing these photographs to HALL, CG 5824-S* 

Encils. RM ὡς ΝΞ ᾿ 
ον Φ: - ᾿ διλθαδο pois, θλ ὁ a) SMB gy πὰ ὧν. 

RWH: - “τ 8 pe ne im ay hh - -" 

ἔμιοα ον το ᾿ — ΤΕΥ owe τὰ 

woUaN ‘5 igh 

see: 

ἢ 1 4007 

te ΜΝ - ᾿ πος oe ταν 

- - = ee ᾿ 

᾿ -ο “eo ¢ ne ᾿ 
, : το “ἭΝ ὌΝ 

ἘΝ ΕΝ = 7 ¥; aro OPE ἘΠῚ χὰ 
πο i . - 

‘€ i 

1 

UNITED. STATES GOVERNM ENT | 

DIRECTOR, FBI ‘(100-428091) DATE? 1/18/67 

SAC,. CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B) 

informant's statement captioned "SUMMARY ° INFORMATION 
CONCERN ING VISIT OF GUS’ HALL, GENERAL SECRETARY, 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, AND COMMUNIST PARTY, USA DELEGATION 
‘TO ‘CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIALIST REPUBLIC, SEPTEMBER 13 ~ 19, 
1966." 

Re. Chicago airtel: dated: 10/26/66 and énclosed Q 

. During the visit to Czechoslovakia noted in 
above referenced airted and informant? 5. statement, 

of the Communist Party - (cP): of Czechoslovakia at- the: 
‘Central Cotimittee Building, Prague. In connection: 
with this activity., a-number of" photographs were taken. 
by, the CP’ -6f£ Czechoslovakia and when the CP.,, USA delegati 
departed. Czéchoslovakia: these photographs were provided Ὶ 

; 

proyide to: -GUS HALL aS a record of his- stay ὦ ‘Prior, 

made thém available to the Chicago .ffice: and: copies 
were. madé ‘thereof . 

One sét of the above noted photographs ,, 
niné in number, is enclosed herewith for the Bureau and 
one set is” ‘be ing: retained by the Chicago: Office. . 

- ἤῃ regard to. the above photographs,” the.. 
Chicago ‘Office desires to, point ‘out that utmost caution 
must be utilized. in.connection with any possibile. ~ aa 

contemplated use.of them -* Since. ondy CG’ 824-585 and GUS . 

A come or ae 

ete ae eal 

Buy. u, Sy 5 ἐν πε. Bonds Regularly 0 oi the Payroll Savings. Plan 



enelosed- herewith have been. numbered on their reverse τ 

Photograph #1 - - GUS” HALL and ARNOLD JOHNSON on steps. 

“Phovograph #3 - GUS HADL in meeting ἢ oom; Central ἊΝ - 

ΒΞ a referenced- informants statenent) ΕΝ 

CG 134-46 50} Bo τ τ τὸν oo ~ 
- “ " - - - : . - - - 

HALL. are: known to pes sess them at this time, None of 
the enclaed photographs are known to have appeared in any . 
type of public Source material and, therefore, the | ᾿ς 

Gace losure OF the. possession of them could serzously . “ς΄ . 
jeopardize the informant. : ee 

For purposes o£ identification ; the photographs “be 

Side. The identification of individuals appearing on | . . 
these photographs , ma de by CG ‘5824-5%, is: as follows: _ mF 

- { 

4 in front of Central Comhittee, CP oF ἐπὴν τσὶ 
- ν Czgéchoslovakia Headquarters, Prague , ΝΞ . 
; _ Czechoslovakia 

be , rod 

Photograph #2 ~ GUS HALL in meeting room of Centra - 
| _ — Committee 5 CP of Czechoslovakia ες 

! Headquarters , Prague , Czechostovakia ΕΝ 

Individual appear in ver vient Shoulder Lea 
of HALL ig MIROSHAYAT- - 
Section of the Int nat ional ‘Department, 

_ | Genttral tonmittee, GP of Czechositovakia, | 
. '- Which deals with (Ps “in capitalist - - 

countries. oe ο τ οτος 

re = " ne 

Gonmittee, CP of Cuechosiovakia, 

... a Czechoslovakia _ = 

Puotograph #4. - Meeting in. Central Conmittee, CP of ΝΣ 
Czechoslovakia Headquarters, ‘Prague, ες 
5 Sentembér 13,~-1986 (see Page 1 ἘΞ ΕΞ 



τ ὑετὸς ARNOLD JOHNSON, Ee 

(GG 134-46 Sub B.- - 
— “- " = 

- - wT, τ . _ =, - 
Ξ τ- = π - τω . - - -ς τ 

. -Prasidiua’ and a Scere tary of the: - OC 
Central Comittee, CP of Sle τ- 

ae . Czechoslovakia ; and ‘individual.ine - - = 
- ; chirge of: ‘plannin 

᾿ economy, fox. Central Committee ᾿ 

me _ central Ὃ mmittee CP of | πον σον 9’ “ΗΝ 

Czechoslovakia; and member ΟΕ - -- age 

‘Czech national - τ. 

_ YLADING Ccoyeny ‘Setretnry “68 Ὁ ΠΣ er 

7 = 

Czech National Assembly τς νυ “τ ᾿ 

τ νυ) αὐ Ὁ τ΄. a 

τ σα B8RE-SH | 7 ; 

7 a CG 6653-8 -" 7 - ᾿ 7 ᾿ ᾿ ΕΣ — ae 

_ ARNOLD JOHNSON - ΝΕ ὠῷ 

ἘΠ ΦΑΒΕΤΗ HALL - ἦς το —_ 

GUS, HALL ΝΣ το ΝΞ Ξ- os ΠΕΣ 

Photograph 46. 2 lee ting in | Central ‘Committed > ΟΡ", 
: . Czechosloyakia Headquarters; Prague ,; 

: _ - September 13, 1966 (see-Page 1. * 
os “τὶ referenced informant Ξ Statement - val " 

τὰν 
ΝΗ 

-" 

- ELIZABETH WALL το τ πω τι ως 

- - ᾿ τ DT 7 . οτος 

ΙΝ τ 

‘or 

-Ξ 

νὰ τ 

Ξι - 



CG 134-46 Sub B ot lat! - me ae 

" VLADIMIR KOUCKY ~ -~ ΠΝ 
Cant) Gaara,” Be " ΝΕ τὶ 

"Photograph #6 = Formal introduction at Central:- το - a 
τ “Committee, CP of Guechoslovak te. er τον τς 

Headquarters, Prague, September’, τ, Fs Soe ἢ 
“E966 (see Page 3 of referenced 

ΕΝ informant 's. Statement 

Lett. to Right . 

"VLADIMIR KOUCKY’ 67. | ΕΞ ἜΕΕ 

- GUS HALLS ee 
ANTONIN NOvOrNY, Rist Secretary, 
“CP of Czechoslovakia, . - - 

Photograph eT - Heeting a at Central Committee, ΟΡ of ΝΞ ΕΝ 
| Czectiosiovakia Headquarters.,. Prague; er ὑ τὶ 

ΕΝ Czechoslovakia, September Le 1966- .- τοῖν 

i Lekt to Right | | bt” 

Edy mittee. EOF ὦ Czechos Lovalsin oS 
¥ — 

- ANTONIN NOVORNY ἡ Oe 

BL AMAL ont “Gaeretaxy_of Centrad 9 ἷ- αἰ 

VAD IUR ‘KovcKY, | εὐ ΝΕ τι ce 

7 Paotagraph #8 » = Meeting at Central Conmittee, 9Ρ ο΄... ΝΣ 
" Czechoslovakia Headquarters, Prague; Ὁ 

ΠΝ SzechosLovalsia. September bf, 1966 oe 

Left to Right Sete a! 

fore 5824-8 τ ΝΕ ΝΕ ΝΞ = . 
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we τ τῆι 

- ge Ce _ τος σε - - -- ττῦ ες 

CG.134-46 Sub Β ΜΞ ; 

ΔΈΟΙ ‘JOHNSON - Oe ΕΕΕΕ- 

GUS HALL, ~~~, ee 

τι oe 

“Ρμοεορδαρῃ ἔθ = | ἀκοῦρ pliotograph of-participants’ ζῆ. τ΄ 
-. ἀοϑῦθος. noted in Photographs 7_and 8 

«Lett to Right * ~ 

ΝΝ CG 5824-S* 

τος ARNOLD SORNSON. 2 τ΄ 
ua -- - Β 

i τας 

Ἐπ - 
1 

᾿ς αν). Cua) Translator τς 

FR, HALICER = 7 

; - - 

- - = 

= 7 Γ Ξ-- _ - 

- Π 

_ ἴω 
-..- 

~ ~ ᾿ a 

. Ξ - . - ἀ 7 
a h 

\ Ξ 

. " — . τι " πε 

τ- = 

= ἢ ~ 

: ae Β ΝΕ -- - - = 

- - - . 

7 ~ TI = 5 ΠῚ - - 
---- - Ξ " 77s 

_ ἢ = - τ - ΓΞ 

a = ar 

- "he ΜῈ _ = - 

a - - τ- " : - 

- - - 22 
Ἐ . - - 
-- = = = = ~ 

cus HALL * a - . ate eG 

ANTONIN NOVONY = ς- 5 ὃ π|ν 
ἐν ἊΝ ΠΣ KQUCKY rn 



ENCLOSURES TO BUREAU (9) . 

Photos re visit GUS HALL & CP, USA 
delegation to Czechoslovak Socialist 
Republic, 9/13 - 19/66 

Bureau 100-428091 - 

Chicago 134-46 Sub Β΄ 

Letter dated 1/18/67 
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er na a rs “oat Lae - πὸ σ τὰ 7 ” . : a7 The G * m7 τ 

ae. # ys 
. GPTIONAL FORM NO. τὸ - ὁ oe. "MAY S082 EDITION Gi . 0 - ‘a. ΣῊ ἣ 
SSA FPMR (i CFR) 101- “1.8 a. “τιν Ὁ τ yw ae Ὁ 
‘UNITED: STATES GOVERNMENT 

στὸ τῇ τὶ δος 

Memorandum ROUTS τ 
DIRECTOR, FBI (1.00~428091) a - » DATE: 1/18/67 

> S$AC, CHICAGO (134-46. Sub B) τ 

τ ᾧ ΚΝ a 
is ΞΟ ee 

Re Chicago airtel dated 11/4/66 and enclosed 

CONCERNING THE VISIT OF GUS HALL, GENERAL SECRETARY, 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, AND COMMUN IST PARTY, USA DELEGATION 
TO USSR AND. FINLAND, "AUGUST 1.7 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 5, 1966." 

Page 6 of the above nioted “informant's 
statement motes that GUS HALL and the Coiimunist Party (CP)-, 
USA delegation: had arrived at. Tolmaschev Airport, 
Novosibirsk, Siberia, USSR, on August 27 , 1966. ‘Upon 
their arrival at the airport the ‘CP, USA’ delégation was. 
greeted by: regional and local officials of the CP 6f 
the ‘Soviet Union.- Photographs were taken of this 
event and when the delegation departed, CG 5824-S* was. 
provided with photographs: Which: -he-.was to ‘br ing ‘back to 
the United States and present to HALL as.a record of’ this 
visit. Prior, however,,. to providing these photographs 
to HALL,, CG 5824~S* made them available to the Chicago 
Office and copies were made thereof, 

_ One set of these photographs, -four in number, 
are enclosed hérewith for the Bureau “and one set is being 
rétained by.- the Chicago Office. / ες 

In. regard. to the above photographs, thé 
Chicago Office desires to point out that utmost caution 
must be utilized in-connection with any possible — 
contemplated use of them Since only CG 5824=S* and GUS 
HALL are known to possess them at this time. None ΟἿ᾽ 
the enclosed photographs are known to have’ “appeared. in “any - 

type of public. source material and, therefore, the ~ 
‘disclosure of the posses ion of them cou Seriously 
yeopardiz 6 informant. ; : 

. epriag, eau (noi ek 
1... Chicago 

Ὁ  RWH:mes . get OA’ το JAN: po%sth 

wom 

: BEB Ί Abbe v 8. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 

informant's statement captioned. ‘"SUMMARY OF INFORMATION. <5 fp ες 

(Ra) Se 49 ΠΩ 259 572 / Or 



CG 134-46 Sub B - 
OF ον οὖ Ἐν ον 

enclosed herewith have been numbered on thetr reverse 
side, The identification: ΟἿ. individuais appearing on. 
these Photographs , ma de -by CG 5824-84, is as. follows: 

πεν Photograph “1. - ̓ Polmaschev Adeport, Novosibirsk,- 
᾿ ” Bsheria, USSR, August 27, 1966, 

= . _and arrival of GUS HALL ᾿ 

Left to Right 

ΝΕ EUGENE (LNU), translator from _- 
ες τ International Departmént, Centrax — 

_ Gonmittes, CP of the Soviet Union 

“ ᾿ GUS” HALL ες τ ΝΞ ᾿ εἰς 

_ ᾿ΒΙΙΖΑΒΕΤΗ WALL 5 -τ τ᾿ τ "δὸς 

ἀπ. Ga) Ὁ τ Ὁ -Ὸῦὃὃ 
AsO orm —_ wot 

“Photographs ‘2 and 3 + - Greeting of BADD’ at ον ἧς Ὁ 
- -‘Tolmaschev Airport, - 

Novos ibirsis, Au ust 27 1966 

ει τοῖν το Right " ae 

: ἕν - BUGENE, (anu), aranslator "ἢ ee τς 
ΕΣ - Gis sai Ν “ΝΞ | 

(FNU) cuNu)- τι ΝΣ 

᾿ (ἘΚ) (LAU), Deputy Secretary of 
_ Novosibirsk Obkom,._ GP. of the Soviet | 

an - Unjon- , 7 

~* 7 ΒΕ - - - 2.-- " - 

_ For purposes of Ε identification, the photographs. - 
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- δὰ 194-46 Subp Β. Ὁ - τς 

cenu) cnn), Secretary of 
Novosibirsk Obkom, CP of the . 
Soyiet Union, and person in charge 
of Ideological and Cultural 

. Pepartnent = τος 

᾿ Lett to o Right εὐ ΕΞ 

GUS HALL ς΄. 

(CENU) | (LNU) ,. Deputy Secretary, 
Novosibirsk’ Obkom, | CP ΟἹ. the Soviet 

ον Union “- ΜΝ ΠΝ 
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ENCLOSURES TO BUREAU (4) ‘ 

Photos re visit of GUS HALL 

& CP, USA delegation to USSR 
& Finland, 8/17-9/5/66 

Bureau 100428091 
Chicago 134-46 Sub B 

Letter dated 1/18/67 
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Transmit the following in 

% vermeil aly 4 Oo 
ΒΟΘΤ it feca VELOPE 

Date: 1/18/67 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

xi AIRTEL _ } 

(Gn - ΒΝ 
wa TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

yA FROM: CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

supsnor Sou Στ 

\ 

official photographs which were ‘subsequently turned 

ORES 3 ΥΩ in Charge 

Re Chicago airtel dated 10/28/66, and enclosed 
informant's statement captioned “SUMMARY INFORMATION 
CONCERNING VISIT OF GUS HALL, GENERAL SECRETARY, 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, AND COMMUNIST PARTY, USA DELEGATION 
TO THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA, OCTOBER 8 - 11 
1966," ᾿ ΠΩ 

In connection with the above noted visit 
to Romania 10/8- 11/66, the Communist Party (CP) of 
Romania covered many of GUS HALL'’s activities through Ρ why 

over to CG 5824-S* on the delegation’s departure from 
the country. - These photographs were to be returned to 
the United States and: turned over to HALL as a record η 
of his visit to Romania. Prior, however, to CG 585 4-s4hl 
providing these photographs to HALL, the source made 
them available to the Chicago Office and copies were 
made thereof. . 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is one 
set of these photographs, numbering 16, and one set 
is being retained ge ey ΤΑ 

γήψψ. BNer ge KM (00-42 7%09/-(Q 
- of (ane ORG (RM) REC 18 G2 ὅς 27 (Cit 

1 - Chicago 
ffo JAN 90 i982, 

RWH:mes 

Ls 

sproved XN οι. δ δ δ Μ Per 
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CG 134-46 Sub Β ἡ | co 

- ᾿ ‘ 

In regard to the above photographs, the 
‘Chicago Office desires to point out that utmost caution 

‘just be utilized in connection with any possible 
contemplated use of them Since only~CG 5824-S* and GUS 
HALL aré known t6 possess them at this time, None of 
the enclosed photographs are kp 

‘type of public sotrce material and, _therefore, the ~ ᾿ 

, disclosure of the possession of them could Seriously 
jeopardize the informant . 

- 
t 

For purposes of identification, the photographs 
enclosed herewith have been numbered on their -.reverse 

Side. The identification of individuals appearing on 
these ‘photogyaphs,, nade by CG 5824~S*, is. as follows: 

Foy , Ἢ 

' Photograph #1 = Airport, Bucharest. _omaria. “10/8/66. 

Left.to Right ὁ... eo Te 
. 

CONSTANTUNYVASILAU,” a Lusty ι ΝΞ ΕΞ 
to the. ΠΒΒΌΧΟΣΥ the International . ᾿ 
Department, . of “Romania: ΝΞ ᾿ 

ν τῶν τῶι 

Ἐρβθοχοῦανν. Of Central 

ΝΣ te earn) 

“ARNOLD JOHNSON 

“GUS HALL nee , é . fp ts 

* Executive | 

‘CP ‘of Romania 

“Photograph #2. > Mixport, Bucharest) Romania 10/8/66 - 

"Left. to Right *° | 

- ALEXANDRU BIRLADEANU 
. 

oo -~ 2 

Presidium of the’ Central ee 



CG 134-46 Sub B . . ; 

: ο΄] ΟἿΒ “HALL 

: (ERU)- GLND), Translator 

- Photograph #3 - At Gentral ‘Committee, CP. '6f Romania 
_Headduartexs, Bucharest, Romania, 10/9/66 

Lett to Right . so a 

: ALEXANDRU BIRLADEANU , ᾿ ᾿ 

GUS HALL 

Photograph #4 Ὁ Meeting at. Caiitrad. Committee, CR of” 
Romania Headquarters, Bucharest, 

- _ Romania , 10/9/66. a _ ; 

| | Lest to Right | | 

5s Gv) “Gave, Translator ot τἢ 
| MIHAT DALEA νεροῦ ὄντ κρ ν δ τε τως 

a “ALEXANDRU BIRLADEANU Po 

CONSTANTIN VASILIU ΝΞ 

6G 5824-S* τὰς 

GUS HALL ae an 

So . ARNOLD JGHNSON 7 oo - 

Photograph #5. - Central Committee. CP of Romania 
Headquarters, Bucharest, Romania, 

a afoyeg ὁ ὁ. " 

] ' Late to Right - ᾿ ΝΕ ΞΕ Ἵν 

ΝΞ ΞΕ τς GUS HALT.” eS oe 
j ae 



aw 

CG 134-46 Sub B en 

NICOLA CEAUSESCU, General 
Secretary, Central Committee, 
CP of Romania 

Photograph #6 - Meeting, Central Committee, CP of 
- ἢ Romania Headquarters, Bucharest, 

____ Romania ,. 10/ 10/ 66 

-Left to =e 

᾿ΣΒΟΝΤΗ, δαυτυ, ‘member. ef the Executive 
26 and Secretary. of. Central " 

Committee, cP of ‘Romania 

ae aoe a Yee 

constant) x VASILIV™ 22. ΠΡ ---΄. 

-CENU) uN), ἢ Tra ns Tato: tor 

_—_ OG) 5824-8% 

. ° GUS BALL ws oo 

ARNOLD JOUNSON | 

Photograph #7 - Academy of Folitical Science, 
_ Bucharest Romania, 10/10/66 

ee ead 

Left to. Right 

cENU) απὸ, translator 

ays HALE. La 

x. \COMARTINS “Rector of Aga demy.. of. 
Pol x ical cierice ~ 

ti an a — - 

* . . ‘ -. ἃ =— 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

ARNOLD JOHNSON 

CG 5824-S* 

Photograph #8 - Lecture by HAL at Acadeny of 
Political Science, Bucharest,,. 

_ Romania: 10/10/66 _ 

Left to Right (On Platform) 

7 GUS HALL 

(FNU). CLNU) , Translator 

J, COMARTIN, * 7 

" ARNOLD JOHNSON: 
CG 5824-S* 

(FNU) GLNU)., female employee of 
International Department, Central 
Committee , CP of Rofrania 

* 

᾿ξ 

Photograph #9 -- HALL lecturing to Academy. of 
Political Science, Bucharest, 

- Honea 10/3,0/66. 
τ 

| - Photograph #10 - Audience at. lecture by HALL at 
Academy Of Political Science, 

10/10/86. 

Photograph il - Tour of new , shopping- center, 
Bucharest, Romania. 

ΕΣ 1 

Left to Right 

CONSTANTIN. VASILIU 



CG 184-46 Sub B 

ARNOLD JOHNSON 

(ENU) (LNU), female employee , ; 
of International Department 

GUS HALL 

- ΝΘ απ, Translator 

(FNU) (LNU), government official 
in-charge of Shopping center 

Photogiaph #12 -— Tour of new shopping center, 
ΝΕ Bucharest, Romania ς 

CONSTANTIN VASILIV 

ARNOW JOHNSON 

σα §824- 8: (θα visible ony) 

cus, HALL al ΝΣ τς | 

nu). an, Translator ᾿ 

(FKU) (LNU), govérnméent official 
in charge of shopping center 

- 

Photograph. #13 4 Visit “to ‘State’ ΤΣ Buebarest, 
7 a _omanga ΜΝ + 

= a a 

“Lett: to > Right 

CG 5824-54 

| ARNGLD S. CHNSON a 

(ENU) (INU), female employee of. 
International Department, Central | 
Comittee, CP of Romania 

-~ 6 = 
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GUS HALL ΕΞ 

CFNU) ΟΝ, Translator ; 

MIHAT DALEA ᾿ εν 

(END) (INU) - .-. τ ᾿ς Ν᾿ τ τὸ 

(END) (GND) “(wack to-camera)
 , ΕΞ 

Guide: 
" 

: Photographs 14,-15 and 16 - Tour of State Museum, 
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᾿ ENCLOSURES ΤῸ BURBAU (16) ΝΞ 

‘Photos taken during visit of GUS HALL 
to Socialist Republic of Romania 

Buxeau 100-428091 

Chicago 134-46 Sub B 

Airtel dated 1/18/67 
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vg OMIONAL 100M NOL τὸ 
MAY 1942 EDITION αν : , 

* ὅ53κ GUN, RIG. HO. 27 t we | 

UNITED STA’ PES\« 
tek 

Memoratidum ROUTE IN ‘ENVELOPES== 
Fone 

a Gale’ ——. 
TO : Mr. W. 6, suave θέ, A DATE: 1/17/67 . — 

Tavel 

aa) 

ve lasatiig-penoath oes 
jERom ΠΟ, Ὁ, Brennan ᾿ ΘΟ Mr. Sullivan Halas —— 

. ΜΕΝ . 1 - Mr. C.D. Brennan ee 
ἊΣ ᾿ 1. - Mr. Rozamus, 

SUBJECT: 4 1 - Mr. Shaw 
Οἱ “INTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST - 

TF fi 

Special Agent in Charge Marlin Johiigon of C 1iea ko} τῷ 
called on 1/4/67, and, advised that CG 5824-S* was. preparing . ὃς 

|: for departure on Solo Mission 22 to the Soviet Union, where. 
ες informant will discuss with Soviet leaders the aiiount of the 

subsidy. that. will be furnished to the Communist Party, USA,. 
during 1967. Johnson requested authority to:make funds - 
available to the informant in connection with this: Mission. | 

‘ Johnson advised that it would be necessary to ia le 
‘advance CG -5824-S* the sum of $1,689 to cover first-class. ὁ’ 

air travel: abkond and return, plus meals, hotels, baggage, 
and other incidental expenses. Informant will make a 

4 detailed accounting when he returns from the 22nd Solo Mission 
and will return funds not expended. The Party will reimburse .\.. 
‘informant for “a portion of funds, probably. about $800, which 
will be returned to Chicago’ Ss confidential ‘fund, 

- 

Jotinson also requested aitthority to advance to the 
informant, prior to his departure from Chicago, the sum of 
$1,500. to cover payments for services, 

The requests made by Chicago are similar to those [fe 
which have ‘been made in all prior Solo missions and are 
necessary for the secure departure of the’ informant on this 
type of dangerous mission, It is believed that Chicago's 
requests. in this connection are reasonable and should’ be 
approved. ν 

ACTION :- 

In view of the importance and ‘urgency of this 
matter, Special Agent - in: Charge Johnson was authorized to 
advance $1,;689-t6-CG. 5824-S* for the purpose indicated and -- 
also: to advance informant. payments for services. amounting _- 

ἱ 

‘! 
{ 4 

4 
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τ « we TY Rm τι wa Ba -ον - αν - " 
Ε -ὖς “" - ait = . ~ . ἷ 

wk yo. " “ ry . to ay. τ ~ e ὶ ͵ δ᾽ - " . οι - - Ξ 
πο; ας OPTIONAL FORM NO. 16 - ee! ᾿ ᾿ς 6) ; : | a 

᾿ 
τ ." os, an - ως : οὐ . . τὶ 

Ε-} ΝᾺ, αι, , - _ 3 | 

: : nb ἊΝ ες ΒΕ ᾿ 
t GSA Fema (at CPR) 101-116 ae be το ἀὐρονος ed 

UNITED. STATES: GOVERNMENT . ἘΝ Bie * OPE 

Memorandum | * 
ΤᾺ - " ; . ὑπὸ . 

7 Τὸ τ DIRECTOR, FBI s200-a38002) - .. "DATED. * 4419/67 . 

τὸν 

᾿ ΕΝ ' Re Chigago. airtel dated- 10/26/66 and 
ἘΞ enclosed informant's statement captioned SUMMARY 

| INFORMATION CONCERNING VISIT OF GUS HALL, GENERAL 
_ - SECRETARY, COMMUN IST. PARTY, USA, AND COMMUN IST’ PARTY, 
oo USA DELEGATION TO CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIALIST REPUBLIC, 
ες, SEPTENBER 13 - 19, 1966. " 

ΝὩ During the visit to Czechoslovakia, noted | in 
ΝΣ “the -above referenced airtel and informant's statement, 
°° ~ the Communist Party: CEP), USA delegation on September 16, 
᾿ 1966, Was. provided with a tour of Tesla National 

Enterprise, Hloubetin,. Czechoslovakia, which is a 
facility engaged in. the: production ‘of tadio broadcasting - 
and electronic equipment. ‘(Specific* information concerning ΤᾺ 
this visit set forth ~oh Page 2 of referenced informant's 
statément.) In. connection with this activity, thé. 
plant Party newspaper, 'Mysilac", ‘a weekly ‘publication, 

'* recorded by photograph the Highlights of this visit. 
Subsequently, CG: 5824~-S* Was provided with a set of 

; these photographs, whith he was.to. present to GUS HALL 
- -on the latter's return to. the United States. Prior, 

however, to: turhing these. photographs over -t6 HALL, 
‘the source made them available to thé. Chicago office and 
copies were made thereof. — 

Ν Enclosed Powitn. for the Bureau is one . 
Ἂ set of the above; ἢ ἃ photographs, 16 in number , and 

- τ one set. is bein eines by’ the Chicago O£ffide.. 

. al! Buteau . cba. 16) (RM) REC SR [00- $2,809 |. ~CORG Chicago: my ᾿μιρεόμασὺ ini Ey 

᾿ RWHimes ΝΞ Ν.--Ξ gis @ JAN 55. 867». 
(3). 
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| “fo possess them at this time’ None of the enclosed: 
Oe Bibi "Sourde Ἔ Down to have Appeared in Bay EPS of 

- t 
= 

ΠΝ Η informant. am ; 

ae _* For purposes’ of: Sdentification, the photographs 
ἣν - ‘enclosed herewith have been numbered on their reverse. - 

s' τ sdde, 

photographs, made by CG 5824-S*, 
¥r ες. 

τ - =a" = τ - 1 

- ΕΣ τ te ἢ 
- 

is as. ToLLOWS $ 

fee Photogiraplis #1 - ἃ = visit 4 Bo! tesla’ National Biterprise, 
ee ΠΝ ras". - 7- Hloubetin, Czechoslovakia-= - . 

ΠΝ -* τ  ? GUS HALL with -CP,. USA delegation 
τ ae ns . menbers ELIZABETH BALL and ARNOLD 
a re ~ JOHNSON, together with OP plant Ὁ 
: Tee officials: _tourin plant facilities 

= ᾿ ῃ 
ΕἸ 7" A . 

τὴς ; . - δὶ ΙΝ ᾿ ᾿ ᾿ ΝΝ 
ἐς ἧς Ξ μὴ ΗΣ ws 

oe a = ΙΝ Testa National Entexprise 

oy Lett to right” ΠΣ πος ᾿ ΠΝ ΟΕ . 7 : - 
_ . “- το ΞΞΞΞ . # - 

τον αὖ ᾿" {FNU) aare),,. Secretary of OF ey 
ὌΝ ΝΣ ΝΞ τ Factory ΟΡ ‘Conmittec, OP. .of © 
ae wigs! οβομοδθονθια, Doe, Cae wf foto 

* ̓ τ " . ᾿ τ᾿ Lo ξ ΗΝ GUS BALL,” - - " an i a 5 το ̓  ᾿ * . , τ 

SEND). can, tiapslator τς τς . ᾿ - a 

= oF “Photogrdphs 8. - 13+ > Bactory- “meeting - din diving πω 
Tae ae τς -- - hakl-of - Testa. ‘Nationa. Enterprises 
τσ τς ΜΕΝ ae : participated: in, ‘by | GUS" HELD ΝΕ 

| “5 ea - ι ; . ne -ς 

| _ 2 τ Ε ει Ὁ οἰ ἐν ἘΝ 

The identification of individuais appearing on these ΕΝ 

ἐσ τος εὐ ̓ εροξδεναρα #7 - - Factory: tieeting- incdining Bali of ἊΝ . 
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CG 134-46 Sub Β΄ ΝΞ ᾿ - Ε 

Photograph #14 - ΟΡ and union ‘Yeaders. from " 
εν Individual shops, Tesla . 

oe Nat ional, Enterprise , at dinner Β 
meetin cei οὐδ μαίας 

τ Photograph 515. - ELIZABETH HALL at. dining. hall 
ΝΞ wheeting δῷ Tesla National 

_ “Enterprise 

‘Photograph #16 = ~ GUS HALL, with LIBUSE FMOQHOVA, , “ἢ, 
-- §Editor_of! hy ἐκ ΧΕΙ ΜΝ *_ weekly ~ 

magazine of Tesla factory 
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ENCLOSURES TO BUREAU (16) 

Photos re visit of GUS HALL & CP, USA ., 
delegation to CSR, 9/13-19/66 

Bureau 100-428091 
Chicago 134-46 Sub B 

Letter dated 1/19/67 
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RE Ey certonatronn Res το \ 
- 3 MAY 1982 EDITION . 
τω ‘OSA Fer (41 crr} rs 

“UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT - δ 

τον Memorandum 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE! 1/19/67 

SAC, CHICAGO (134+46 Sub B), 
ee 

i oO 
SUBJECT: SOLY/ 

4 - Ὁ 

Re Chicago airtel dated 10/27/66 and enclosed ns (pt! .« 
informant's statement captioned “SUMMARY INFORMAT ION 
CONCERNING VISIT OF GUS HALL, GENERAL SECRETARY, 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, AND COMMUNIST PARTY, USA DELEGATION A 
70 MONGOLIAN PEOPLES "REPUBLIC, SEPTEMBER 30 - OCTOBER 3, % ip 
96 it 

- During the visit to Mongolia noted in the: - 
above referenced airtel and informant's statement, a 
number of photographs were taken by the Mongolian. 
Peoples. Revolutionary. Party. (MPRP) covering the 
delegation's activities. When the Communist Party (CP), 
USA delegation departed, these photographs were supplied. 
to CG. 5824=S8* to bring back to the United ‘States. ‘and give 
to GUS HALL as. a. record of the visit. However ,.. prior 
to providing these photographs to HALL, CG 5824-S* 
made them available to the’ Chicago Office and copiés were 
made thereof. : ᾿ 

One set of these photographs, numbering 42, 
is enclosed herewith for the Bureau and one set is 
being retained by the Chicago Office. 

In regard to the ahove photographs, the Chicago - fs 
Office desires to point out. that utmost caution must be ὁ Ae F 
utilized. in connection with any possible’ contemplated —— 
use of them Since only CG. 4-5* ‘and GU LL are’ known 
to possess them at this time. None of the enc osed ~ 

| photographs are known to have appeared in any type ‘of 

᾿ public source material and, therefore, the disclosure of 
the. possession of the “could ΝΙΝ the 

informa nt.. [x ys hy Ee. 5a 

ΝΕ Ss RES" (00 VOK09y/ - OR al 
- ©. Bureau Cpe 42) (RM) . 
fo i - Chicago ¥ 

|ST- 1056 Jan 23 1867 or 
‘€? RWH: mes 
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Ο 6 134-46 sub B. 

For purposes of identification, the photographs 
énclosed herewith have been. numbered ἢ their reverse 

τος side. The. identification of individuals appearing. on “these: 
Photographs, | made by. SG. 582448, is -as follows, τον Ἐπ 

ΝΣ τῷ ἌΡΈΡ. 

Photograph. ΡῈ - ‘Greeting of ARNOLD: JOHNSON. by 

Ξ Ὁ 

Photograph #4 - GUS HALL meeting with ‘YUMZABAGIN 
“TSEDENBAL, Central Committee - ot 

ἢ 

-- 

{ 

Photograph #1 - Arrival- by air at Ulan Bator, Mongolian 
. Peoples. Republic (MPR) ᾿ ; ᾿ 

Left ito right — -- τ΄ Ν - " 

τ πὴ τοῦς _YUNZANAGIN-FSEDENBAL, Hirst. °°.” 
ΝΞ ecretary’, Cewtral“Conmittee ,- ΝΞ ΕΕ 
ον ΟΡΗ͂Ρ τὸς se περ ποτ πος 

Gus HALL” ee 

τ αν). (ENG) official. OR ne 

τς τοῦ ὡς ΝΞ - 

representative of Young Pioneers, 
youth organization ΟἿ MPRP, on, ᾿ 

᾿ arrival at Ulan Bator — 

Photograph #8 ~sMeeting Between YUNZAHAGIN TSBDBNBAL, 
left, and GUS FALL, center, ate _ 
Central Committee- Headquarters, _— 

- MPRP, Ulan Bator: 

Headquarters, Ulan Bator 

᾿ Photograph #5 - - GUS HALL receiving greeters of: wR 
_and MPRP , Ulan. Bator. _ 

ro Fs 

WF 

Foo. 



as YURZAHAGIN. ‘RSEDENBAD Ὁ a 
“το Κ᾽ ARNOLD JONSON 0” τ τα 

τως , GUS HALL 

“CG 134-46 Sub B re τ 

᾿ς Phote gy aph, #6 - Meeting with, leadership at Central 
_Sommittee ;- _MPRP 5. Ulan Bator. os 

Left. to" night - ᾿ Ει ἘΞ ᾿ ΝΙΝ Ε 

GUS HALL FT 
τι (END) (INDY, officialof - 2 - 

- μὶ ” 
τ΄ pied ry . a 

= eo - -᾿ 1 τ Ἢ ᾿ - - m : ον 
a. 5 = - - - 4 “ - 

_ we 1 - = =. -- 
ΠῚ -- 

-Photogaph #7. = . Batiquet an “honor. of GUS HALL, 
as fax left, in Ulan Bator, At which 
mele Π ᾿ YUMZAHAGIN: *TSEDENBAL, far right, 

a . cbresent ΝΞ “πο τ 

_ Photograph #8. “= ~Attendante. at thea tes ; “oxen * : 
; “Bator, attended by” ARNOLD JOHNSON,” 

_ GUS: HALL and number of. government 
officials, | MPR~ 

= - 

Photograph #9 - Visit to. Central State Museums 
_ Ula. Bator a otk 

- Lett, to right ΝΣ ΝΗ oN ae 

(eo) αὐ . - τ΄ ᾿Ν 
CG. ὅ824- gk “ΕΣ -ἶ ΝΣ ᾿ς, 

τοῦ Ὁ ‘ARNOLD! JOHNSON.” My oan tes ce το 
Nuhber of: intaséun, officiais ha “ 

ade ὃ - 3 x 
4 7 ἀπ. τ i= ᾿ Ξ - 

1 = — i 
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- ~ - _ - 

τ τ - 

od = - . 7 7 
* ~ 
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“Photograph no. ARNOLD JOHNSON. ‘aid GUS HALL visiting | 
- portion of Industrial Combine, Ulam . 

οι :- ! “Bator, _where rugs - nanufactured ἐν 

Foss 

‘Photographs. #14 5 “and 12, “ GUS HALL ‘aid: “ARNOLD JORNSON,, et 
. together with representatives ὋΣ 
the MPRP, yisiting shoe and -boot 
factory, a part of Industrial . 
Combine., Ulan Bator. -HALL was 

; presented here with a dozen pair 
ce τς of shoes and boots, which were-to 
Sr be stdppes to. ‘the United. States 

- "Photograph #43 - - "GUS. HALL and. representatives’ of MPRP. . 
τς ΜΝ ἜΝ ‘part of Industrial Combine, Ylan™ 

τ τ Ba or 

_ Photograph art = Visit to collective farm, Centrad 
Province y. MPR _ Peete ΟΝ 

Lett to right τ Ὁ ο΄. ΕΝ eT ΝΕ 

(ENu) (NU) | 

" ‘YUMZAHAGIN ‘TSEDENRAL _— ᾿ 

᾿ : ΝΞ GUS. HALL’! : . ᾿ οὖς ᾿ ὌΝ ΝΕ - - | 

GND) ND), official oF ; . 
; MPRP _ fon ον τὶ πο 
ee. ARNOLD: JOHNSON. - τ τον ΤΠ τ τι 

ἐ. ες νυ) (IND), leader of” | RF τι τ τ πὶ 

πο τόν τ τ : collective. farm a. .* So ee 

Teor ἢ " Lae ee τς το τ 

- "- 

τ Ε 
“aes 

~ 0G 134-46 Sub BE - π΄ τ τὸν πὸ ΟΣ 
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CG 134-46. Sub-B. 7 =. ᾿ ᾿ ΝΣ το τι ᾿ 

τειν Photograph 515. - . Visit: “to collective farm, Central 
Province, MPR - showing HALL visiting . 

_with members -of farm and portion of 

- Photograph #16 - Visit to collective Τάχα, Central 
- Pkovince, MPR. Horse in picture was | 
named “Enkhtuya", meaning “peace and 
Light't; which was presented to HALL, 
Tre horse will be maintained in 

Mongolia. for BALL 

‘Photogeaph #17 2 ὙΟΝΖΔΗΛΟΙΝ TSEDENBAL presenting to” 

᾿ς BPEt to take back to United States 

Photograph- #18 = Visit to collective farm, Central 
Soe eo Province ,, MPR,,. and yiew. of portion Of - 

herd of cattle ΝΕ 

pos toright a τον ον πο 
0ᾳ 5854- 85 ᾿ ᾿ 

ARNOLD JOBNSON - . ae 

GUS HALL. 
᾿ς YUMZAHAGIN TSEDENBAL 

- Photograph #19" = GUS HALL with children o£ . members of -΄- 
collective farm, Central Province, — 

- MPR ὁ 
. 

herd of horses _ ΝΕ , ᾿ ΝΙΝ 

HALL saddle and related equipment as- 

! 

VA Ὁ 



του σα 5824-8 “Ὁ τ 

οὐ 134-46 Βῦ Β ῸὃϑΘῦὃΞ6Εξ 

Photograph #20. ¢ “Camel” ride taken at collective’ 
. _. farn, Central Provincc., MPR - 

Lett to right - τς * 

Cen) (LNU) ,. official of MPEP. : 

ARNOLD- JOHNSON 

- Photograph. #21 - Drinking ware’ Ss ‘milk at 
- τι weception for HALL at collective 

- a farm Central Province, MP R 
wo eT 

Left to fight “9 0° ΠῚ" τὸ a 
"ARNOLD JOHNSON | ΙΝ 
XUMZAHAGIN TSEDENBAL, 7 
GUS. HALL, _ holding native children 

"-cENuy ca) representative: Of τον 
᾿ ΜΡΕΡ 

Photograph #22 - Presenting cup of mare's milk to ἡ 
; GUS HALL at ceremony on collective 

Ε - τς farm raising horses. Central, 
ΘΝ Committee MPR, - 

ὩΣ ΕΙ 

{ 

᾿Ραοζοβταρῇ 123 - . Big gahe ludting trip, Central 
; - Province, MPR ~ native hut Set up. 

for headquarters. 

ΠΕ τ to- right 

SEND). GNU) < 



ΝΙΝ τ τῆς 'Baek.seat of ear + . YUNZAHAGIN ee ρν τ 
το τ TSEDENBAL- oe 

" ΜΝ " Ὡς . 

ἢ Ν _ τ, ὦ. - 7 
- - me 1 = : Ν - ΝΕ - 

-ἃ ~ “et 4 . Ν 

- ᾿Ξ κα "ΝΣ 

4 _ 7 _ - > ΝΞ 

Ἐ - 

a 350) Ὁ τ 
GUS ΜΑΙ," -. 

ARNOLD. JOHNSON: -- , ee 

 YotzaHAGIN TSEDENBAL, eae : 

GG 5824-8¥ a 

Mongolian huntsman 

r 
 CENU), GND) 

Tote 

“oF Puotograph #24: = Newhers of ‘bi ἘΠῚ stant a 

"Photograph #28, - Big game bunts central Committee , 
_MPR need 

bet to Bight. ᾿ oe | Ν πο τὸ ᾿ τς ς 

. Front seat, right - GUS HALL 

᾿ϑροθορεαρὰ #26 - - GUS. HALL peing greeted. by oo δι" 

representative of Young = - 
; -Pioneers., Glan Bator Ὁ “ - τ. 

"Photograph #27 - Ylan Bator greeting: py | a τὐτπ τ ὐτςς 

Young Pioneer 

oo, Left to ΜΝ ΕΣ τον - 

τοῖς τ ΟΝ) aN) re 

r 

@G 134-46 Sub B " ΝΣ ΝΕ 
7 - ΟΝ τς 



= CG-184-46 Sub BO 

YUNZAHAGIN TSEDENBAL 

Youngs Pioneer. 

(NU) ¢Lyu) - . - | 
Δ @US HALL a 

Young Pioneer girl - 

Phopograph #28 - Ulan Bator. - gus HALL and ARNOLD. 
JOHNSON being taken on official_~ 

Photograph #29 = ht -Youne Plolcer, Headquarters, Wan 
_Bator _ 

vert. to right 

_ ARNOLD, JOHNSON, “τι ει 

. | “(END (LNU).» MPRP official, ΝΞ = 

_ Young Pioneer =~ "- 

ον XUMZAHAGIN TSEDENBAL 

“GUS HALL 

em com 
-Ξ- “πὶ 

, Photograph #30 | - Gus HALT, receiving honotary scant. 
and medal from Young Pioneers y: 

- Ulan Ba tox 

" Photograpts #34 = 34 ~ GUS HALL with representatives - 
oF Youn _Pioneers ;_ Ulan: Bator: 

__ visit Lo - Young Pionger Headquarters - 

at ae 



Ξ 

= 

a 

, 
. 

το Ὁ Ὁ ARNOLD JOHNSON | ae 

ὄ 
τς oy 7. , 

2. 3 " ; = ( i 

CG 134-46 Sub B ee θεν 

Photograph #35 | - “Elderly Mongolian story, teller. 
- being introduced. to-.GUS HALL at 

his meeting eth Young. Eionsers 

Photograph #36. ~ lleeting with tn Young: Pioneers 

| “Lett to sight ΕΣ " ᾿ 

ARNOLD JOHNSON 

oa Elderly story teller 

«GUS HALL. a 

6 σδδάνϑεν, 

- Phoboptaph #37 - Gus HALL, addressing gathering of 
ες _ Young Pioneers, Ulan Bator . 

τς Left τορι ες a Det ee —* 

YUNZABAGIN TSEDENBAL 
= - 

Photograph 4 #38. = - Group photograph with ‘Young 
7 Pioneers , Gian Bator 

Left, to. x4 nts =" front ee so, 

ARNOLD: JOHNSOR. 

CG 5824-S* 

Gus BALL — 
at - - 

wo YUNZAHAGIN TSEDENBAL, 



Se - Bator; GUS HALL and ARNOLD JOHNSON ἜΣ 

CG 134-46 Sub-B - - 

(envy “CNY, oficial ‘of MPRP 

ΝΝ Photograph #39 Viewing york of Young Pioneers 

Left _to right es 

; 6G 5824-S* | . 

GUS MALL 
ro. GENU) GNU), representative of - 

- - " ᾿ “MPRP a > ᾿ τ- | ᾿ Ξ ΄- ὲ . ; oo - 

. -- 

᾿ Photograph #40 - ~ At champion wrestling ma teh, Wien 5.” 

ΠΝ ᾿ς With Hlongolian wrestlers 

ἡ Photograph #41 - GUS HALL being presented with -teophy « = oe 
ΕΝ - 7, Won by. chanpién wrestier at Wrestling. os 

. event, Ulan Bator ΜΕ "“Ν . re a 

Photograph #42 - At ‘Ulah Bator - YUMZAHAGIN TSEDENBAL. a ΕΣ 

- — flanked by members of MPR _ " | ΝΕ 

--- - 

Poe ' " 7 
- : ἡ. - 

Ἐν ἯΝ --- : - 

- _ - te - 

- - “ 
-- - oo — " 

- = ra -- 

wo - > ow - 
- : - 

- — 4 Oo ro 
- 

- - 

-- +t 
1 - 

wm * ~ = 

- Ξ-- ~ - _ - 



Tro we ὡς ae κι τὸς ee «τ πριν 

ΝΣ 

ENCLOSURES TO BUREAU (42) 

i Photos re visit of GUS BALL & CP, USA 
delegation to MPR, 9/30 - . 10/3/66 

Bureau 100-428091 
| Chicago 134-46 Sub B ᾿ 

Letter dated 1/19/67 
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MU . - ᾿ 7 ες ye care a 
- - a ἢ" — 

᾿ "a opriokdt FORM no. 16 - - " 
: -MAY, 1982 EDITION RG Ee oO" ἘΝ - . 

GSA Frain (41 CFR) 105-41.8 

UNETED STATES QA 

Memora nium 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) - 5 DATE: 1.192 A ᾿ 

a - 

ont : 
ν ν».. a 

᾿ ἢ 
ry * 

» 4 

i woo 

ΝΕ - “Re Chicago” aivtel dated 10/28/66. and. enclosed ~ . 
informant? S statement ‘captioned: "SUMMARY OF INFORMATION ay 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

4 BJECT: Boro) - Ε ᾿ _ ΝΕ 

Yo Se πο τς 5. 
- 

τ 

CONCERNING VISIT OF GUS HALL, GENERAL. SECRETARY, | 
" -.., . COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, AND. ‘COMMUNIST PARTY , USA DELEGATION | 

TO THE .GERNAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC, SEPTEMDER 5 - 9, 1966. | 
aN | 

In connection. with the above visit to the oe 
_ German Democratic Republic (GDR) September 5-+ 9, 1966, 

. ‘the Soedalist, Unity. Party “of Germany (SUPG). covered 
Many’ of HALL 's, activities, by official photographs which | 

were subsequently turned over -to. CG 5824-S* on. the 
delegation! 5 departuxe “from that country, These photographs : 
were to be retirned to the United. States and turned over “ ᾿ ‘| 
ΠΟ. “HALE, as a record of tris “visit. Prior, however , to ΄. CS τ τ 

- providing these photographs to: HALL, the sourcé made ὁ 
τ τ Σ, them available to the-- Chicago Office and copies. were made 

thereof. ε.- ; . - ᾿ . ἢ 

La 

Te me Enclosed. herewith for thé Bureau. is one set 
of these, photographs , aumber ing 19, and oné set is being 

ro retained by. thé : Chicago Office. - - 

᾿ - ‘Tn regard to. ‘the. above. ‘photographs, “the Chicago fi 
_ Office. desires to. point out that utmost caution must be — fo 
a utilized “in connection With any. possible’ contemplated - 

. . use of them since’ only. CG 5824-5* and ‘GU L are Known 
. παι ΤῸ possess them at this. time.” ‘None ‘of the -enclosed 

; " photographs are known to have appeared in any type of 

public’ source material’ and, ‘therefore, the disclosure of 
= 

the possession .of | m could ‘seriously jeopardize the 

᾿ς Anformant. ᾿ : 

ΚᾺ B08 Ree: 54: (09. y2g09/- 0084 ; 

ae. Bureau (ey. 19)-CRM) 
3. - :- Chicago et-105, τ μνμμυροὸ. εεξεττοσν 

ΝΞ τ: ὁ _ JAN 23 1867 ΓΝ 
ve ; , τ τ - af ᾿ 



σα 134-46 Sub Β΄ oe, 

For purposes of identification, the photographs 
enclosed Hefewith have been numbered on their réyerse 
sidé, The identification of individuals appearing on these: 
photographs made by CG 5824-S*, is as Follows 

. phétographs #1, 2. and 3 τ᾿ Freidrichsfelder Cemetery,----. °° 
‘. burial place. of leading Gérman= ΜΝ ΒΝ a __._ communists, Berlin, GDR 

Left to right - 

-- _-. §RNOED JOHNSON 

GUS HALL ee 
‘wh t ὡ 

ΠΤ ΤΠ & “mem bex : ‘of the Central” 

a: “ δ yee 

Photograph #4 - . Treptow Park, memorial to. Russians - 
killed iy Liberation of Berlin, 
Bewlin, GOR a. 

Left to wight > - 

HORST BRASCH __ 

GUS. HALL 

= “ARNOLD. JOHNSON 
7 1 Ν" 

1 

| Photograph: #5 > Treptow J park, Berlin ‘GDR 

Left to right = τ τσ ν οι 

HORST BRASCH -_ | 

᾿ 

τς “Sonmittee; ; SURG, and a : State ‘Secretary, eo 



= Ll (OG 184-46 Sub Β.Ἢ - τὸ Ὸ τ τν  {πτν ττὶ 

GUS HALL ᾿ ; ᾿ 

= | _ ARNOLD JOHNSON, = ote a 
ELIZABETH HALL = ὃ oe 

ΕΣ το τος ΟΝ) GND) -- Ὁ π΄ πον 
CG 5824. 8. a | 

oes 
URSULA TEREZBERG, translator assigned 
to HALL by International Ropar tment, _ 

δὲ Central Committee y SUPG. - - mo 

Photograph #6 - Treptoy Park, Bevin, GR 
. Lett “bo right -- - τος 

ἐν πος οὐ HORST BRASCH Θ6-- ΠΕ ΝΣ 

Ἦ sR tonD: JOHNSON © τὶ ᾿ | 

| _ uanusL/ebusADA. Ὁ fe - _ a 

“> - f Yo"  _URSULA HERTZBERG 

t 

i 

"Photograph ad = Treptow. Park, Bertin, GDR 

Left 40 might Bo 
ee ἦν τς 

“Horst. BRASCHL ΝΕ 
Ν ne τος ον 

τον το  URBULA HERTZBERG ς΄ 5. τι 0] 

a7 =e 5. = τ ΝΕ 



Fee att 

an 

ms ΝΣ URSULA HERTZBERG 

0G, 134-46. Sub BO πὸ τς πῶς 

_ MANURE POUSADA. (partiatay Cee TE 
᾿ . ‘obscured) © τς τ ᾿ 

GUS HALL: “ a ΝΕ 
ον ᾿ τ BLIZARERE HALE ᾿ oe Sore: 

τὶν > AOD ὁ JONNSON~ ea τον 

Photograph #8 - _ Brandenberg Gate Area, Berlin; 
GOR <= Arca Commandant OxpiAining 

. map of Berlin Wall 

Νὰ Left to: right ΝΕ 

τς GUS -HALL ἫΝ ἦς τ νὸν 

τς τον, ARNOLD. JOHNSON, Ὁ ᾿ς τ πο το πον 

νος τον ΩΝ) CLNU), Area Μλλλταχν, 
τιν ΝΞ Commandant τ. 

- κα . “ὦ oo. 7 

i es τὰ τ 

- τ 

Photsexann #9. Ὁ Brandenberg Gate Area, Berlin, ΝΝ 
__ GDR = ¥iewing map of Berlin’ Wak 

ot “Taht to right es 
WE 

- ARNOLD JOHNSON.) 6 FL tea 

URgUEA HERTZBERG = Ss 
Gus HAD - τ ἢ 

, 

τ - tw 4 -~® = . ᾿ ᾿ Ν 

a = : ~ ἘΞ 
= .-.- “- a > - - 

. - ~ = --4... 

a - eos FF = = > 

= : 

2 é 

- 7 _ ἜΝ = 
= 



ΠῈΣ ELIZABETH HALL 

τῶν τ (FNU) “GLNU).; -Conimandant of Malitary 

CG 184-46 Sub B πο | — 

| HORST BRASCH Ὁ a 

Photograph ὁ #10. - Brandenberg. Gate Avea, ‘Berlin, 
ΟΝ - viewing painting Of - τὶ 

- Brandenberg . Gate . τ ΝΞ ΩΝ 

“Lest to right ΠΝ ΝΞ. ΝΙΝ 

τ τὸ SARNOED JOHNSON" ὁ ΕΝ aS 
GUS: HALL 

HORST BRASCH 

τον τ νι Area at Brandenberg Gate ὁ τι ΗΝ 

Photograph #14 - Brandenhorg Gate, Berlin, GDR - ΝΞ ΕΝ 

"-" _GUS Ane Signing guest register 

; ~ CFNU) αὐῦ), ὁ Gommandant of Military 
_ “Area " 

HORST BRASCH ΝΞ a 

GUS HALL ΗΝ - ΝΕ τὸ ὑπ πὸ 

—URSULA HERTZBERG | : Te 

Photograph #13 - Brandenberg Gate, Berlin; GDR- 
__ deft to right ~ ΕΝ 7 τ νι 

_ GOR honor “guard 

bere UO TERE σ΄ ae 

yt . (GDR honox. “guard end | ΠΝ 

ἦννα κα," 

᾿ 



CG 134-46 SubB = ΝΞ 

τεὸς > AD ἂς JOHNSON; © 

αὖ Ὁ > HORST BEASCH . το ὃς νυν π| τον 

- τ ΕΝ τ -" - 
-. τς 

END) caw, Comtiandant. of ς 
Military Area .- - : 

HORST BRASCH ἮΝ ΝΕ 

GUS β΄ τοὺ τ ΠὈτο Σὺ τὺ τ τῷ τἱ 

: τ τ τὸν ες ἐπ ν be -ὰ 

ΟΝ) LAT) " ᾿ ᾿ _ 
= + -- 

“Photograph ¥i4 - - “‘Opservation platform, ae 
. Eran ce nPexe. Gate Ber din. GDR oe 

| τ Left - to right ~ ᾿ τσὴ τος - "τ 

᾿ τ ἘΠΙΖΑΒΕΤΗ HALL ΝΣ ᾿ 

.-- «HORST BRASCH - ΝΣ so eae 

ΝΙΝ ” Gus HALL «τι 2 " ̓  | a τι " oa tt " πος 
Ὄ 

_URSULA MEREZBERG - - 10 

- -- (FNU) CLNU) , Coninandant of : 
- / Military Aren ; 

Photograph #16 - - Observation. piktfora, oe 
} _Brandenberg ‘Gate. Berlin, GDR 

z - 

Lett to right τι ΝΕ - 



os). ἐᾷ 134π46 Sub Bt 

. CENU). caw), military official 

Ν τ GUS. HALL 

ae URSULA HERiZeirmg = 66ὁ Ὁ τς τε 

. τ FNU) CiNU), Commandant of Military 
Area _ 

Photograph. #16 - Observation platform of ᾿ 
ΠΣ ΒΒ Brandenberg Gate Berlin,. GR ΝΗ 

τον τος Left. to right — ᾿ - ar 

oo. ELIZABETH WALL. . 

GUS. HALL, Te 

NUD CaN), “GDR nilitary: | ee 
“τ ἐς ΕΣ officer = oo ; 

- ι 

3 “we β ᾿ ° Ip 6 : - pasuua HERTZBERG: | τος — 

ΝΕ (ENvY (LU), Commandant of Military - 
" Ξ - Area . 

τττ δὴ τ ΝΣ ARNOLD. JOHNSON hax right and. * 
; τω τον οὶ “Obscuredy. . τς ᾿ς 

Photograph #17 = Memoviak to soldiers of GDR kilied 
_ " ᾿ ΕΝ at Berlin Wali, Brandenberg Gate. _ -- 
ee a __ HAUL placing tlovers 

. ες 
7 7 τι 

- - = TH - 
= 

- = = - + 
4 " 4. 

= | 

κῷ - τι - “ τ 



CG-134-46 Sib Β΄. 1 

- -- - ote ow te σπ- ν . - ry 

~ + - τ 
4 = - - -- 

-- Ξ - +. - 
= τ . σ " 2 

4 ἢ - . π 
a . , - 

δ - 

. - 

= nm > = Ἐ- 

_Photogtagh #18 - Memorial to Soldiers of GDR killed | 
at Berdin Wall, Brandenberg Gate _ 

Left. to right 

ae “GUS HALL - " -ι- - 

δεν (ΕΝ Ό) ἀν), Commidndant of | 
_ Military Area _ 

- URSULA HERTZPERG 6 

| PLIZARETH HALL εν τ a 

Photograph #29. - Memorial “to soldiers’ of “GDR. killed 
ΝΕ ν Berlin. Wall -Bkandember'g Gate 

= ῃ — 

Lett to right ; ΕΝ ες " ἐν ΕΣ 

τ MANUEL POUSADA re 

“HORST BRASCH ὃ. 5Ξ9ϑ τ τ 

ARNOLD. ΦΟΗ͂ΝΒΟΝ. ~ ~~ πὶ 
GUS ΠΑ . ae 

(FNU)-GNU, ς΄  . τ - “τ τ, 

(Ἐπ 0) νυ), Conmanda nt of 
᾿ Military Area ες 

Ε - = 2+ = 

% 7 = 

x : 



Fo SPA rier penne ern rrr eae 

, 
ENCLOSURES TO BUREAU (19) | 

Photos (19) re visit of GUS HALL 
ὦ CP, USA delegation to GOR, 
9/5~ 3/66 | 

Bureau 100-428091 
Chicago 134-46 Sub B 

Letter dated 1/19/87 ° 
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FD-36 (Rev. 5-22.64) ὁ O 

A μων 

FBI 

Date: 1/17/67 

(Type in plaintext or code} 

AIRTEL . _ Π 
᾿ ΩΣ (Priority) Ν j 

yl τὸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) | gly 

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECTi_ SOLO “ 
“ο ἥ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three 
copies, and for New York one copy, of an informant's 
Statement captioned "BRIEFING BY GUS HALL, GENERAL 
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"top" to get as much aid in 1967 and preferably: nore, τς 

1 =, 

‘BRIEFING BY: aus 3 TALL, GENERAL - Ν 
SECRETARY, COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, _ , 
RELATIVE ΤῸ DISCUSSIONS WITH. = 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION 
LEADERS SCHEDULED JANUARY, 1967 

During the. perisd ὁ of Decenter 29, 1966 through 
January. Hy. 1967, a number of. private ‘digcussione wore 
held with Gus Hall, General Secretary, Cohnmunist Party (CP), ° 
USA, K portion df each of- these discussions was devotod 
to natters regarding 1 trip to the Sov Sovict Union thon _being 
insistdd upon by Hall. Hail was comanding that such a | τον 
trip bo nade at this time in order that discussions be Joe, 
carried on with leading represontatives of the CP of the. 
Soviet Union (CRSU). Like M.A. Suslov, a member Of the 
Secretariat, CPSU, and other Party lenders. The. purpose 
of these discussions was ἰδ y ascertain if a. de ecision. bad ; 

’ been διαβά ἂν the CP, the mattenof inane 
' the "CP,..USAcfor,the..year 1967 and how much aid can bo” a _ 
expected by thé Party and the RAAsqns why ἀπὸ ( CP, USA ee 
hadnot been advised on this matter to date.” Hall was | 
adanant. thatthe . ‘anount of aid promised by the CPSU: | ΝΒ 
should not qwless--than-thg,anount.the..Panty.recoived ἀπ τ ΤΠ. 
196G πη if the Amount. was.less than that amount, He  . ΝΞ 
“Snstructéd that a battle be fought ali. the way to ‘the 

While Hall offered no roal specific assistance to. support 
or defend the CP, USA's requést for financial assistance, » 
he demanded that this matter be handled tnnediately _ ες 
and τοβοχνοϑά,' ; . - ΝΞ 

ell did advise that the Russidis should. be ΝΣ at 
told that one of the reasous the Party néeded 4s πὶ much τ 1S ΞΕ 
honey a6 they had recotved’ in 1086 was that ho was’ then «ον! 

Inst stages of negotia: fing-for.d.now national 
Party-hoadquarters butidi ng. He wanted it made known. that 
he Was personally and seriously involved in negotiations - 
on this matter. Ee pointed out that the Russians should 
be told that the Party’ S present building is inadequate and 

_wtoo.small...Ifa daily nowspaper ia to bepublished by the” 2-2 “" 
Party. it would noed such 1 a.new,.bUL ding,wnd the. additional ᾿ς Poa, 
space, In regard to Hall's remarks in negotiating for ἃ OF 

ξ΄, _ τε ῖςν, , 1 - “ 

“Ἅ . τς - 

πβομοθυνθος ΞΕ 
. “ a, 

Co μος ΨΥ 67) - Wet 



as. ‘“aLL,our, leading-bodies, iucluding“the NEC. and NC.* 

. ΝΕ ἰδού} Justify his’ financial Fequesty | 
“ Feetual Antoni tion oF nerelly another be basis given ΕΣ ὌΝ 

“Δι 

ΝΣ “When Haid 8.8 asked ag to. ‘the author ity and - 
" position that could be argued from in nestings with the - 

- CPSU-leaders in régard-to financial subsidios, Hali 2 
Stated the following: “You ara going asa Secretary: of - 
-the. International Affairs Commission. You will go and. 
speak: for. the Party ag. always: and do so as ‘a member of 

ee - Hall also toted that Jin Jackson, after. the 
ot 7 éouclusion. ΟΣ the CP of France Congress scheduled end 

“cs -" μοῦ b3s0 wanted to. knoy whether the CPSU. | 
Bo, _ was: naling any plans regarding δ: ‘pos sible. ‘international: νγ 0. 

January 8, 1967, intends to proceed on to Hanoi.. While 
-he had talked to Jackson on this natter, Jackson wanted. 
ho help whatsoever. in making arvangeménts to go to. -~_— - 
 ‘Hanod, . HA17,- however, in8isted. that Jackson be given” ᾿Ξ 
“ἃ hand in going to Hanoi whether that individual. likes it. 

‘ -or not, - Jackson: pad argued with Hall that since people 5: 
a _ Uke Harrison Salisbury .of the "New York Times" had.‘heen 

* admitted to North Vietnam, fle. Vietnamese could hardly 
εν τὸ . keep him out, ‘While Jackson may be able to get into 
-- - Hanoi, Hat. wants both the. Russians dnd Vietnanese., onraden: 

talked. te icsted. to provide: « Jackson. assistance.’ 

τῷ " ‘witl-atléast Save the dxpense-of nany~ “thousands ΟΥ, ΝΣ 
-- sdollars dn: transportation costs which ‘he would have toc *- 

"pay on- his own af che: attempted to make is own axranigenents, 

. Hall also wante. the. matter disdussed. with 
"representatives of the CPSU : régarding ¢ tho, Hunbor of POrSohs 

~invited,fron the ne CP; _USA ‘to visit the- Soviet - 
Union in 1967... “Sines no such "qu ofa POE VIS LLOPS” Tabéen ae 

,~vecoiver*so"far, Hall wanted it "enphadized thht the Party. 
faust. khow this. figure: in ordex that. it can.moeke plans. for. 
its. delegations during the year, ἃ particularly dnportant . 

--- Year,in. view OF. the oth anniversary of ‘the October . εὐ 
mo Revolution. so." AE IS I 

τ 
ao = = eo Bia 

a requested.” fackst - 
. By getting the assistancé..of.these, comrades, Jackson oe 



a _- Jeeleprate the. 50th. anniversary. . 

oe - Hall wants inquiries,inide..oP the various Parties. in the ς΄. 

ΝΞ ΕΣ a ΠΕ ΣΉΝ 
εὐ τον ' gafér nethod for.dot yering funds. “At the tine: Hal. 
tae ὁ agreed that this, was ἃ good idea and promised: to “πα. 

τς 7 : " epnference of Céniianist and Workers. Parties. ‘He. wanted 
το τ ‘the Russinie-aséawnethee “ft “night” be “feasible. to hold - 

᾿ τς guch a conference in” conjunction with their Plabs: to ̓ - 

“ τ Hata also. renarked that he had “veceived α΄. . .- 
request from Willian Weinstone and his wife to travel of. 
abroad and to visit the-Soviet Union. The Russians 5 - τὸ 
‘should be felt out ἀπ᾿ το how they would réact to such - "τ π΄ 

Sof τις, 8 visit. on the part ὍΣ. the Weinstones. ΝΞ : - τος 7 
= 

ἘΝ ᾿ δι comectis with his, recent ταὶς ana 
" received nany fts e visiting in the various 

social: oa ee ae the material he was — 
- provided with has natayetbeencdeliversd in: the United 

States although these countries promised imnediate.— - 
delivery through either their representatives at the 
United Nations or. through. their Embassies..in Washingtons 

- τ Socialist .countrieés as to what-night have. happened to | 
7 this material and as, to: when ae aight expect ποιοὶ 

ΝΗ Hall also noted: that. in his confidential τ 
ΝΞ ΕΞ discussions with CPSILrepresehtatives. which were. held: 

τ in Moscow in regard to. apparatus work, ‘the Rugsidns - εὖ 
had. suggested the possibility of ‘the_ purchase oF A Lain ὌΝ 

., baudness. ἄθγνμαοολῃ connection with drops and. 

-to work on this matter. Hall now wants the Russians _ -- 
: εν τὴ tiumhile. ho has someone in mind “to operitte. 

᾿ guc business, he pelievés It would be-best that hdl 
‘Russ TME. thenselves ὦ select. the. area and. thes, ει τὸς 

- | ss, Hall feels that the’ responsibility for “μὸ. -- 
“es site. Holection should be on ‘the Russians and-this way the - 
~~ | Russians could not latex throw blame on’ the cP, USA AZ ᾿ 

"Something went” Cwrowg. with “the loca tien“ δα τδευσανς = 
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INTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST SMR 

i | /67 Central Intelligence Agency, by letter of-1/12 
(attached) regarding the North and South American Section, 
International Department, Central Committee, Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union, made reference to our letter of 12/1/66 
concerning this matter, Our letter noted that the mailing 
address, "Professor Sirov, PostOffice Box 341, Moscow, USSR" 
was being used for contacts between the Communist Party, USA, 
and the Soviet International Department. Central Intelli- 
gence Agency advised that its records indicated the use of 
the address of "Professor Sirinov" for this purpose and 
requested our comments on whether the name "Sirov" should 
not be “Sirinov." The Director noted: "What about this?" 

— - 

oe 
+ _ 

owing the return of our, 5010. 0 Operation 4 inform- . 
τ τ Soviet Union 3 in: October, 1966, <— 
we disseiinated®considerable data to the Central Intelligence 
Agency furnishes by CG 5824~S* concerning the Soviet Interna- 
tional Department, including the fact that the. address 
"Professor, Sirov, Post Office Box 341, Moscow, USSR," was 
being utilized for contacts between the Communist’ party, USA, 
and the Soviet International Department. | fi " 

In order to answer the current inquiry by , the 
Central Intelligence Agency as to whether the name 

“er'Professor Sirov" should not be "Professor Sirinov," it will 
rbe necessary to recontact CG _5824-S*, who is currently: on 
‘Solio Mission 22 in the Soviet Union where informant is’ meeting 
with Soviet leaders to determine the amount of the subsidy 
that,will be furnished to the Communist Party, USA, during 

τι 957. he 
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ἔπ ὟΣ ΒΝ 

-Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 

RE: SOLO 
100.“ 428091 ᾿ 

CG 5824-S* will be contacted upon informant's 
return from Solo Mission 22 and the data requested ‘by the 
‘Central Intelligence Agency promptly obtained and forwarded 
to that Agency. 

RECOMMENDATION : : wt 
ry 

‘That the attached Letter be sent to the Central 
Intelligence Agency advising that our source is being 
contacted concerning its inquiry. (A copy of this letter 
is being furnished Chicago with instructions to promptly : 
obtain the requested data from CG 5824-S* upon informant's 
return to that Division, 

το | We k 
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f ‘TO ς: DIRECTOR, FBI (100~-428091) 

PROM : SAC; NEW YORK, (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: \SoL | 
15-Ὁ ΕΟ ᾿ 

On 1/19/61, there was received at a New York City 
drop a letter dated January 17--apparently from ‘the Canadian 

! cP--containing therein, a sealed envelope: addressed to. 
"CARL WINTER" (Editor of the “Worker"). The letter; within, 
written. by BEA JOHNSON, CPUSA' liaison with thé Cuban CP, : 
dated, January 4, 1967, ὃ. Xerox copy of the contentsathereof 
enclosed herewith, contains in the first paragraph/statement 
to, the effect that. certain material was being furnished 
to CARL. WINTER by "BRUCE," | It..dis-believed that. said. ἀφὶ 

τ "BRUCE" is: BRUCE’ MAGNUSON, Canadian ΟΡ functionazy who- 
was recently in Cuba. ον Ν ΝΝ 

), τος 
Ἷ» 

ΜΆ ΝΣ τς ᾿ 3 
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wo January 4, 1967 _ 

Dear Carl: O Θ : ~ 
— 

} am sending some material with Bruce, regarding recent developements 

nere. 

1. Is a roport of a three day conference on philosophy. 

2. Two articles that appeaved in the Mexican magazine"Sucesos" of 

December 10 and 17th opening a scurrolsus attack on the Venezveken 

BR CP. The writer has been to Cuba many times and the owner, ih 

@millaonare is-at present an honored guest of the government here. 

The articles have been distributed to the party leaders in all the 

provinces. Fidel, without repeating the att€ks,.takesa definite 
afficial position in support of Dougles Bravo, the expelled pol.buro 

member of the VCP, who is now the guerrilla chief. Fidel said that 

he saved the Venezualan Revolution. 
ε 

Τ em also sending you copies of the statement of the HMexeian Party 

and the reply of the CPV. There is strong feeling on the matter 

among the other parties also. .We expect that statements Will be 

made all around. 
There ig also a proposal coming from the Mexican and Colombian 

Parties for a meeting of all LA parties to discuss the new events, 

particularly since Cuba is training and preparing to send people to 

begin guerrilla actions over the heads of the Parties. The marer iff 

which every effort has been made to make Che a hero points toe such 

preparations. He also said that more concrete things will be heard 

about Che in the near future. 

IT have also been told that the rx reason for the gentle tone of the 

fellow is due to oppesition, especially from his orother, wno is ΄ 

scheduled to be replaced as Minister of the Armed ῬΌΧΟΒΒ, 

Many transformations have taken place here, and the people are growing 

pslitically, Gt is just unfortunate that for the past year they nave 

been brainwashed with so much xadeket idealistic rubbish, such false 

unrealistic conceptins of the LA Revolution, that one can say there 

ig a definate retrogression. . Ofcourse the basic problem is that the 

overwhelming petty beurgisie leadership has not grown as Marxists. 

They have embarked on the socialist revolution with impatience, vanguard- 

ism and a wrong cenceptinn of the epoch. In that respect theré concep- 

tion is closer to the Chinese idea that this is the era of national 
liberation, the third world, etc. In LA they ignore the Parties, the 

workingclags and the need for a mass movement. They want to force 

natinal liberation frmm the outside. 

Under these conditions there is much discussion amang our friends as ta 

now to Hekwkes conduct our relations. It is difficult, but I feel strong- 

ly that we must get closer and try to make them understand our policies — 

-without assuming to impose on them. In this respect “I have had two 
two discussions mk on the Negro question, which they don't understand, 
They: think that "defensive violence", proposed by Warmichel is the 

only tactic to be followed. The other is the evalutinn of the elec- 

tins. Theyonly saw the gains of the rightists. In this respect T 

' have been able to give them material and hepe to nave in fluenced the 
next issue of Cuba socialista for a more realistic evalution. or 
course they get all the papers as soon ag they come and Τ am always 
talking to them, but Granma does not we print what I write. They 
have a frozen cnnceptif on everything~ its arms or nothing. ' 

_ 3 pxcoSURB ἢὦὃὦὃΠὲ[ὦ;ὁὃ.͵ 
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Dol you get the Hexican magazines,¢ if so please inform me , because it 

is difficult for me to get extra copies to-send you. Are you in touch 

with the CPM about their work wita the other parties? Why doesnt the 
Latin American commission keep in touch with me? Joe promised this 
wovnld be the case when he left last year, but he even forgot to 
Bend me copies of Diagog.. There are big things shaping up in this - 

connected and we must find ea way to talko to each other more frequently. 1 

You must use Prague- Canada is bad unless someone is coming personally 

and Mexico is worse. Listen, I want you to .tell Gus, that 1 can doa * ᾿ 

joo, but I must be sure that we agree and act to-gether. This way it 

is most unsatisfactory. 

Am gbing to the hospital for a small operation next week and will not be 

able to write much for the paper for a few weeks, I thereforelant to. 

remind you that 1 havegéne some ἘΞ pieces in the Pyovince of Pinar del 

Rio which you can use: the copper mine, and the agricultural develope- 

ment. An old timer came here and told me thet you people dont want so 

much about sugar, but about how the people feel? ‘© I font know what it 

means and neither did he. It.wasp chance to send me a degent letter.. 

I need political affairs- have néfseen anything new in literature since 
September. 

Am in close touch with the publishers and we would like to have some 

‘new books. 1 would like "fhey shall not pass", by Pasionaria. 

A copy of Mission to Hanoiyg for the Vietnamese Ambassador here. i 

Existetialism and Alienation in 4merican literature by Finkelstein. ΙΝ 

Ἴ should like to have the latest pamphlets of which T have no list. 

My best regards to all. 
. Beatrice ow 
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In mid-October a 3-day conference of the Philosophy Department of the University 

of Havana was held. Jy Philosophy Department has the Τὴ sonsibility of supplying 

instructors and develN,féng courses for all schools of ti Sniversity ag well as “. « 

for other schools, Additionally, it has the responsibility of executing special . 

tasks and projects which the Government and/or Party may request. 

The 3-day conference had as its objectives, the evaluation of past programs as 

well as the formation, presentation and change in the progrem for the academic 

year 1966-67, 

The following are verkaps the most important observations and points made during 

this conference:'. 

1. There was absolute freedom for all participants to express 

their views although how participants voted was carefully 

noted. - 

2, The validity of dielectics was challenged and historical 

materialism was characterized as having “little or no meaning". 

3, Supporters of the Soviet Union and the Eastern Socialist 

countries were alluded to as “dogmatists" who hid behind 

"historical materialism" to impede revolution, particularly 

in Latin America. . 

4. ‘The Commnist Parties of Venezuela, Argentina and, Colombia 

were attacked by name and the other Comminist Parties of 

Latin America were equally attacked as "betrayers of the 

Revolution in Latin Americe", “pseudo-revolutionaries" and . 

as "followers of the ideology of Moscow who hide behind 

historical materialism to justify their, non-revolutionary 

attitude, 

5. Αὐ the present time the majority group opposea to dialectics 

and historical materialism could offer no cohesive exposition. .— . - 

-π το τοὺ -or-view of what they would offer instead. When it was pointed 

out that they were eliminating the basis of Marxism without 

substituting anything concrete, the retort was that dialectics 

and historical materialism as "used" by certain "dogmatists" 

(followers of the Soviet Union, members and sympathizers of 

the ola PSP) is no longer a basis of present-day real Marxism, 

6, <A move to eliminate historical materialism as a subject natter 

fron the basic course in Philosophy and substitute "Theory of 

Society" in its place was defeated by a very small margin. 

7. It is necessary to develop a Marxist Philosophy valid for the 

current era. Castroism is the true Marxism of the present time. , 

Anyone who opposes Fidel's thinking is guilty of impeding the 

revolution in Latin America and at best is nothing more than 2 

pseudo-revolutionary playing into imperialism's hands. 

διορίσας, bo + pow feeips au, ΝΕ 
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INTERNAL. SECURITY - COMMUNIST 
Ὁ: 

᾿ This is to advise you of a situation- where the 4) 
ἡ Securities and Exchange Commission is. looking into the Q 
J private stock transactions’ of our Solo informants. 

CG 5824-9*, his wife, CG 6653+S, and NY 694~S* 
have invested a considerable amount of their owes ἐν 

has advised that. her stockbro ra σὰ 
of the investment firm’ of Bear, Stearns, 7 

and Company, cago, Illinois, had been ‘requested by the - re 
Securities and Exchange Commission to, come: to New’ York City - 
oh. 1/13/67 to discuss stock transaction. irn. me - be 
by CG 5824-S*, CG 6653-S, and NY 694-S*,. Idi .' bic 
not. know the naturenof the inquiry but in ca 8 lat the i 

Secitities and: Exchange Commission has..been. ‘endeavoring tor 
#.  ,.. Jidentify- 511 ‘individuals ‘dealing | in’ stock transactions 

of une entron Electronics and Hercules Galion, both -- * 
OF nes are traded on the American ‘Stock: Exchange. aa 

= 26 6653-S recalled that in aprit, 1966, she was: ἊΝ 
questioned by the Securities and. Exchange: Commission con= τ 
cerning her purchases and Sales of Pentron Electronic ὁ 

4 Stock. Specifically, she was’ asked why she bought this «_-* 
stock and who had advised her to do so,. After answering Ν᾿ 
these questions, she was asked if she would be available be ἢ 

_ for testimony before a Grand Jury.. She replied that” she Ψ 
‘would be available, and was of the opinion that this had: ~— 

ἡ ended the matter, She now feels that the Securities and 
Exchange Commission is. continuing its investigation of” 
Pentron Electronics, 

τ 
CG 6653-S's brother, Irving Projensky, Chairman 

ΟἹ the Board of the First National Bank of Lincolnwood, 
Iilinois, expressed. ‘the: opinion that ‘the Securities wands 3 

ΒΕ τι Commission? s investigation is directed- towar 
proving: -a- conspiracy of some sort by an. individual named Ὁ 6082 

aise 
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Memorandum RE: ; um to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
SOLO. " 

τρις 
ho has dealt extensively in stocks involving — 

1 Pentron Electronics and Hercules Galion. CG 6653-5 "" 
indicated th purchased some Pentron Electronics 
stock throug 

. '  €G 6653-8 sees no possibility that she or 
CG $824-S* or NY 694-S* are involved in any wrongdoing ~ 
insofar as their dealings in Pentron and Hercules Galion 
stocks are:-concerned,. ᾿ 

100-428091' 

OBSERVATIONS : 

1. _ in view of the status of these informants in the 
~ yextremely delicate Solo Operation, any possibility of,public 

disclosure concerning ‘their financial transact ionshgtsijof 
{concern to us. This is particularly true if these! in?érmants 
are called to testify before a Grand Jury. We will have a 
better idea of what this matter is all about when . Ὡς 

| Stockbroker returns from ‘New_York -and.-gives - - -- ΟἽ 
\CG 6653-. ἘΠ of his discussions with the Securities 
and Exchange Commission, _ 

RECOMMENDATION : 
% 

That the attached airtel. -be sent to Chicago - 
instructing that office to follow this matter closely and 
to keep the Bureau advised of all pertinent developments. 
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A situation has recently aricon in connéction 
with the financial dealings of this informant, of which 

_ we believe the Bureau should be cognizant. ‘The facts — 
 involyed are set forth below. ει ον 

εν On 1..1 and 12/67 CG. 6653-S, wife of .-- “os 
CG 5824-S*, advised that she had learned on the evening 
of 1/10/67. through her brother, IRVING PROJANSKY, 

. Chairman of the Board of the First National Bank’ of 
xs Lincolnwood, Tilinois, that a -broker. whom she ‘had 
av ‘utilized in the. past for Some stock transactions had . | 

recgived a subpoena." to testify in New York city: concerning we 
& his knowledge: of the | infornants, and their financial’. roe ΙΕ 
> transactions. ee 
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C NS | As a ‘result, 
δὸς SUSY contacts this. broker, 
δ δῷ with the firm of Dear, 

‘La, Salle Street, Chicago,’ TT linois. 
that he had not received a subpoena but Tee 
telephonically contacted by the office of the United νὸς 
States Attorney in New York City and. requested to-‘come - <*- 

ον ἢ to New York City Οὐ 1/13/67 to discuss transactions « ᾿ς ᾿ 
. through his firm by the informant. ~- The attorney. to -whon: . 
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. ghé no longer recalls. She did as requested and was 

Pentron. Eleétronics and Hercules Galion Products, 

she had received a request to telephone collect tov 

She was asked if she would be available to. testify, before. 

‘that she lad told ail ‘she knew about the subject and © 

CG 134-46 ; co 

as working with the United States Attorndéy an bic 
New York and with the Securities Excha 
(SEC), As a result of this phone call, 411 
travel a City on the morning: ὦ ΤΟΥ and 
meet wit ater. that same. date. ᾿ 

According tls ‘he does not Ienow ‘the 
nature of the inquiry. id advise, however, that the 
name of -the informants had. been obtained by the United 
States Attorney from a check of records to identify 411 be 
individuals "in a cross of,"t i.e. dealing in both, τ 

Incorporated, both stocks being traded on the: American: ς 
Stock Exchange. It is not-- records were. Ὁ 
checked but it: is believed wis referring: to: 
a chéeck-of the records of Office of 
Bear ,, Stearns and Company. hen stated 
that as a résult of the chec n. addition to these 
informants, the United States’ "Attorney was interested 
in the transactions engaged fn by the following additional - 

of the ' aaa ational ois 
Illinois; 

oy friend of 

Going. back im her Y¥ecollections ‘on. this. 
matter; σα 6653-S recalled that in about 4/66 she: returned: 
to Chicago from a trip out of the city. and learned. that 

Coumissioner of the SEC in Washington, D.C,, whose: name 

questioned concerning purchases: and sales of Petitron, 
why She had bought and. sold this stock, who had advised her 
to buy Pentron, etc. After answering ‘these questions, 

a Grand Jury: if it bécame necessary, to which she replied 

would be available if requested to appear before a - 
Grand. Jury. 



_ Lincolnwood: for, a record of all, these nosriod. |] 
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80 far as CG .6653-S knew, this ended the ἡ 
δ οι and she thought that the Pentron investigation ᾿ 
was all over by this time, and Since she was not 
recontacted the whole thing 'was a dead issue, She did 
-reeall further that in early 11/66 she learned that α΄. 
Yequest had been made at the First National Bank of 

stions during a certain period 
or the bank, had prepared and furnishe 

-Such a record avid in view of a difference. of opinion 
as to the amounts of Hercules Galion stock which had 
been purchased, S then prepared a list from her 
own records, for ἜΝ ἢ order to resolve these 

owever, thése two matters had hot been. 
thought by her to be connected.’ CG. 6653-S thought this 
later request was concérned with. some ‘shady transactions . 
by αὐ officer,of the bank, sincé fied, which PROJANSKY 
had been trying to straighten out to the satisfaction 
of the bank examiners. That natter had all been. cleared 

“up some time ago. ' 

on 1/11/67,. CG. 665328. Attempted to 
- ᾿ Ἢ 8 ᾿ 

contac o: determine exactly who had requested 576 
the rec ‘the . their loans: and stéck 
piirchases. However was | out of town and she. was 
unable to-contact him 

δος contacted another of her - brokers 
nane at. Bache and Company, Incorporated, 
140 Orn. t, Chicago, - Illinois, through. be 

. whon sh “extensive transactions in Hercules = bic 
Galion, 1.dvised her that he- ‘had received. ΝΕ Ν 
no inqu ry from the SEC or anyone, -else. concerning any 
of the infortiants' ‘stock transactions; τ 

CG'6653-S then contacted her brother, IRVING 
᾿ PROJANSKY, to determine whether he could shed any Light | . 

on the mystery of what this investigation is all about. 
According τὸ PROJANSKY, this: investigation is. ‘till in. the 
hands of the. SEC, which is gathering information . : -* 
preparatory to presentation to the Grand Jury in New York. 



CG 134-46 

He does not believe that it has been presented. yet to 
the Grand Jury or that any : ents had. been returned. 
PROJANSKY is positive that is an attorney for the 
SEC rather than from the office of the United States 
Attorney in New York, Furthermore, PROJANSKY stated that 
the record of the informants' loans and stock. purchases, 
requested from the pank are involved in. the ‘sane situation. - 

dealings because the: investigation was confine 
' Bear, Stearns, which was the brokerage used : 

-5 

It is’ PROJANSKY's. opinion that this investigation by 
SEC is‘ directed toward proving a conspiracy ome sort, 

art of an individual by the name ol 
[fem He is- an individual known to ANSKY 

653-S who was also dealing in Pentron and Horcules 
Gal 653-S hdd purchased some Pentr 

“trod lena wh ed to 5611 1+ 
had referred her ἜΝ Ὁ Bear, Stearns and Company, 
who. would probably have more success in selling it than. 
he. PROJANSKY voiced the opinion that ho inquiry had been 
made of, Bache and Company concerning the informants: 

The mane of NY 694-S* had becomé involved: because 
_ sold some of his Pentron Stock for hin through Bear; 
Stearns. 

* OG. 6653-8 has “indicated that she sees no 
possibility that she or CG 5824-S* or NY 694~S# are 
Involved in any wrongdoing insofar as their dealings. 
in Pentron and Het s ion are concerned. Her ἮΝ 
acquaintance with confined to this one ‘business — 
transaction and she knows nothing of his other dealings: 
He is apparently better known to PROJANSKY, who is of . 
the Opinion that the gation is directed toward 
proving a case pte We will have a. pétter 

at “this inve On is all about. when 
nterview on 1/13/67 with 
indicated to CG hat, 
6S all about fron| and 
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Particularly in view of “the ‘current status 
of CG 5824-S*,. any possibility of public disclosures 
concerning financial transactions of this informant at 
this time. is of concern to us. Furthermore, the 
involvement of both CG 5824-8* and NY -694-S#. in so 
complicated an investigation by SEC and/or a Grand Jury 
in Néw York City, regardless. of the current status 
of CG 5824-S*, is of some concern, However, being " 
dependent gpon the conjecture. of IRVING PROJANSKY and oe 
lacking Specific information as to the nature of the ore 
inquiry, we do not feel that τῷ can make a cogent 
observation or recommendation at this time. By 1/16/67 

that CG 6653-~S will have obtained 
the benefit of his discuss i6ns. With 

» an Ὥ S we may have some positive idea .of wha 
investigation is all about. At that time we will furnish 
this additional information to the Buréau and New York, _ 
together with our observations: and recommendations: ‘The 
above information is being furnished to the Bureau at 
this time in order that the Bureau, will be ih possession, 
of ail the facts. in a timely manner. 
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